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The Abtract 
This thesis reveals and clarifies through creative research practices and foms a movement 
towards, and a mgnition of, embodied arts leaming through and as a result of an association with 
the Bay Area Artists for Women's Art (BAAWA), a particulair ferninist art educational community. 
lnterpretive inquiry on a present leaming process both locates and h e s  this research The 
components which infonn this interpretation include: a study of the associated literature on feminist 
art çomrnunities, a participant research study with the BAAWA community presented as a notated 
theatrical performance script, and an exhibition. They relate to and through each other in a 
complementary relationship and record the various values, perspectives and orientations I have 
taken on at different ocçasions in my learning. It is the relationship and specificity of these 
occasions or events which point to naming my leaming process as curriculum as 1 have understood 
it from, and applied it beyond, BAAWA. This research is multi-layered, multi-textureci, dialogic, 
open and aesthetic and points to the particular complexities, needs, and practices of contemporary 
North Arnerican women artists in reaching to narne, f i n n  and expand their practices as artists. 
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As educators, most of us find our satisfaction in the achievements of others. 
When we do something well, the most natual  response is to think of others' 
contributions to our efforts, to think second of struggles dong the way, and to 
think Iast of the role of our own wit and hard-eanied ski11 in various 
undertakings.. . Women of my geffiration in particular have k e n  programmed..  
not to daim credit for what we do. 
Laura Chapman, "Leadership and the Question of Professional Identity 
in Art Education: Some Personal Reservations" 
No one ever told us we had to study our lives, 
make of our lives, a study, as if learning the natural history of music ... 
Adrienne Rich, "Transcendental Etude" 
She stands, han& clenched, feet firmly spread apart, in camouflage pants and 
black T-shirt, nearly bald, heavy eye make-up and black lipstick, multiple 
earrings, screaming in French at the audience while air-raid sirew mil - we are 
assailed, rivetted by the noise and fierce vision. Suddeniy the sirens stop, and in 
the same violent tone she states, "1-loathe-moths!" 
Jeanie Forte, "Rachel Rosenthd: Feminism and Performance Art" 
Before coming to the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, I had been stuâying and 
working in theatre, movement, and the v i d  arts. As a result of this diverse history, 1 realized 1 had 
become not a specialisi in me tins, but a hybrid of many. This became clearer to me as 1 began my 
academic work 1 chose to start fiom this "hybridisrn" and began to unnive1 and pick at the various 
parts, looking at the bits fiom above, below, and behind, seeing if 1 could "see" wfiatever "it" was 
through different h e s  (Patterson, 1992). 1 wanted to place my previously asswned fixed and 
known fiames into question. 1 wanted to de-neutralize them, make them active, and get them 
humrning again. And, as 1 picked, 1 tealized that the pattern became more cornplex, and that tensions 
between these parts, and in relation to new academic forms, emerged. 
1 am a performance artist. Not content just with a career in theatre or the visual arts, 1 sought 
a fom that would allow me to play in layers. Not satisfied with traditional visual or theatrical forms, 
I experimented with interrelating video, film, lights, sound, text, slide visuals and my body and 
voice in performance contexts. 
Central to my use of performance art and to this academic research are my experiences as  
a wornan. Where was 1 in al1 this? Where was I as a woman in this field of the arts? Where was 1 
written in? How was 1 written in? Why did 1 choose not to follow a conventional path in my own 
career? Where, how, and what did 1 study~learn to w m e  eventually to this point in my career? What 
kind of leaming and leaming situations did 1 gravitate to? How could 1 expand my perspectives, 
open my frames, and become more generous a d  flexible in my understandings, not only of myself, 
but of different selves? 
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The layers seemed comptex, the interfaces rnany. It seemed inter&& but it lacked a focus. 
1 wanted to find a passionate centre that would activate me to re-fonn and re-create occasions that 
could allow for a committed, engaged working process that would teach me anew. The site I chose 
to focus on . was the Bay Area Artists for Women's Art (BAAWA) - a comrnunity h i c h  had 
supported and affinned this need. 
My, and the BAAWq learning is in flux, and my research on both a process. 1 have more 
distance fiom BAAWA now and have had opportunities to apply its pmctices and processes in other 
situations. At the time of this writing 1 am working with another BAAWA mernber toward an 
exhibitiodperformance. We also are celebrating with BAAWA mernbers and members of other 
women's communities a decade of  BAAWA's history as a feminist art collective. So it seems 
somehow appropriate that 1 step into this research process again rnoving to the completion of this 
thesis work. 
The layen of images, sounds, colours, and voices engulf me. I live in one image or 
interaction and follow it, anà then shifl to another. The fonn moves and undulates. Boundaries shift 
and reform. 1 have corne to see this movement as crucial. 1 know that my body will recover and 
balance, my thoughts become connected, my performances reveal new depths, and my art invite, 
if 1 respect and listen to how 1, the ideas, and the forms need to move. As in the movement of my 
breathing 1 move fiom intenial reflection to extemal action, back and forth, in and out, towards and 
away. I enter the research allowing the tissues of my body to feel and respond. 1 want to be 
embodied in the process. 1 want to rediscover pleasure thmugh my research, to bring my selves 
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together in the space of the " f d e  irnagioaiy" ',and to work ngorously towards a more precise and 
yet multiple interpretation of my studies of, around and h m  my associations with BAAWA as art, 
as presence and as leaming. I hold and forrn a few interpretations. And, as 1 do, 1 feel a giddy sense 
of moving closer to the centre, to the originating place, accepting that pehps  such a centre may 
not be namable. 
The purpose of this inquiry is to re-cognise and enact the particular leaming within, around 
and as a result of a specific wornen's art community in Ontario, the Bay Area Artists for Women's 
Art (BAAWA). This inquiry has evolved kom the shared journey of six women artists (including 
me) in the BAAWA group and represents my long-term and ongoing research relationship with these 
women. 
BAAWA members and those tiom other groups have talked together posing certain 
questions: What is BAAWA? Why does it work? Where do we go fiom here? What form will ow 
community continue to take? What is our role as "mentof' for women artists and the arts. Cm our 
fodprocess  inform other groupings? 
As a vocal and dynamic cornmunity, now ten years oid, BAAWA has becorne an established 
and challenging presence. The "outside" cuitural community continues to push BAAWA for 
definition. But the group resists conventional labelling and restructuring and holds fast to its fluidity 
and its right to self-determination. And it is this fluidity that has appealed to many other groups. 
' Dr. Jeanne Ruidolpb in "Wbat d d t  women w t ? "  presented at 
. . 
on feminist machce in thes- Agnes Etherington Gallesr, Kingston, Ontario, Jan. 28, 1995, 
narned the "femafe imagiaary" as a space of luxury or playfiilness- This place spe& to use of 
int erpretation ratfier than presdbed ideoiogy. 
This selfdetermination and resistance located and grounded specific considerations for me. 
One such consideration was based on the premise that gender ne& to be acknowledged as a 
determining factor in women's lives. The concept "gender" can limit our drives and our dreams. 
As Frigga Haug & Others (1987) write, it is "not a set of actions but a state of m i a l  relations that 
marks out structural barriers to women's striving for autonorny ..." (p. 18). How have women 
challenged and lived out these social relations? They look b r  ways, "never passive but instead 
constant1 y engaged in practice" (p. 1 8) to negotiate these limitations. They have dynamically 
moulded and shaped the parameters of theu existence. 
Ln the arts, women have been limited through a traditional gender-biased education (Collins 
& Sandell, 1984, p. 2 Ml).  They have attempted for years to negotiate art(s) schwling in order to 
receive training toward the establishment of a professional careerr. They have rarely been encouraged 
in this education to reveal their specific fernale experience through their an, or affirmed in their use 
of traditional women's materials and techniques. 
Three further considerations were also significant to me: 
1 .  Historically, women have had to create alternative settings for their own expressions and 
education. While not accepted by, or even, at times, visible to the larger community, their culture 
has existed. As Deena Metzer (Collins & Sandell, 1984) writes: 
Separated fiorn the "light" of the dominant society, we women have perpetuated a 
culture of our own, expresseci in our own Bnns, which has frequently ken 
transmitted, as is the case with other oppressed cultures, in subtle, uncodified ways. 
Not taught in schools, it is communicated in the home, through kinship lines, 
laterally lhrough sisters, granhothers, fkiends. (p. 79) 
2. Women have been developing critical and personal slcills to effect change in their art practice and 
education. In Anonmous was a W o m :  A -bon of the Women's Art Festival a 
What does it mean to make art as a woman? ... The more we leam about our 
sensibilities, the more cornplex and beautifùl they become. We have corne to 
redefine ourselves in this strange temtory. A long process of removing social 
conditioning had kept our vision unfomed, confused and repressed Our marks are 
a poetic outcry against the void of him. We have tbe audacity to be faithful to this 
dream. (p. 1) 
3. Women are now capable of building their own sepamte feminist art education, which could 
influence a change in mainstream art education and in the larger comrnunity. Art historian Linda 
Nochlin (Collins & !%indell, 1984) describes the catalytic affect that feminist action has had on the 
art community: 
It is the engaged female intellect ... üiat can pierce (hrwgh the cultural-ideological 
limitations of the time and its specific "professionalism" to reveal biases and 
inadequacies not merely in the dealing with the question of women, but in the very 
way of fonndating the crucial questions of the discipline as a whole. Thus the so- 
called woman question, far from being a minor, peripheral and laughable provincial 
sub-issue grafied onto a serious, established discipline, c m  become a catalyst, an 
intellectual instrument, probing basic and "natural" assumptions, providing a 
paradigm for other kinds of intemal questioning, and in tum, providing links with 
paradigms established by radical approaches in other fields @- 11). 
These considerations then sparked early questions: What is feminist self-education in the 
arts? What is unique about the practices of contemporary separate alternative feminist art 
communities? What is unique about BAAWA as feminist art education; how and why does it 
flounsh without a conventional institutionai structure? How can its process be embodied as a 
leaming practice? 
These questions focused my desire to look to places where women strove to grasp their life 
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and art practice with a p a t e r  passion, sought to understand themselves in a larger social context, 
and pushed to have this education and practice valued in the mainstream- 1 wanted to discover and 
share these experiences and use thern as integral to rny own. 1 wanted to generate research events 
as occasions to pose these questions, visualk a process and enact my learning. 
1 noted feminist art educational communities to be of special interest, for, as alternative 
structures, they tended to attend to their processes and survival. This seemed to reflect an ongoing 
cornmitment to self-evaluation, but also a need to maintain a responsive and flexible educational 
environment But they are not always successfid. 
Most feminist alternatives, as Bunch and Pollack (1983) note, can be unstable, are ofien 
unable to reaîh women beyond ferninid circles, and tend to exhaust the energies of their organizen 
(p. xiv). But, for BAAWA, this hasn't k e n  true. I did not know why this was the case. I needed to 
explore this. 
L wanted critical creative dialogue to be at the core of this search, allowing knowledge to be 
emergent, didogic and ambiguous. I would accept the responsibility to be present in the research, 
to select specific concrete structures which would resonate with the phenornenon and to be 
committed to articulating a presence in, and making specific choices relative to, the ongoing 
process. 
The conceptualhtion of this project flows fiom the research-todate. The question, the 
methodology, and the findings will be attended to. 1 intend to conceptualize a research whereby 1 
can move from simply seeing BAAWA as outsider, to knowing and leaming through BAAWA 
irnplicated as insider. It is a balancing of texts and opportunities to locate, immerse, dislocate and 
relocate. 
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The thesis is shaped and balanceci by my activities as inquirer-leamer. 1, as inquirer leamer 
move and balance between -observing a present working-learning association and reflecting on the 
iexts of my past education with BAAWA My intension is to uiiravel the leamhg process for women 
li ke me inkhrough sel fdirected art cmmmunities- 

The Tbesis Project 
The piece is very much about process; developing it. We find that working in the 
space is really exciting and a week is a long time to begin with and not very long 
in the end. And it i s  always at the point of reaching the performance at the end of 
the week that we discover al1 the things that we wuid have done and that perhaps 
could do in the next one. Perhaps in the funue we c m  do one every week as it 
develops. We're worlang on the format; on how to incorporate that process into 
the actual thing itsel f. 
Leena Raudvee, Co-Artistic Director, Artifacts 
Spoken at the end of the performance, "Crossing the Street" at the Hamilton 
Artists' Inc., 1988. 
Cooce@aliziqg$be Reserirch 
ln this thesis, 1 am coming to mhtand the complexity of research and the leamhg process- 
1 have also come to understand that who we are at any given time changes as the circumstance 
changes. And, the phenomenon iiself can change. How we name ourselves, visualize ourselves and 
the world we interact with is not a constant Given that flux, I suggea that it is usehl to come to 
research by accepting the need to create moments in which to pause and play (Patterson, 1996), to 
look at a phenomenon with eyes that see at a particular moment in time, a specific sight (site). We 
observe this sight (site), explore if and come to certain interpretations. As we r e m  at a later date 
to the phenomenon, we create yet anoîher research event We come fiom a different place yet again, 
revisit the phenomenon and perhaps see anotber sight (site). These research events which reveai 
different aspects of the phenomenon, I name as modalities, equally valid and yet shifting in 
placement and perspective. 
Research, in this inquiry, is process. It is named as interpretive and phenomenological. Its 
movement is neitber circular nor linear, but rather cyclical and eventhl. It is representative of many 
perspectives, placements and ways of leaming. It is also representative of the multiple and varied 
specific leaming events and the richness and complexity of a particular leaming moment. It 
acknowledges thaî research on leaming and hence on education and curriculum, is not only formeci 
through textual description and analysis of data There are also the silences, images, and sensations 
that take us to richer and I thinlr, more complex interpretations of what education can be. It is a 
research which records the acting of self-as-learner engaged in reflection on p s t  occasions and on 
present artistic collaborative practices. 
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The question central to this thesis addresses learning process, and asks: How do I learn? The 
idea is generated through this, a history of various inquiries with and amund a phenornenon, a 
particular women's art comrnunity, the Bay Area Artists for Women's Art (BAAWA). The question 
becomes enriche& How do women artists-in-community leam? The modes that emerge and are 
represented in this inquiry are generated fiom these questions. They are the special events of 
learning at the site(s) where the idea Pnd the phenornenon have intersected and engaged The 
formal shapes the research takes or the ways the research speaks in each particular modality are 
representative of the shih in the dynamics of the leaming process and reveal aspects of the subject 
The movement of this inquiry is shaped through that dialogue and interaction of self and 
phenornenon in process. This ongoing cyclical, eventfiil movernent is at the core of the w n c e p t d  
progression of the thesis. It records the activity of self-as-inquirerneamer engaged in reflection on 
past modalities and on a present artistic collaborative practice. It is central to what 1 understand 
leaming, research and rigorous, creative, critical praçtice to be. 
Until the artist is satisfied in perception wïth what [ q h e  is doing, [dJhe continues 
shaping and reshaping. The making cornes to an end when its result is experienced 
as good - and that experience cornes not by mere intellechial and outside 
judgement but in direct perception. (J. Dewey in Willis (199 1), p. 173) 
Such a statement suggests the possibility of a different orientation to research. As Susan 
Krieger (1 991) notes, it is "one that emphasues the particularity of individual vision and that views 
the self and work as one. It is a view that takes as central the task of 'making the unknown known' 
through the creation of form" (p. 7 1). 
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"lt becomes desirable," then cornments Kn'eger, "to structure a description in terms of the 
emotional content of an experience. The result is a relatively open fonn that look more like a 
rnosaic than a linear progression and that communicates on an emotional level rather then as a neat 
intellectual packagen (p. 51). It asks us to accept the possibility ofresearch activity as creative 
practice. The art of research is in the reorganizing of experience so that it can be perceived in a new 
way . 
A phenomenon animates us, calls to us to respond We respond through and in our bodies 
for "it is through our bodies that we comrnunicate with the things and persons around us" (O'Neill, 
1989, p. 8-9). We return to our W i e s  to remver a sense of who we are, of what the core of our 
being is (Artaud, 1958). As Richard Courbiey notes (Booth and Martin-Smith, 1988): 
Knowledge is gained primarily by and through the body. There is a "incarnatew 
character to such knowledge. Although it is gained through embodiment, it i s  not 
quite that mind "embodiesw the action. Rather, the body attends to knowledge 
through itselE (p. 1 55) 
As a performance artist, my artistic practice provides a way for me to corne to this ernbodied 
knowing, to learning and experiencing. It enables me to recover and enact "being" (Vattirno, 1988, 
p. 66) wnstantly through the activities of my life. It is a passionate enterprise, and by choosing to 
name myself as "academic as artist," 1 hope to uncover for myself the art of in  research. 
BAAWA, as a phenomenon, potentially holds meanings which can be revealed through 
honouring theidou pocess of making and researching through art. Dorothy Heathcote (Johnson & 
O'Neill, 1984) comments: 
(T)he arts isolate a factor of human experience. They particulante something to 
bring it to our attentio n... They use life and understanding of li fe, but they make you 
examine it through a particular moment of life ... [A]rt has to isolate. And because 
it does this, it distorts ... Therefore you do not see the whole, you only see a part 
through this distorted view, this particdaridon. As soon as you get distortion, you 
get the struggle for fonn.. . 
So, in art, you have: isolation of the human condition, particularization, 
distortion, and fonning so that you may contemplate it. It is given shape to 
synthesk the importance of the distortion. (p. 1 14) 
In order to acknowledge this art process, and parhcularly mine as a performance artist, 1 have 
chosen to pursue this study from a phenornenological perspective. 
1 intend to locate occasions or experiences idfor leaming and research as modalities, 
immerse myself in each, dislocate and reflect on each maiality within the context of my present 
activities and relocate this rnovement idas  learning. 
"Borh art and phenomemlogical inquiry strïve to communicate what is primary within [an] 
experience. " (WiIlis, 199 1, p. 1 76). 
S ince phenornenological inquiry is at heart an artistic proces its only successful 
practitioners.. . have been tbose who have perceived something ... valuable about 
their own or otherst life-worlds and who have exemplified their perceptions well in 
a creative medium which has pemined other individuels to experience them in their 
own ways. (Willis, 1991, p. 1 78) 
This is the way 1 intend to proceed. 
This research is an enactment of k i n g  thmugh an understanding of the potential of creative 
academic practice. It is practical, passionate and intuitive. As an arts research activity, it includes 
both the "doingtt mode of exploration and discovery and the "reflectingn mode of formation. As I 
move between these different modes, and between my own complementary perspectives of artia, 
educator and academic, I locate the movement of the re-search. 
The various "enacbnentsn reveded by, and created through, this inquiry relate dialogically. 
I use the notion of "dialogicn - "noi a seamless system but a temporal relationship of utterances" 
(Glazener, 1989, p. 116) - to locate the ongoing inquiry. Envisioning the enactrnents as 
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complementary is also useful here. It locates a paradoxical relationship of difference and 
connectedness, of the creative and the criticd, of the practical and the sensual. Such a 
concephialization leads to more critical, exploratory, or wrnplex interpretations (Marino, 1997, p. 
47). 
Progress is revealed, in the rhesiis, through the creation and specific uses of the academic and 
artistic fonns. 
To know, we as learners bnng our bodies kine~thetically~ emotionally, mindfully, sensually 
to the act of interpreting, (Bell, 2993). And in this action, we retain, record, retell, and historicize 
Our learning (Griffin, 1987). Its ordering is not just linear or processual. In fact, there are many 
ways of leatning and of recording this learning. We make sense of the world coUaboratively , and 
each of us has di fferent experiences. Peshkin (in Eisner, 1 99 1 ) points to the fact that we dso have 
many "selves". This has two resuits: who we are at any one time depends on the situation in which 
we find ounelves, and we are able to see a situation fiom several points of view. "Taking various 
perspectives is a way of examining situations nom different angles. It allows us to be open to many 
learning experiences and to have a sense of self that is versatile, eclectic and mutable," (Eisner, 
1 99 1 ) and to be flexible and open with others. 1 suggest that we need to acquire a dynarn ic, plural, 
embodied understanding of the artistic process in relationship to others across multiple contexts 
(Clandinin, 1985; Noddings, 1984; Hollingsworth, Dybdahl Br Minarek, 1993). This introduces the 
concept of relational knowing - a continual fluid questioning that leads to gmwth. We are active 
participants in our leaming (Connelly & Clandinin, 1 988) and, as a result, have the oppomity to 
choose and hence fhme our own experiences. We create our own knowledge (Pinar, 1978). bel1 
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books (in Garber & Gaudelius, 1992) sees this choice as a basis for change (p.7). Through 
understanding and choosing our multiple experiences, we cari begin to articulate and name how they 
will affect us (Garber & Gaudelius, 1992, p.7). Interpretation can then "be an act that 
transfomis ... the world ... and the inkrpreter as weli" (Grumet, 1988, p. 146). 
As ariists, we may r e m  again to the same problems. In our approach, we may, at times, be 
methodical, at times lyrical. But as we continue to l e  to weave back and inward again and again, 
we corne to a richer colouring, a deeper understanding, another perspective. 
t use my perception of self and of learning process as a central organizing focus in looking 
into the ways 1 have leamed and continue to learn, given the opportunity to self direct and to 
structure my own progress with the support, dialogue and critique of other women artists. 
While 1 do not believe this process need be gender specific, I do believe that experience is 
gendered and for women problematic. Social codes and expectations can affect and limit them. Yet 
many women choose to resist this shaping and view themselves, their practices, their experiences 
as varïed and different This action happens, is experienced, in their bodies, at the "very site of the 
rules and etiquette which deflne them as a woman" (Bell, 1993, p. 22). 
(The) recognition of one's perception of the world as sornething at once unique, 
shared and different is the principal lesson 1 have learned h m  k i n g  part of the 
process of changing consciousness of women of my generation, The final result of 
a process of comperison is never likely to be the clarification of absolutes, but rather 
perception of the p a t e r  complexity of the web of problems that surround each 
individual and a recognition by the individual of where she stands in the web. 
(Bassnet in Borner et  al, 1992, p. 10). 
What informs an individual's and this thesis's progress, are notions of self, community, and 
activity as each relates to leaming. 
1 support Susan Krieger's (1991) arguuig "for a view of the self as a centrai organizing 
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mechanism within each individual that is expenenced, to some extent, as unique" (p. 44). This 
notion speaks to women's desire to determine the directions for their own arts leaming and creative 
practices. Women wani to authorize %eir own perspective[s] on experience" (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1994). in the act of giving f o m  to their experiences, they consider the meaning of the 
individual and social dynamics shaping their lives. From discrete experiences, they construct 
themselves and make an account, throcigh interpetive acts, OC the shape of their knowing (Personal 
Narrative Group, 1989, p.4). 
I view community as dynarnic-in-relation. This includes Griselda Pollack's concept of a 
"conversational cornmunity." It is an idea not foreign to women artists and certainly not to BAAWA 
women. Pollack (1986) notes that die feminist struggle has been a c4collective one composeci of 
distinct persons with pam'cular and heterogenous ends and means " (p. 28). These "conversational 
communities" then offer "points of  recognition, identification and indeed, cornpetition through 
which women can locate themselves and develop related pmctices" (p. 28). A concept for such sites 
would have as its goal the development and perpetuation of a community which, while working 
toward communal action, does so without marginalizing or suppressing the uniqueness of others. 
(Young, 1 990, p. 320). Cornmunity creates events/oçcasions for enacting the arts-learning process. 
It can facilitate the opportunity for transfomative experiences which can be profoundly communal 
and s hared (Turner, 1 977, p. 1 3 8). 
The way 1 view activity relates to arts learning- In the arts, Courtney (Booth and Martin- 
Smith, 1988) comrnents that intemal imaginative activity either becomes extemal dramatic activity, 
or is formed ont0 or into specific media (p. 105-106). 
How this learning proceeds depends on how well we can create and sustain a safe, playful, 
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trusting space in which to leam and work. The desire is to produce, from this place, artistic and 
acadernic work which has both formal unity and subjective content. It is a work which relates to 
the particular history of each artist or leiuner and is representative of a self in relation to othen, 
which wmplements - is both independent of, and yet merged with, a group. 
Clarifviilp the Research as Evenm 
The subject matter of this thesis is women's selfeducation in the visual arts in and through 
an association with a women's art community, the Bay Area Artists for Women's Art (EMAWA). 
This inquiry focuses on uncovering the complex leaming process that has k e n  integral for BAAWA 
members. 1 intend to enact this learning through the process of writing this inquiry in the role of 
sel f-as-inquirerflearner. This will allow me to animate leaming through my passion for feminist 
practice, and for the process of arts making and doing. My desire is to offer an understanding of 
women's self education in the arts generated through the context of an active/reflective 
phenomenological inquiry. As phenomedogy is "the form of interpretive inquiry that cornes closest 
to artistic inquiry," (Willis, 199 1, p. 173) it brings me closer to what is primary in the arts leaming 
experience: "Hurnan learning ... involves an ongoing cyclical relationship among the processes of 
perceiving, thinking and acting in which [the] deepening and refining ofone's process helps M e r  
define and deepen the others" (Willis, 199 1, p. 174). 
The problemaîic for this thesis is al- evolving and moving. It is lodged in an interpretive 
process of uncovering layers of meaning and is initially defhed as: How c m  1, through an 
interpretive critical and creative process, uncover the nature of my learning in and through a 
community? By looking at my perception of our activities and exhibitions, and by my participating 
in these activities, how can 1 locate BAAWA and informal groupings like BAAWA as potenhally 
h i t h 1  places for reancepniaiiPnglre-seerching leaming for women inHhrough the arts? 
A series of questions relate to this problematic: 
What is meant by an interpretive study of Leamiog in a women's art community? 
Can certain forms circummibe or inform certain interpretations? 
Can such an aiiist's process facilitate and re-conceptualize art education researcb? 
How do forms descni certain occasions, events, rehitionships and occunences? 
How does the researcber clarifL and grasp the practicai, specific and yet e ~ g m a t i c  qualities of what 
rnakes each learning situation unique? 
Can academic foms complement and speak to/with the artistic? 
How is this leaming reseatch? 
These questions move with the analysis and with the continuing re/conceptualization of the 
interpretation. The evolving series of modalities and interpretations respect different foms or 
media Ln choosing to do ihis, 1 acknowiedge the diversity of ideas, people, and practices in groups 
like BAAWA and in the arts and ed-on, and how such diversity contributes to a complexity and 
richness of meaning. By choosing to preseot more than one modality and frame each with present 
perspectives, 1 preserve a way of remding how interpretations develop and leamhgs are achieved. 
I also show how, rnoving h u g h  a series of interpretations over time, 1 permit the inclusion of what 
has been learned and fomed as the bais  for b e  learning. 
Each interpretation of a modality mpresents a partihl understanding. Research then bacornes 
formally incomplete, for to end it with stated conclusions defcatî the d o n  of ongoing Leaming and 
the lifelong p r e s s  of an arts making/research practice. 
To engage with such research, the r d r  must accept a research which is convoluted, 
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processua!, emergent (Courtney, 1992, Grumet, 1981). He/she must also accept a definition of 
knowledge fonned through the body, unfolded through doing and reflecting, responsive to an 
individual's striving to enact k i n g  and rooted in everyday life and ongoing experiences (Aptheker, 
1989). This is a knowledge reveaied in language and image, somehmes in a silence that speaks 
wi thout words. 
Locatiqg Self 
My research is intentionally addressed to those in arts research and education. 
While BAAWA is primarily a group made by and for women artists, it sees itself as actively 
engaged with the larger pluralistic community. Its interna1 activities relate to the larger community. 
So have mine. 
I locate myself in this research as a practitioner of BAAWA processes and, as such, I expect 
that the inquiry will be representative of the fluctuating forms of BAAWA discussions, dialogues, 
chats, conversations, writings and visual images. I expect it to resonate with my process as 
inquiredleamer. I intend to enact and reflect on the formal, visual and dramatic processes/ 
presentations that are integral to the BAAWA leaming and relate them in "conversation" to my own 
rigorous academic search using various modalities that are accessible to a pluralistic audience. 
H v m t h e s i z i ~  R-ch as m d  C u r r m  . . 
1 suggest that the conversations in and through these modalities may expose a different 
understanding of the leaming possible for women in self-directed arts educational communities and 
partnerships (Pattenon, 1996). 1 M e r  suggest that such conversations may, in their re-telling and 
re-fi-aming, conceptualize, cuntextualize and locate a mu1 tiple leaming through mu1 tiple voices in 
and through the body of a researchernearner as curriculum, within the form of  a thesis. 
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Framine Research as A m  
l offer these different m d i t i e s  and the interpretive voice düit animates them as a way to 
mark my learning process and my shiAing orientations to BAAWA over tirne. These voice speaks 
of my growing understandings of education infomed and influenced by my study(ies) of 
feminismfs), the arts, and embodied academic learning. 
Whaî I will present will be, in part, a feminist academic ïnquky, and will a h  grow €hm a 
relationship in and through the arts which is mcular (Johnson & O'NeiI1, 1984), and yet 
potentially complex and pluralistic (Booth & Martin-Smith, 1988). The research will be activated 
from (inter)action with ideas on knowleâge as personal, practical (Dewey, 1938) and embodied 
(Johnson, 1989), as processual, emergent and contextual (Corutney, 1 992), and as dialectic (Silvers, 
1986, p. 27) and discursively produced (Damch and Silvers, 1982, p. 45). 
Limiting the Reserircb 
This shidy is limited to events created with a core group of six members (including 
me) in BAAWA, one specific feminist art educational community in regional Ontario, and to the 
pst  and present extended partnerships these members have formed in other contexts. The research 
is limited in scope due to BAAWA's specific contexts and the culture, age and gender of its 
members. It is fiuther limited by my use of specific research texts for interpretation. 
But these limitations may, raîher than constricting the search, act as art does (Heathcote as 
cited in Johnson & ONeill, 1984, p. 114). By choosing specific experiences, and distorting them 
througb the "fiction" inherent in any reflection, re-storying or research practice, 1 may allow new 
perceptions to emerge. 
Furmine the R w c h  
M y  intention is to present various modalities which identify my pst research activities: a 
literaîure shidy, a perticipant research study pesented as a notated performance script, and a visual 
exhibition. The framing activity involves the interplay of these three modalities in a dynamic 
academic artistic form. These modalities speak to and through each other in a complementary and 
dialogic relationship through the metatext of the present aitistic process of learning and praçtice as 
storied by the inquirerneamer. This interplay gives dynamic form to my differing, and yet reiated, 
processes as academic, actodteacher, and visual artist. Self-as-reflective inquiredleamer acts as 
animateur. She activates these modalities, creating new texts, images, sensations and 
interpretations. 
Modalitia 
The first modality is a conventional literature study of feminist art educational communities. 
I t  locates and frames BAAWA within the existing structures historically and theoretically. 
Research on bminist efforts to create their own envimments for art education is a "much neglected 
area" (Bunch & Pollack, 1983, p. xiii). However, vanous discussions have surfaced in recent years 
which deal with feminism's contribution to art education. These include: its impact on a discipline- 
based art education (Huber, 1987); its relevance to multi-cultural education (Zimmerman, 1990); 
the use of its educational method or pedagogy in arts education (Dosser, 1990; Sandell, t 99 1); and 
the impact of its criticism, aesthetics, and art history on art education (Hagaman, 1990; Garber, 
1 992, 1 990). Even in the field, it is acknowledged that we need to extend our perceptions of art , 
education (Chalmers, 1987) and l e m  from each other's vanous, shifting and, at times, opposing 
positions (McFee, 1991). This modality locates selG=-gatherer/wmpiler. 
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The second modai~ty is a participant research shrdy written in the form of a notated theatrical 
performance script. It describes and reveals, using ethnographie researc h practices, the BAA WA 
process in active poetic/academic fom. The poetic script speaks of the dynamic interacting and 
gesture of ciramatic expression - the "doing," the "acting7' of BAAWA. It is this aspect of the 
modality that honours a unique and active self, that intertwines the inner experiences of the self with 
the phenornenon, and pemits writing in a manner which acknowiedges the dynamic creative 
process of the groupas-culture. 
The notations esbblishes BAAWA through interviews, conversations and discussions and 
locates and fiames BAAWA leamhg within a practical concrete structure. 1 note in this portion of 
the tea significant ways that BAAWA women educate themselves in and through their art practice 
in their community . I examine how this community provides a necessary, significant and valuable 
context to Ieaming and attend to the various strategies, pedagogies and principles that these women 
use to educate themselves and others. 1 also record their particular experiences which affect and 
in fom their education This modaiity indicaies sel f-as-gathered researcher/experimenter/presenter. 
The third modality is an exhibition. It honours the context in which most BAAWA 
educational pursuits take place. Feeling, looking and sensing are key activities here for the viewer 
and the pariicipant, for the modality is in visual fom. It represents the vigorous shifiing and shaping 
of thoughtt, ideas and aesthetics into form inherent in artisbc practice. This modality reflects sel f-as- 
-artist. 
Cornplementarity in conversation, the fiamhg te* reinterprets these three moQs aslthrough 
the reflective voice of the inquirerl leamer. This voice looks deeper, questions hinher and draws 
connections. It reflects on and links the various occasions of research in order to bring together the 
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passionate, the personal, and the pleasurabie aspects of the arts with the rigour, the clarity, the 
critique and the insights of the acsdemy. It creates and directs the movement of interpretation which 
cycles closer to an understanding of women's art education and arts educational research. It is  an 
ernbodied research practice. 
In the text of the thesis, the modalities will be in plain tex& the inquirer/learner's reflective 
text will be in italic. Chapter One introduces the voice and intentions of the inquirerneamer. 
One 
The brain and the womb are both centres of consciousness, equally important. 
. . H. Doolittle, T h o w  and VISIQD 
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In this chaper. 1 orient mysel/through the voice of inquirer/iearner as a woman and 
perfrrnance artist. I become embodied by establishing nry presence us namator and thtough a 
rejlecfion on rny practice as urtist, educafor, and academic. A@ intenlion is fo locate a 
representation of experience as multidime11sional phenoenological text- i report on my 
czcrrent uctivities at the This Decade of  B(NS opening; and with L e e ~  in the development of 
"Fragments", a ntuffi-media perjiormance work I afso outfine my intentions for this reseurch 
and introduce the first modal@ a fiterature stu& f lmin i s t  art educat ion commun it ies. 
* 
/ sit to write. I am tired I am memtruuting. M y  back aches. M y  han& worn and rough, 
refrecf the middle-oged body of a womaa Myjingers puse. unuble to strike the keys as I am now 
cliwbied since beginning this academic process. But I intend to "wriie ", to record un expiorution 
of rny fearning process. lmages wush over me. This initial spontaneous encounter becomes more 
refectrive. "iMu<t self-knowledge serve something other than itselp" As I begin to write. to respond 
ro experiences, I seme a formative process al work, ut once intellectual und emotional. 
consciow. and unconscious, objective a d  deep fy personal. 
John Dewey wrote that learning is the "representution of experiencz '1 I understandfrorn 
th& us reflet upon my experience and gleon informc~tion from this process of retelling that 
learning wiff take place. lt gives me a delightful sense of a "dialectic wholeness of theory and 
prucrice " (Connelly di Clandinin, 1991). This phenomenological text directly reflects my 
experience and yet is theoreticai in ifs shoping of my educaf ion. 
m 
I enter into fhis phenornenon ofeducaîional experience. As 1 write? I see s w i n g  before me 
patterns of my Zearning. 
I ihink of the nurrative d e s  which, with great complexity, map the various leorning 
occasions over the Iast few years. As / begin this rejlecting, I recall the words of Emily Curr, a 
Cunadian painter, as she speaks in my dromatic work, **Emily Speaks ": 
To compose a picture, I have to first get an idea. I tighren the idea into a definite 
plon. take if ihrough the sketch, find the threadr. laose them and pick them up again 
and aguin until I don'f see the threads anymore - only the tighrly woven fabric. 
It seem to me too t h  a picture is an on-the-way sort o m n g  not sornething caught 
and sratic, /rozen in ifs trucks. Oh, to have compfete control of nuilerial and 
technique so t h t  the thoughts couldjrow through. Now, wouiùn'r that be iovely? 
I, like Ernily, feel thej'iwtration of not always having the control of various techniques to 
dejne my learning in fanguage thut is 60th reveaIing and yet spectfic. It is ajhstration I feel as 
un academic, an educator and an artist. And yet, I know thar if the fime should corne that my 
vurious pract ices cuuïd be easily defined, I wouïd feel "caught and. .. fiozen" in my trucksks 
I begin io loose the t h d s  and tofind them, reforming and remapping my occasions for 
learning ut this point in t he .  The writing is non-linear, compfex, convoluted, andyet I trust thal 
patterns will emerge. 
Slo wiy things begin to rnove. to faïf into their places. Croups, masses and lines lie 
themselves together. Nothing is crowded, nothing is still. But I've got toJind t h  
direction. Yes. that's what I'm ofer. Everyihing moving togefher. connected 
movement, sympathetic movement, fiquidflowing movement, all directions summed 
up ~n one grand direction But I<ve got tojind (he direction so thut the whole rlonn 
structure rock together instead of wobbling like a bowï ofjelly. 
1 feel rhat in writing this work. I am trying to jind thnr grand direction. ZIjiish reworking 
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''Emily Speaks " in preparat ion for a per;formance I am giv ing at the Art Gallery of Ontario (Nov., 
1999)- A@ creative parmer, Leena, is present and a! this event we begin a discussion. the process 
of mahng a new project, "Fragments, " thor will ocapy rnuch of our tirne over the nmfew months. 
Fortunately we have almost twenîy years of professional activity as fiiends and as artists unif t k t  
informs OM work and establishes a contat. So fur our activity has not cmfesced into some grand 
direction, BU lhere are hints, and it is to these 1 look 
4 
We began our movement irtlo this new performance art work through O disaasion of; and 
an acknowfedgement of; ourprocess. We trace the years of our history, working together 
on t fzeatricaf pieces such as "Encrap~ttt" fo the mdtirnedia~i~~~talIation perfôrmances "A ttending 
rhe Interior': "Attending I/", a'C)etaIe(detail), "a d  "C'rossing the Street" 1 am struck. as we vkw 
fie vide0 of our lm peformance work, by the cornments thar Leena makes to the audience about 
how process and our me ofprocess are so integral fo ow pructice. We decide to make this 
'process" more visible as "per$onnance" fhis time, to t a p  our discursions. to create a meta- 
conleri with which to view andfiame the work This becmnes the conceprd core, the basis of the 
new work If captures us and moves us forwurd The subjecf marrer is the objects and actions thor 
have creafed the rnoving images in ourpast work The new approach becomes o fresh way for us 
fo refiarne ow 'texts ' to pull our history in s ~ f c h e s ,  in threads into the present, und theoretically 
grusp if in terms of process and learning. 
t 
I have afways been curious about the rehtïonship between process and movement and the 
jinished form or trri. k n  I talk about tex6 I see "text " as the way offiaming ny response to. or 
my ÏnterpretatÏon ox expience- R o ~ l d  Silvers (1986) ilhmimfes this point when he writes: "An 
ontological hermrneutic begins w irh an existewiai stirring within the researcher 's b iography. a 
siirring amplijied by rneaning as it is shared with others in &ourse" (p.27). He ad'&: 
f T]he exisfential responsibility for authorship of a research text is secured through 
a reflective d i x o ~ s e ~  f h t  is a discourse which comtantIy t m  upon itself to 
discover the tacit derstandings of whar is ils spoùen a d  written words. 
Intetpretive knowledge is dialecticaI, offering descriptions oftransfgurations in the 
researcher'k understding of serfami the subject of appearance. (27) 
The three texr rnodalities to be wed here record occasions of my learning. They ore moments 
of rat and. perhops. reflection in this movemenf of learning. A "te*" is for me is a sfill moment. 
Once 1 see the text forrning, I enter a phase where generally I fiel content, where I esteem myself: 
II.larimz Pitters (1 983) re/ers to certacn m m e n t s  ar these in "Wanm Corne in and Play?" She t a f h  
about her own expertences of contentment dsev-esteem und notes them as places where play con 
then be generuted So too, when I rest at rhose points of puuse and fee l cornfortable, play becones 
possible, und then I rnove on again So how can I recognise and attend to these pauses, and then 
use [hem to deeperr rny own learning aione or with others? 
One wuy, I think, Ïs in ocknowledging the value dfleereni siluations have in providing 
d~fferent karnings. 7'hese tats Igenerate, or puses I understand* are not on a linear continuum. 
To echo Schon (NI Bnmdage & Albert, 1986). "Neither Iearning nor professionaI pracf ice are hear  
processes. They do not take place exciusiveiy in a straight line" (p.3). They are alternate and 
equalb valzrable places where d~fering perspectives on a phenontenon become possible; w hile they 
may respond to eoch other ut times, the connection may not aiways be easily discernabie. 
The phenornenon I am druwn to look at is usuaI/y one which has captured me. As I inquire. 
I have reflected back to me deeply felt aspects and needs & k t  relate to what I have O compulsion 
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IO leurn in my Z r f é .  As I shrfr my leurning contexts, pausing and pfaying as I go, I come to an 
understunding of this phenowtenon in new and dflerent ways. 
This purticular occasion for learning has been enacted through many of the traditfonal 
acudemic riruals. 2 hove reuà d raprtcted to various -S. I have plqyed witMpured on various 
written documents mese documents have been not only other papers, micles, and books, but also 
transcr@ts of conversatiom with lecvning parmers in ami ouiside of BAA WA. 1 have had to proceed 
siowly und with care, fi in euch instance dong the way my own Zimiled physica f capabiiities have 
forced me to stop, to pause a d  reflect. Even now, in compsing this, the pain in my han4 the 
anriety in my heart ash me to pause. to rejlect, to alter. rtrat too is part ofhow I leurn. 
/ choose to ucknowledge the partnership wirh my CO-director of Artfacts, Leena Rmdvee. 
as rhar which frarnes the occasion for this thesis. / am not afone; the context of a performance 
proiecf a d  of my relutionship to my fiiend, co-leamer and fellow art ist has provided me w ith the 
"occasion " to leorn. And it is through this part icrrlar occasion that I fiorne an understunding of 
learning partnerships - both here andfrom my association with BAA WA. Leena hus encourageci 
me to anend fo al1 aspects of my learning - the phystcal, the emotionui, and the intellectd - being 
ever rntndfd of how each interconaects to, or disrupts, the other. 
When I enter into such a partnership, it gives my learning process a richer context. I tend 
to srekpartnerships t h  connect for me with rny own leurning needs. M y  contexts change as my 
feaming ne& change, and us I grow, I come to a clearer understanding of what for me are positive 
feurn ing rela t ionships. 
Lecna und l truvel to the BurIington Art Cenire where we are p of an exhibit, This BecaJe 
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(zf Bay .  This d i b i t  curated by 3AA WA 's founder Jane Gordon opens the day before the 10th 
unniversary of the Monîreaf Mmsacre. It's intention is fo mark fhis day, to honour und 
cornmernorate women's activities in collectives and especiaily in BAAWA. A website und 
pub1 tcation are planned a d  present are 3 1 artists representing seven collectives: The B q  Area 
A rf ists for Women 's Art (BAA WA), Hamilton; Side By Each Collective. Niagma Peninsuia; Circle 
Collective, Midlrnd; Forest Fires Collective. Parry Sound; Capital Wonten's Artisi Collective, 
Ottuwu; Artists to the City, Scarborough; Women S Art Association of Hamiifon. 
Mis exhibit, writes Jane Gordon (1 999), 
marks a long-term program to create healing and progressive building ofnetworh, 
power and connections. [II  does rhis] by looking to wome~'s belief in their own 
agenq, their strateg les appled to healing, their tactics applied to culture and their 
am6 itions for artists and social groups @. 2). 
The exhibit is arnbitious, rich and cornplex It represents a sketch, madefiom the threads 
of euch of the Ontario wornen S collectives represented here at the Burlington Arts Centre. 
I entwine these fhreuds with thosr t h t  I first discovered in my search through the 
inlernational and national iitemture on women 's art collectives, feminist education in the arts, and 
feminist separute art communities. The firsr modality, o literuture stuày, resonafes with this 
exhibit 's texts. I have read how women in other North American comunitzes have c m e d  out their 
own art education just <rr I now read how each woman in each of these local collectives ident~fks 
fheir separate communities as dgerent but sirnilar. providing for them a focuî for their learning and 
pract ice. 
A.@ fomfor the literutwe st& hns been in the mzrgim outside fhe mohsîrearn classrooms 
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in separate ferninisi urt educational cornmuniries. A@ hope was that a HU& of such places would 
disclose inno vative pedogogical pract ices und protnote a productive discussion of these practices 
in exrendeci gruupings and in the art education field as a whole. 
How coiJdl f u m  a theoretimlpersictive to inform my search? I found ït usefui to look to 
the theorericul concepts of Paulo Freire (c. 1970) for guidance. m i l e  Freire focuses his umlysis 
on comiderutiom of cias rolher t h  gender. he lueutes Ni hts research a process that con g r d  
the s i udy ofihe fiminist pedagogica~ practices of these feminist art c o r n  unit ies und collectives. 
Four tenets of Freire's were of inlerest: 
I .  Serious self-refiction and re-auminution are part of the ongoirtg learning process. 
2. Critical and ltberating dialogue mmt be encouraged This diaiogue allows the ïiruividuah to 
challenge the cuftural assumpiions &eh ind habitwted wuys of perceiving, thinking, feeling and 
behaving. 
3. Alternative perspectives are arplored that expose drfférent value system and ways of seeing. 
Crirical rejexivity is fosered as these new perspectives are applied to one 's own 1 rfe und work. This 
insig/zf l eah  Co uct ion. 
4. Learning is no! just of the inteiiec f ,  but is an emotionaf and aesthetic experience as weil. 
Freire's work sits alongside orher cheories on lcbraiory educaiion. Some, fike Caroiyn 
Shrewsbury (1987). i d e n t ~  their edu~alional theories as ferniniFr. Femtnist leuming practices, like 
those of Freire, are committed to persona1 growth and social action. A feminist education is a 
'konnected leaming " (Belenky. CIinchy. Goldberger & Turule, 1 985). as in Fre ire 's 'pro bfem- 
posing " class, in which stdents COIISITUC~ knowledge tugether and actively nurture each other's 
ideas. Shrewsbury, however, notes an important d~ference. Ferninisr learning, she writes, 
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"recognises rhe genderedness of all social relations ami comeqwntfy of o f f  societal institutions and 
strucr ures " (p. 7). It is a theory of feminis t pedagogy. with other aspects of libratory education. 
which provided u focus, a s fart ing place, a firs t occasion for this arts educa t ional ing uiry. 
* 
I locale gender as a signljicant considerution for women engaged in the ieurning in these 
commuruties. I do not discari the valuable research of orher arts educators but rather I choose, 
acited by the theoretical concepts offeminîst pedngogy, to explore this one s m d  part ofthe arts 
educa f ion field. 
When I began this partidar iquity, I gathered scrups of tales. text, a d  jourmls. I spen t 
a few rnonrhs meeting und ta[king with the members of u women's art communiîy - the Bay Areu 
Arfists for Women's Art (RAA WA). We taiked, had tea. visited studios. exchangeci writirg and had, 
ut tirnes, heuted discussions. 
I began to write. I wrote, in journal fonn, of my own search in u l f e ~ i v e  s ttings for a 
personally relevant art education. I then reviewed the iiterature. I read documents, texts, und arf 
unci acadernic jounur Is, on feminist arî educat ion and specifîcdZy separate feminist arî educat iunal 
conimuniïies. In the folfowing Zitemture study. i look to how orher groups, oiher communities, 
orher women have grappled with deflning their own art educutîon- I reached into the acudemy as 
BAA WA has into the ntaimfream art cornmzmify, to learn ifs fanguage and engage in dialogue with 
il. 
''A Liferufure Stuc&: Why a Separate Feminist Art Edudon? " is an in-depth research into 
the lirerature on feminist separcltist art educational communities- It serves to d m  attention to the 
lock of research in this area and i d e~ i f i s ,  defines and coalesces the ovailable materiai. It marks 
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the j h r  mode of my leaming process. I take on the role of compiler as I grmp an ideu, loose the 
threads, rhen d m  them in It is a pause tliol facilitates the beginning of my progress toward 
BAA WA. 
Two 
A Literature Study: Why a Separate Femioist Art Educatioii? 
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In the 1960s and 19701s, women in the West struggled to articulate and to grapple in new 
ways with their genuine experiences of oppression. Dynamic consciousness-raisin groups evolved 
into active and demanding feminist collectives. Some of these were destined to remain as visible 
and articulate presences in society. Some found their creative and political voice through feminist 
art. In fact, it is hard to think of the feminist movement without art. 
Art was acknowledged as a viable vehicle for influencing women's emanciption "Art is 
made in a political envuonment," States Lesley Saunders (1987, p. 3). It is not simply a private 
therapy or secret indulgence. The challenge for feminists, tben, becarne to find a content and, in 
some instances, a form that would give voice both to revealing women's lost culture and to 
deconstnicting soçiety's representation of women (Lippard, 1976). Feminist art was to put into 
question traditional art assumptions. It directed a research and created a practice that were to engage 
women's emotions, senses and thought for years. It b e r n e  a focus of much rediscovery. 
Feminist art practice becarne a focal learning process for many women - either to educate 
themselves as artists through feminism, or to educate others about feminism through their art. It was 
hoped that feminist art would prove to be representative of a different set of values, not simply a 
trend which when once absorbed into the art world would be viewed simply as a new stylistic 
movement (Lippard, 1976, p. 10). 
While some might see the feminist art movement, as an eâucational force, or as irrelevant 
to mainstrearn arts education (Black, 1992), it was and, to a certain exterit, still is understood by 
othen as a valuable area of study (Sandell, 1979). By looking closely at the events of the feminist 
art movement and the practices of feminist art education, some have discovered key insights. A 
foundation for a curriculum for feminist art education, influenced by this movement, is king  
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established for mainstream use (Collins & Sandell, 1984; Hicks, 1992). 
The various discussions that have s u r f i a d  in recent years dealing with feminism's 
contribution to art education include: its impact on a discipline-based arts education (Huber, 1987); 
its relevance to multicultural education (Zimmerman, 1990); the use of its educational method or 
pedagogy in arts education (Dosor, 1990; Sandell, 1991); and the impact of its cnticism, aesthetics 
or art history on art education (Hagainan, 1990; Garber, 1992, 1990)- Even in the field, it is 
acknowledged that, as researchers, we need to extend our perceptions of art education (Chalmen, 
1987) and learn fiom each othefs various shifting and at times opposing positions (McFee, 1991). 
Feminist art education is part of that expanding field. 
Given the intense social, political and cultural readjustments that rock our world and 
reverberate through OUT art classrooms, we also need to pay attention not just to the developments 
in mainstream art education, but also to dues in the borderlands for guidance in the fiiture. 1 intend, 
in this literature study, to discuss the practices and proceses of alternative feminist art communities. 
A review of some of the literature on women, art and education will provide background in art 
education for women. 1 wiU then defuie feminist art education and examine the, at times, necessary 
separatist stance. Feminist art groups will then be discussed in tenns of one feminist ideal of 
community, and their processes and practices will be expIored within their larger political mandates. 
My intention is to look into the "much neglected arean (Bunch & Pollack, 1983, p. xiii) of 
feminist efforts to create their own environments for art education. Altemative structures tend to 
make priorities of attending to their process and survival. This not only reflects an oagoing 
cornmitment to self-evaluation, but also their need to maintain a respomive aad flexible educational 
environment, 
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Feminist alternatives, as Bunch and Pollack (1983) note, can be unstable, are often unable 
to reach women beyond feminist circles, and tend to exhaust the energies of k i r  organkrs (p. xiv). 
However, in "creating alternatives we build on our p s t  as we leam From previous experiences" (p. 
xiv) and feminist art groups do continue to function. One Canadian community, Manitoba Artists 
for Women's Art, has been together for more than a decade and has become a usefbl mode1 for 
others. 
A Feminine or Fe- - - 
Why study feminist art education an4 specifically, separate feminist art alternatives? For 
those of us who are arts or art education advocates, such a study can be miitfiil in improving the arts' 
statu in North American society. In the pocess of attempting to emancipate women, these feminist 
art groups have been challenging not only the art world's valuing of women, but also society's 
valuing of art. The complex interweaving of stereotypes associated with art, women and the 
ferninine needs to be unravelled and fdly exposed so that neither women nor their art are devalued 
(Collins, 1979/80; Garrard, 1976). The fonns in which this challenge takes place vary, and the 
debates are complex and heated. But the goal in the feminist community seems consistent: reject 
the reductionism of the term "feminine" as applied to women and art, and alter the t e m  to 
"feminist", signifying an active, willed, politicized connection between gender and art (Collins, 
1981). 
The term feminine has been generally associated with women's character, used "to denigrate 
it or to mould it" (Collins, 1981, p. 85), the characteristics taken to be "passivity, dependence, 
delicacy, ineffectualness and a lack of serioumes and cornmitment ... Pt  has been used] negatively 
to characterize the female artist and her work ... [and at times as] a punitive label attached to the 
nonconfonning male artist and his work" (p. 84-85). 
While the larger society views art as a feminine pursuit or fnll (McCaughey, 1988), the art 
cornmunity is largely dominated by males. Mary Garrard ( 1  976) daims that male artists "seeking 
to escape the sîjgma of feminizationfl (p. 326) have organised the art world to their own advantage. 
It would then seem that "[tlhe skills, attitudes, and behaviours traditionally associated with the 
fernale seem to be incompatible with the skills, attitudes, and behaviours traditionally associated 
with status both within tbis society and in fields such as the visual arts" (Collins, 1979/80, p. 62). 
An argument in support of a feminist intervention in this debate would have at its core the 
acceptance of gender as "a factor in art production and response" (Collins, 198 1, p. 86). Such a 
position exploits a feminist practice in art production and promotes the search for active, critical, 
alternative approaches to refonn in the art world and in education- 
The art educator who looks to feminist art groups as sources for potential reevaluation and 
redefinition of the feminine could increase the "human and social value of femininity along with 
increasing its [the ferninine's] relwance and value in art" (Collins, 1 979/8O, p. 63). This study could 
be seen, as Collins suggests, as a shared concern for art and women. A study of feminist art 
education and feminist art communities could also infom the curriculum content and pedagogies 
for a more inclusive and expansive art education for the myriad of students that now occupy our 
classrooms. 
Art Educati~g for Wyacn: A Cpntut for 
Lin& Nochlin asked in 1971, "Why have there been no great women artists?". in doing so 
she initiated what was to becorne a continuing process of reexamining and reevaluating women's 
art education. She first unpacked the long-held myth of the male artistic genius - the artist who is 
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born, not made - and tben looked to the various factors that guarantee artistic success. She felt that 
the lack of success for women artists through history has been a huit, not of their biology, but rather 
of our institutions. 
Traditionally, women bave been denied certain art training and professional oppomuiities. 
These have included access to nude models, art academies, apprenticeships and wmpetitions. It 
is surprising thaî, given these obstacles, women have been able to succeed at al1 (Parker & Pollack, 
198 1 ; Greer, 1979). Not ody were they unable in many instances to leam Mly the language of art, 
but there were other less obvious societai pressures that made it difficult for them. Unlike maie 
artists, they had few patrons, informal networks or opportunities to gain the necessary self- 
confidence and wortdly knowieâge for success. 
But what, asks Adnenne Rich (1977, 1985), do women need to know? It is, she replies, an 
"ignorance of ourselves [which] has been the key to our powerlessnessn (1985, p. 24). So to first 
reciairn the "creative work of women of the pst,  the skills and crafis and techniques and powers 
exercised by women in different tintes and cultures, a knowledge of women's rebellions and 
organised movements against ... oppression and how they have been routed or diminished" (p. 24) 
was seen by some, such as Rich and Judy Chicago (l977,1979), as first on the agenda The standard 
university or art school curriculum did not address these issues for women. Nor have many 
mainstream classroorns yet shified their methodology to provide a content in, and quality to, their 
teaching that afflrms women's Iives. 
Lucy Lippard wrote in 1976 of the horror stories women told of their experiences in 
American art schwls: 
Grisly tales of maltreatment and inhumanity emerged ... including those fiom art- 
school students whose professors classicaily discouraged them by historical and 
sexual denigration. This treatment was even handed out by well-rneaning men so 
conditioned that it never occuned to them that they were making it impossible for 
many women to continue working. (p. 44) 
The situation for women art students in contemporary schools has changed litîle (Sligh, 
1990). Subt le intimidations, censure, discriminatory practices, sexual harassrnent are ail recorded 
acts against women art d e n t s  that indicate that, for their very survival, women may need to have 
their work and their lives legitirnized elsewhere. It is difficdt enough to break silences, to name 
ourselves. But it becornes even more demanding to think critically as a woman, in a man's world. 
Griselda Pollack (1986) and Val Walsh (1990) analyse this situation for women art students 
and specifically for those attempting to build an active feminist practice. They both recognise the 
web of issues sunounding this situation. 
Since Nochlin's first statement, a feminist epistemology of women's socialization has 
developed through growing discussion and debate. Conternporary feminist thought has come to see 
women's relations to power and institutions as something more cornplex. Laurie Hicks (1990) writes 
of power as "power-within [which] is concepualized in ternis of institutionalized relations in which 
we exist and have our pl ace.... Power in this view, is a prociuct of dynarnic relations between human 
beings" (p. 42). For a woman to be empowered in her art education means that, while she should 
have access to the technical skills md knowledge of mainstream education, she should also have 
access to the skills to enable her to understand and critically assess "the contextual background of 
art production and interaction" (p. 49 ,  to be able to understand how power operates in the 
mainsîream art commwiiîy, and bave an opportunity to explore the development of personal power 
through different educational relationships. 'The ideal is [an education and] a society in which 
diversity, particularity and context are understood and valued" (p. 45). 
While feminist art may still celebrate the culture of women, it can also reveal it in a new 
light by employing specific strategies. These "strategic practices," notes Pollack (1986), require 
"de fending the specificity of woments experience while refûting the meaniq given them as features 
of woman's natural and inevitable condition .... It is focused particularly around issues of 
representation and sexualitf (p. 28). Some femi~st artists who engage in this specific feminist art 
practice rigorously revise their particular and personal experiences. The art then becomes a 
pedagogy - it produces knowiedge. It provides an active place for the Mewer to understand not just 
the "private circumstances of the work's producer, but ... the social conditions within which that 
aspect of a woman's life intersects with aspects and concem of other women's lives" (p. 29). 
A great deal of feminist literature in the visual arts is focused on examining these sûategic 
practices and the cultural products that result (Kent & Momu,  1985; Wolff, 1990; Parker & 
Pollack, 1987; Pollack, 1988; Kelly, 1983; Chadwick, 1990). While such art may be recognised in 
the w-itings of feminist historians or cntics, a student or faculty member who takes such a critical 
stance into an art school can do more then just imtate the established male staff- She can threaten, 
not only by virtue of her gender alone, but also through her art practice, the dominant modemist 
paradigms of art and artist (Pollack, 1986, p. 27). Art schools, while they allow sel f-expression and 
individualism, generally do not encourage or provide opportunities for students to challenge their 
very structures. 
Feminist Art E d d o a  p ~ d  Sepprafigm 
"Feminist art edwition is wncephially, as well as literally, a hybrid between feminism taken 
as an ideology and the theory and practice of art education," (Sandell, 1979. p. 18). Rene Sandell 
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defines feminist art education as formal attempts in which "instruction on issues and topics relevant 
to ferninism [take] place in formai classroom and alternative leaming environments" (p. 25). She 
and Georgia Collins (1984) map a large field for feminist art education which includes studies in: 
ferninist art studio, art history and art criticism, feminist arts education and feminist issues in the 
arts. These programs cm be found in, or developed for, women's studies programs, art schools, 
universities, teachers' colleges, and for women's cwperatives and communities. Collins and 
Sandell, while acknowledging the various educational efforts of the women's art movement (i-e. 
Sandell, 1979), are mainly interesteci in locating feminist art education's relevance to maiastream 
education. As a result, they give more attention to curriculum for formal institutions than for less 
formal ones. I think it of interest, for the purpose of this discussion, to look again to the (perhaps) 
more unusual places where feminist art education is taking place. 
My concem is for the attempts, predominately by feminists, feminist artists, or feminist 
artists/curators/educators, to form alternative, separate spaces for ferninist an education. This 
focuses my discussion on groups or alternative institutions which attempt to be separate, are 
concemed with personal education, and are self-constructeà. 1 believe that a study of these spaces 
can take us closer to understanding what women want and need in their act education. 
"Separatist approaches to feminist art education," accoding to Collins (1981), "are 
characterized by efforts to establish a sepanite women's art community wiîh values, institutional 
structures, standards" (p. 88) more "consistent with women's cornmon and distinct experience and 
immediate needs for power and cesponsïôility" (p. 87). While, Collins continues, separatisrn &ts out 
to redefine women's relationship to an and to redefine art to be compatible with women's 
experienca and needs, certain characteristics associated with the ferninine sensibility are rejected 
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as false; these k i n g  a lack of seriousness, and a notion of infenority (p. 88-89). "Separation is  
initiated and rnaintaineû, at will, by women'' (Marilyn Frye in Raymond, 1 985, p. 52). It is an active 
intervention. 
Until women are no longer alienated by the "white male system" (Schaef, 1981) feminist 
separatism in arts education will on some level be necessary. As Janice Raymond (1985) states, 
"[aln independent program that is tnily woman-centred in its content and method will at  the very 
least assert that women's traditions and knowledge will not be integrated out of existence" (p. 53). 
It is unlikely that the traditional methodology and discipline content in mainstream arts education 
will adopt a more woman-centred direction until alternative communities not only becorne strong 
enough to make an impact, but also are encouraged by the educators within the traditional 
insti t utional wails to engage them in a productive dialogue. 
Judy Chicago m e  in 1977 that "women in the arts, the professions, the academies, blinded 
by the illusion of equality, are just beginning to grasp how profoundly alienated women and men 
really are" (p. 129). She saw this alienation as a result of a cultural gap between the private sphere 
of women and the public one of men, as detemined by their different social conditioning. She felt 
that women needed to m e  into public life and that men needed to see and experience women's 
points of view (p. 130-131). The creation of a separate community for women committed to the 
ideas and values of wornen's points of view rnust, she and others (Lippard, 1976) felt, be a necessary 
first step on the road to women's rnainstream acceptance. The separatist choice, to achieve this aim, 
as stated by Lucy Lippard (1976), was not to necessarily m a t e  a protective womb-like space, but 
rather to provide a training ground for women (p. 1 1). 
Separate women's programs have been organised for years outside traditional institutions. 
The hope was that, by workïng on the fringes and by retaining a position of marginality, the 
production of critical meanhg wuld becorne possible. While the distance fiom the institutions may 
have made it easier for women to work, these places have not k e n  recognised as "real" places of 
learning by the mainstream any more than women's studies programs within the institutions have 
been (Rich, 1985, p. 24). As Arlene Raven (1979) writes: 
The existence of a feminist community - even in concept - is in pofound conflict 
with the generai society in which it occurs. While the colleges and art institutions 
that have on occasion inviteci and hosted our feminist pro- have appeared to be 
congenial setthgs for those efforts, the programs have instead acted as foreign 
bodies on the organkm of the univeaity and, as any foreign body in an organism, 
have resulted in infection, fever and ultimate rejection .... The ability of a feminist 
community to disnipt does not lie in its apparent separatism but in its stmng critique 
of our culture's values and its position as a concrete alternative (p. 258). 
Fem inist communities reflet Raven's cal1 for a strong critical position. Through various 
strategies, and despite rejection, they strive to realize this. While our present understanding of the 
corn plex power relations (Hicks, 1 990) that weave through our contemporary society makes the idea 
of compleie separation almost impossible, the attempt to create some distance for reflection is still 
crucial. And, while we acknowledge Lhat the existence of supportive communities for women's 
culture is critical to the dialogue women must now have in unpacking their own cultural 
conditioning, it is also important that these groups engage in activities that facilitate shifts in the 
mainstream. 1 suspect that, even within alternative spaces, no simple solutions are evident However, 
the value cited by women participating in these comrnunjties (Chicago, 1979; Butler, 1986; 
Germain, 1 983) and the interest in researching aspects of their practices (Sandell, 199 1 ; Huber, 
1987) should at the very least give support to their continuing existence. 
The feminist stniggle, notes Pollack, has been a "collective one wrnposed of distinct persons 
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Md groups] with particular and heterogenous ends and means" (1986, p. 28). These "conversational 
communitia", as Pollack refers to them, offer within the feminist tradition "points of ncognition, 
identification and indeed competition through which women can locate thernselves and develop 
related practices" (p. 28). Some are large, diverse feminist art institutions. Some are smaller 
practical sites of resistance such as the "homeplaces" (hooks, 1 990) of Black women where the art 
created reflects a political cornmitment to the issues and needs of the specific community. 
A Feminist U- of  C o r n e  
A contemporary feminist arts educaîor, Laurie Hicks (1990), proposes In's Marion Young's 
( 1 990) "poli tics of di fference" as a useful concept for envisioning "community" for feminist art 
education This concept, States Young, would have as its goal the development and perpetuation of 
a community which, while working toward communal action, does so without marginalizing or 
suppressing the uniqueness of othen (Young, 1900, p. 320). 
The implications of such a theory for an alternative separate feminist art education would 
seem to be that participants unâerstand, criticize and afiinn each other through an engaged leaming 
within their particular groups, and with the larger, perhaps more heterogeneous feminist art 
community. Where Hicks and Young differ fiom others, is on their insistence that difference, not 
a sharing of a similar world view, be the basis for the construction of a feminist community. They 
fear that an asswnption of community homogeneity muld deny and devalue difference (H~clrs, 1990, 
p. 42). This respect for di fference has certaidy been a stated ideal of many in the feminist cultural 
community (Mwphy, 1983; Lorde, 1984). Just how inclusive each feminist art gmup in fact is, has 
been often debated in the Iarger feminist collective (Maart, 199 1 ). 
However, while not al1 alternative feminist educational groups can fully embrace this 
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concept of a "community of difference" as a basis for formation, they stniggle towards it. It is an 
ongoing process. Women seek to connect to other women (Gilligan, 1982). To develop this 
cooperative link, they "emphasize connection over separation" melenky, Clinchy, Golberger & 
Tarde, 1986,1985). Ofhimes this relationship is based on shared activities, experiences or values. 
More gather and a group forms. They may be drawn together by a specific geographical location or 
cornmon racial background If they are feminist artists, though, they are committeâ to building a 
libratory art Iearning in which their members can not only pursue wmmon goals but also mutuall y 
explore their diverse differences (Shrewsbury, 1987, p. 7). While they may look to commo~lities 
to bring them together, they also struggle through differences to leam and grow. Perhaps before 
women can move to acknowledging the diverse experiences and different perceptions of othea, they 
need to understand and contextualize their own. It is in the sharing of this knowledge, of creating 
together that a bridge between differences can form (Shrewsbury, 1987, p. 7). 
These alternative feminist commwu'ties provide the practical space in which this learning 
can occur as well as the vocal and supportive base fiom which their members can then teack 
The ideal of a "politics of difference" could yet be the greater goal for woments groups and 
the larger women's collective community. Women arîists may dl need the support of their specific 
groups. While they may connect in a group as lesbians, women of colour, white women or older 
women, these women can still, however specifically focused their group's membership is, corne 
closer to understanding the richness that diversity c m  reveal. 
Feminist art communities struggle with these and other questions. We may need, in our 
search for potentially useful strategies for mainstrearn use, to explore the links through and between 
different feminist art communities. If our ideal is to create a "community of difference", then each 
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individual group needs to be respect4 in its autonomy, acknowledged in its contributions and 
encouraged in its interactions. 
There are communities for wornen artists who are white andor women of colour, who are 
mothers and/or lesbians or heterosexuals, who live in rural areas or large urban centres. Not dl 
would c hoose to define themselves as feminist, yet many do provide an alternative feminist art 
education. in these feminist comunity spaes the agenda can include: reclaiming and reevaluating 
women's art heribge; developing skills, techniques and media for a feminist art practice; critically 
expionng women's everyday experiences as a grounding for feminist theory; andior providing a 
supportive and stimulating network for members. Many attempt to challenge the rnainstream 
perception of the fernale in society and art, while developing strategies for individual growth in the 
immediate community. 
Some members of such groups have examined their own experiences as women through the 
process of making feminist art (Shapiro, 1979). Some have engaged in political action against 
existing art institutions (Withers, 2 988). Some have developed exhibitions or group art projects 
(Kent & Moneau, 1985). Some have fomed co-operatives o r  resource centres providing specific 
services for women (Collins & Sandell, 1984, p. 61). Some have retained their comection to a 
specific community and have attempted to meet the needs of their membership (Pike, 1990). Some 
have reached out to a diverse national or international feminist community (Germaine, 1983). 
Their mandates range from prornoting the leaniing and exhibition opportunities of their 
membership, to educating others either indirectly through exhibitions, publications, and public 
speahng or directly by organising classes, workshops or information evenings. Their audiences or 
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participants may be h m  a particular women's community or fkom the general public. Ail groups 
have some interest in educaîing about women, art and education 
As separate feminist art communities, they are committed to evolvïng their own content, 
methodologies and jdagogy. They also have an ongoing commitment to a selfconscious 
examination and evaluation of their group process. A commitment to sel f-assessrnent is integral to 
a woman's growing seme of self-wmth or value (WiUùnson, 1992). Such action enables her to make 
her own life-shaping choices and allows her to engage in the acquisition of personal power. While 
eac h i ndividual artist may be consciously attuned and collective1 y encoucageci to facilitate the 
pedagogical and political goals of the group, a cornmitment by the group to individual difference 
and growtb is also important. A cornmunity's educational goal c m  encourage women artists to 
discard 1 imited feminine stereotypes and establis h powerlül personal presences and persona11 y 
meaningful and solid feminist art practices. Growth cm occur for each through the push-and-pull 
dynamics of comecting with, and separating fiom, others. M u t d  goals can be defined and achieved 
through relatiowhip and connectedness. But, where autonomy and individuality are also respecteci, 
richness and diversity can evolve. These communities continue to search for strategies applicable 
to their different feminisms and relevant to their diverse membership. There is no ready-made 
curriculum. 
Just as there is no essentid woman or definitive feminism, there is no one separate feminist 
art education. 1 have chosen to look at three different feminist art educational comrnunities. They 
are of interest in that they are either influencing other separate feminist art educational initiatives 
or evolving frorn previous attempts. Each grapples with creating a content and a pedagogy for 
feminist art education. 
Cii)ifia 
Califia Community in California started its first classes in July, 1976, with a mandate to 
tmnsfonn radical feminist ideology into an educational pro-. With weekend or week-long live- 
in sessions in a forest camp setting, the Cdifia collective tries to provide an "opportmity for women 
to participate in a dynamic process of creating and living feminist theory" (Murphy, 1983, p. 139). 
The advancement of women is valued, requiring that each woman grows and takes action 
accordingly. "Women take your power" is a comrnunity mono (Germain, 1983). 
Art, while not the primary focus, is integrated into a program that encourages quiring 
critical knowledge, consciousness-raising and developing skills. One Califia participant, Diane 
Germain (1 983), writes: 
The expression of my feelings was tolerated, my own way of communicating 
understd, and my ideas and fantasies appreciated .... In [the] performances we 
rdcreate an eduçation that fosters an increase in power, a validation through women- 
positive stories, an encouragement to create on one's own, and a joyfulness so ofien 
missing from public and cornpetitive "higherm educatios@. 154, 1%) 
Califia is a community in which women artists cm educate themselves about feminism. It 
is of interest not only because of this focus, but also because of the community's cornmitment to, 
and validation of, diversity. Sizable percentages of women members are lesbian, Jewish, working 
class, and women of colour. in fw the Califis of Colour Network organised its first annual Women 
of Colour Califia Community in 1982. Growing frwi the short-lived Sagaris experiment in 
Vermont (St Joan, Sherman, Bunch, 1983), it has attempted to address first and foremost questions 
of community and difference. In light of this, practicaily al1 aspects of Caiifia's structure and 
programmihg have been senously criticised by participants. Rather then representing a small local 
cornmunity of women, it draws participants from al1 over the state. Having such a diverse group has 
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cenainly challenged the coordinating collective's ability to build a cohesive community. Issues of 
chanze, power sharing, knowledge sharing, confrontation have to be wnstantIy contextualized and 
embraced as riddles to be solved, rather than as potentially divisive batties (Silva, 1983). 
Califia envisions itself as an ever-evolving experiment in feminist education open to 
criticism and input fiom al1 its members. 
Feminist S- Wo- 
A cornmitment to pemnai and collective growth is a b  on the agenda at the Feminist Studio 
Workshop (FSW) in Los Angeles. Here women educate themselves and others about feminism 
through the practice, study and exhibition of feminist art 
Judy Chicago, after a one-year expriment in feminist art education at Fresno State College, 
California, joined wïth Miriam Shapiro at the California uistitute for the Arts at Valencia to develop 
a sirnilar project, W o w .  Needing to push the idea of femiaist education M e r ,  Chicago lefi 
and, with Arlene Raven and Sheila de Bretteville, established in 1973 the Femuiist Studio 
Workshop, a separate feminist art institution. 
It is not clear fiom the Iiteratwe how diverse the participants in this program have ken 
However, the Feminist Studio Workshop certainly merits attention because of its successfùl 
separatist stance and its integration of feminist iideology and art practice. 
In many ways, the Feminist Studio Workshop was the fniition of Chicago's earlier attempts 
at creating an art education that would, she hoped, meet the needs of women At Fresno, she 
encouraged women, through an ongoing dialogue with their peers, to develop a critical reflective 
process grounded in everyday experience. This process generated valuable material for subject 
matter for their art and gave the women a stronger sense of persona1 identity. The purpose of this 
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dialogue was to enable women to validate, not disprove, each otherr's perspectives. By sharing goais, 
they could realize their own. 
The demanding and intensive project W o ~ h o w  expanded and clarified M e r  this 
process. Judy Chicago and Miriam Shapiro worked with the wornen, whatever their artistic skills 
or knowledge of feminism, and nurtured their developrnent. Through the project, women learned 
to build an environment for making and exhibiting art, to explore new media such as performance 
art, to present themselves professionally and forcefùlly, to take, and yet share, power and 
responsïbility, and to make ferninist art by reflecting on their lives, and through comected leaming 
with othen. Chicago's argument was that, for these women to make the kind of art they wanted to, 
they had to corne to a new understanding of themselves as women through their work, as well as in 
their actions. 
Shapiro refea to the group's learning process as "more circular, more womblike" (1979, p. 
246). While both she and Chicago were the teachers, the goup was able to transfom that often 
limiting teacherlstudent relationship to one in which both teacher and student became equally 
accountable to the project and the group. From this point of reference, atl could grow. 
The Feminist Studio Workshop was to formalize the iàeas fiom these earlier prograxns into 
a inclusive, holistic two-year ferninist arts program. Two community leaders/facilitaton, Arlene 
Raven and Ruth Iskin, state that the program's aim is to create a community in which ferninist 
creative activity c m  take place; where wornen can "support one another, validate individual and 
common experience, create from that experience and share their work with the public" (Iskin, 1983, 
p. 172). 
The Feminist Studio Workshop's hope is that women's oppression might end through 
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feminism's commitment to reshaping culture. Memben see the creation of feminist art as crucial 
to this process (Iskin, 1983, p. 172). Their goal is to create a "feminist learning 
stnicture/environmen t... [in which women d l  develop] strengih, leadership, expertise and creativity 
to help them [to becorne] effective, powefil participatofls] in reshaping the wodd according to 
feminist values" (p. 172). With a curriculum that includes art history, art studio and feminist theory, 
the Feminist Studio Workshop not only encourages the development of contempomy feminist art, 
but also provides a context for understanding women's cultural heritage. The aim is to give their 
participants a solid base on which to facilitate an education for women in the larger community. As 
part of encouraging this role, they ask that women who join the program alreaày have a "degree of 
skills, a commitment to feminism and a certain level of consciousnessn (Chicago, 1977, p. 194). 
This leadership mandate is also realized through the considerable attention given to the 
participant's personal development. Enonnous personal changes are required, states Raven ( 1 979, 
p. 255), through the process of shaping an alternative community and, as was evident in the Sagaris 
experiment, these can break a group apart or, as in the case of Califia, demand much of the group's 
attention. As a result, she says, at FSW "al1 structures, concepts and techniques that form the process 
of feminist education are directed toward the development of the personal self" (p. 255). Women 
identiQ interests, set Iimits and define goals individually and with the group. Their cal1 is "new fonn 
for new content" (Chicago, 1977, p. 194). 
Since leadership is such an important focus, various structures provide opportunities for 
women to take risks and meet demands for achievement, success and competency. They use the 
large group as a setting to tighten leadership and organisational skills, and as a forum to voice 
feelings and identi personal power. In the smaller groups and classes, they acquire the skills they 
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need to extend their leaming. They are exposed to a diverse range of media and encourageci to 
experiment with the many roles required for the making, curating, exhibiting of, and writing about, 
an. Skills needed and acquired by participants include: methodology and research skills for 
contextualizing woments WOCIE; graphic design and photography skills for publishing their work; 
leadership skiils for facilitating goup work, projects and teaching; as well as critical, constructive 
and persona1 skills to pursue an i n f o d  art practice. Since k i r  study is directed towards specific 
projects, the skills and techniques develop as the need arïses. The interest and participation of the 
members, not the availability of teachers, detennine the direction of the work and choice of media. 
More formal aspects of the program, such as the critiques, give women opportunities to test 
their new-found skills in cballenging and yet supportive situations. Here, as in the large group 
settings, the community challenges the assumption that women should not assen themselves. 
Women can overcome their fears of speaking by voicing their feelings in a safe and appropnate 
space, find confidence fiom a dialogue with others, and acquire new knowledge as this information 
is connec ted and contextualized within the process of making feminist art. 
Ruth Iskin (1 983) aclaiowledges that this process takes time, so women are asked to commit 
NO year~ to the program. By their second year they are better able to assess their progress, to take 
initiative mo- easily, to act as mentors for the first-year students and to be more clearly directed 
in their art practice. 
lskin States: 
We dernand that each woman move fiom a position of blaming another (society, 
parentkader, stmnger peers, etc.) to a recognition that only she can ultimately make 
things different for herself. ... to transform ber sense of oppression into an ability to 
take leadership and power and to act on those abilities rather than on her feelings of 
victimization ... We are there to support p w t h  and change, as well as to demand the 
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transition corn "mutuai oppression to mutual support. " (1 983, p. 184) 
While critical practice and use of feminist th- is encouraged at the Feminist Studio 
Workshop, women are not limited in how they develop their a n  practice. Through critiques, they 
fortnulate, in dialogue with other wmmunity members, what they want their art to say and how it 
can best say it. Some draw on what Griselda Pollack (1986) defines as cornplex strategies - 
consciousness raising, personai testimony, historical and theoreticai analysis - and reveal in their 
art, "a knowledge of ?he social world which endlessly plays over their mincis and bodies, producing 
them but never entirely captivating them" (p. 30). Some could choose to work differently. And the 
forms these works can take could be as diverse as the individual experiences of the women who 
make them (Sandell, 1990). Women's experience interconnects, multiplies and becornes more 
visible with the support of such institutions as the Ferninist Studio Workshop. 
Femhist Studio Workshop har idluenceci the formation oFpgnuns  such as one in 1975-76 
ai The College of St Catherine in St Paul (Stoughton, 1979) and the development of projects such 
as Judy Chicago's intemationally exhibited T h e  (Chicago, 1979). Participants cite these 
projects as valuable contributions to their feminist and art education. Persona1 change within the 
goup context can be painhl (Islrin, 1983). But, when confidence builds thmugh shared effort and 
responsibility, the resulting experience for dl c m  enlighten the mutual goals of the group and 
encourage the private triumphs of each individual. 
Ar&& for Women's Art  
Manitoba Artists for Women's Art (MAWA) was fonned in 1984 (Tivy & Ziemann, 199 1 ) 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba. In addition to its exhibitions and public forums, MAWA provides a 
collective support community for wornen artists and, in its Mentor Program, fosten leadership skills 
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and promotes connected leaniing. MAWA diflers fiom both Califia and the Feminist Studio 
Workshop in that it grew directly fiom the needs of the regional women's community. As such, its 
formation has been gradua1 and its growth rooted in the particular needs of Manitoba women. 
MAWA, again unliï the Feminist Studio Worksbop and Califia, chose at its inception not 
to take a cornpletely separatist stance. Onginally conceived through the support of an artist-run- 
centre, Plug-In Gallery, it was founded with a desire "to integrate women into the mauistream and 
to change existing structures fiom within" (Butler, 1986, p. 24). It does not see itself, states founder 
Sandra Butler, as "reflezting a particulai philosophy, but as a pragmatic response to an insensitive 
situation" (p. 24). Its objectives are "to make visible female role models, to inform women artists 
and to promote awareness of thei concerns'' through exhibitions, workshops, artist ta1 ks and studio 
critiques. Its mandate encompasses many views of feminism. They aim to make as much 
information as possible on feminist issues available to membea in order to encourage thern to make 
infomed choices fiom which they can mould their own art practice. 
Networking lessens the isolation tbat many women artîsts, and especially these regional 
women artists, can feel. And the community affirms their abilities and validates their art. 
Through the Advisor or Mentor Program, in which emerging artists are paired with more 
established artisl, both the mentor and student benefit. The mentor keeps infonned of new 
developments in the art community, and the participant leanis feminist theoty, feminist art practices 
and political strategies. MAWA strives to encourage women artists to become and stay politically 
active as cultural producers. 
MAWA's flexible form and mandate ltas been its strength over the years, states Bev Pike 
(1990). It can respond not only to its members' needs but also to political shik in the larger 
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community. And these shüts have becorne more of a challenge. Artist-run-centres in Canada, states 
Pike (1990), are h m i n g  "more patriarchal in management and mandaten (p. 17). As a result of 
an increasingly strained relationship with its host centre, MAWA has k e n  forced to rethink its 
position It still needs access to the cesources of the artist-run community, but it now acknowledges 
that, by necessity, it must have =me separation fiom Plug-In Gallery. "'[The men] tend to be 
reactive to what they perceive to be threats to their social control' [States Barb Hunt, an artist with 
the group]. They can't see the advantages of shared power'" (Pike, 1990, p. 16). 
MAWA still works to gain acceptance for its members in the rnainstream. As its members 
becorne more infonned about feminist issues, more critical and confident in their discussions and 
more committed ta kminist education, they acquire a more vocal place not only in the artist-run- 
centres and regional art çomunity but also nation-wide. This feminist art community has acted as 
a catalyst in Manitoba and has not only engaged the women artists in Manitoba, but also energized 
the art community as a whole. 
Separate Feminist Art  Educational Communities: An Overview 
Given the diversity of mandates, participants and locations, it is difficult to evaluate these 
three programs as a whole. It is similnrty problematic to see them as representative of al1 alternative 
feminist art educational ventures. "Feminist education takes place in many forrns and is not limited 
to the classroom" (Bunch & Pollack 1983, p. xv). However, each program is a testimony to feminist 
creativity and to the urgent desire women have to develop their own ways of learning (p. xvi). 
1 intend to identifL and reflect on some key ideas that have emerged fiom a study of these 
communities and which may be of use to other alternative feminist art ventures, altemative 
communities and mainstrem education. For future research, an indepth study of a feminist art 
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cornmunity could be usefùl. Also, an o v e ~ e w  of specific curriculum matenal fiom various feminist 
alternative art spaces could provide valuabie information to support the development of curriculum 
guidelines for feminist art education One course outline compilation (Fine, Gellman & Loeb, 1978) 
was pubiisheâ by the Women's Caucus for Art, but 1 am not aware of any ment ones available in 
Canada. 
What are some usefiil obsewations to be gleaned fkom a s t d y  of feminist art comrnunities? 
While 1 am sure there are many, 1 will highlight a few that this research study has revealed. They 
may prove usehl to feminist art communities struggling with their present structures, to those 
planning future ventures in alternative feminist art education, and to those developing a course or 
curriculum for mainstream college or university feminist art education programs. 
Ruth Iskin, writing on the Feminist Studio Workshop's program, identifies the importance 
of developing strong individuals, sure of themselves and affirmai in their work it seems crucial that 
structures be in place to assure this developrnent. The more opp-ties women have for different 
kinds of interactions, the easier it will be for them to find appropriate leaming situations. Small 
group settings, large group meetings, critiques, and artist talks can employ different pedagogicai 
styles and demand different responses. Participants cm, as at Feminist Studio Workshop, do 
academic research or develop technicd art skills, leam through conversation or structured debate. 
They can seek settings in which they are most cornfortable, or challenge themselves in ones that are 
stressful for them. in each situation support will be given, demands made. 
There also needs to be forums where women can have an active voice in solving gmup 
problems and in assessing the very structure of their education. Ongoing meetings to unravel group 
conflict, to assess the cornmunity and to allow &cational growth could be usehl (Murphy, 1983, 
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p. 144; Iskin, 1983, p. 174). Excellent group facilitators perhaps need to be available to encourage 
several things: thai consciousnesî-raising techniques are use4 ensuring that each woman can have 
an opportunity to speak; that the group stays focused on the issue(s) at hand; that confrontation is 
contextualized and cnticism is constructive; and that each woman's contribution is valued and 
supported. These strategies could be useful for promoting productive dialogue. 
These group discussions could cause individuai distress. So, counselling could also be 
deemed important. Califia supplies Woman Care, their f o m  of peer counselling. Women sign up 
for an hour or two at a time to sit in a secluded place to tak through various problems with other 
women. 
Different communities alm have to assess how they plan to incorporate and address 
questions such as racisrn, classism, homophobia, and ageism. Even if a community is seemingly a 
small homogeneous goup, it will at some level have to come to these questions. They are so much 
a part of the larger collective ferninist discussion Obviously, some, such as Caiifia, which have such 
diverse groups, have had to develop strategies for meeting these concem more immediately than 
others. Confrontation, ongoing discussion, opporhuuties for women to caucus in smaller dl-lesbian, 
ail-women of colour or dl-working cIass groups and a cornmitment to comection and embracing 
positive change seem valuable strategies. 
1 feel it is also important to remember that women have corne together in many of these 
places to l e m  about and practice making ferninist art. While 1 think it is usehl for women to 
critique their education, they must have a chance to just get on with learning. There needs to be a 
healthy balance. 
The Feminist Studio WorLshop's focus on a holistic program that enables both conflict 
resol ution and art making, skills deveioprnent and study of theory, process and product seems 
reasonabl y well balanced. Even the collective projects, whic h gi ve the group clear common 
curatonal themes, are flexible enough to permit individuals to develop their own aesthetic .direction. 
It seems that the participants can work out k i r  differences through the pmcess of making feminist 
art. There is a joy in making art. For it will be the work, as well as the ferninist artists/teachers, that 
will enlighten an audience about women and art. 
The overall pedagogical goal of these alternative communities is an ideal of what art 
education could be. While each of these groups may not be entirely successful, they stretch toward 
this. Carolyn Shrewsbury sums up this vision: 
Feminist pedagogy is engaged teachingdearning - engaged with self in a continuing 
reflective process; engaged actively in the material king  studied; engaged with 
others in a struggle to get beyond our sexism and racism and classism and 
homophobia and other destructive hatreds and to work together to enhance our 
knowledge; engaged with the comrnunïty, with haditional organisations and with 
movernents of social change. ( 1987, p. 6 )  
The community attempts to be engaged with itself, engaged with eâucation and engaged with other 
comrnunities. MAWA, in spite of its present strained relationship with Plug-In Gallery, is an 
example of one group determined to keep its connection with the mainstrearn and certainly the 
artist-nin community. Some, Wre MAWA's members, feel that they cannot work entirely in isolation. 
If they want the art, the product of their educational pmcess, to not only reflect the lives and 
experiences of their members but to also speak to those in the larger society, they must make efforts 
to reach out. They have a cornmitment to making, in most cases, socially relevant art. They then 
respect the need for a continuing connection and dialogue with various individuals in the diverse 
communities beyond their own. 
Conclusion 
Why a separate feminist art education? It is an education wtiich: validates women artists' 
own experiences and encourages their developing a particular art practice relative to these 
experiences; and explores the development of a range of pedagogies specific to how women need 
and want to leam. Mile communities that strive to provide this education cannot entirely escape 
the mainstream, they can, if they are at least partially sepanite, focus on developing an alternative 
education for women relatively free fiom the restrictions ami demands of the traditional system. 
There is no question, however, that concerns relating to the isolation of certain groups from the 
rnainstrearn or the larger feminist community and problems resulting from some groups exclusive 
mernbership need to be addresseâ Perhaps it is here that a forma1 feminist art education, as named 
by Collins and Sandell, for tbe maïnstream can be perceived as a worthwhile goal. A dialogue needs 
to be opened 
At a time when social chans disnipts our stuâents' lives, we may be unsure as to how best, 
if at all, any art education codd direct and stabilize them. However, those who work on the fringes 
grapple with this problem and strive, through developing alternative strategies, to find ways through. 
Feminist art groups are cornmitted to their mandates of validating personal experience, power 
sharing, leadership development and supportive pedagogical practices. They attempt to 
reconceptualize community with a richness that "includes the autonomy and individuality of 
members who share a sense of relationship and connecfedness with one amther" (Shrewsbury, 1 987, 
p. 1 1 ). As groups such as these continue to exist and to experiment, they may provide new insights 
for art, women and education in the troubled years to corne 

I f  the imagination is to transcend and transfomi experience it has to question, to challenge, to 
conceive of alternatives, perhaps to the very life you are living at the moment- 
A. Rich, On Lies, Seaets a d  Silenc(e. 
The Manitoba Artists for Women 3 Art (M WA), the Canadian group discussed in "A 
L iterar ure Stu$y: Why a Feminist Sepratist Art Education? ", provided ihe spark t k t  engageci 
Jane Gordon to establish the Bay Area Artisls for Women 's Art @MA WA). As an existing group, 
ir pro vicled a ternplute for BAA WA 's beginntngs, just as the first modality, "A Liferutwe s f udy: 
Why a Ferninisf Separattst Art Educution " gave me a site fiom which to begin. Afier completing 
rhaf rnodàlity, I was ren<3. to move into a research of the community itserf: I needed to expiore the 
&ph,  dynamics and specifics of a part icuiar site. 
Ipicked upfrorn my bedstde B e t t i ~  Aptheker's Dmsiries of  l& (1989) und began to reod. 
She irtspired new directions: 
To name womenk conscio~~~ness is to identrfL ifs webs of sign@cance unâ meaning, 
fo make it intelligible on ifs own tenns. This ident~ftcation, according fo 
[anfhropologist, Citfford] Geertz, 1s a process of nrlrtiraf interpretatrion: 'the 
analysis ... is not an experimenfuf science in search of a l m  but on interpreîzve one 
in search of tneaning. . Cullure is mî a power, something to which social events, 
behaviours, institutions or processes c m  be causafly attributed; it is a context, 
somethrng withtn which they can intelltgibly be - thor ts - thickly described'. fp. 
l4 ' .  
De-scribing rather thon de-cding or de-constmcting was to become more representative 
ofmy nexf process. I knew / needecl fo discover ways to investigafe women's cullure and muke it 
intelligible on ifs own t e m .  Also, I had to move the rerearch, as Aptheker ulso suggesfs. tu show 
connections and fonn patterns @. 14) but noî reduce the materiai to diy, cold data. I wanred to 
reveal the layers of the BAA WA women 's experiences and recognise and articulate OUT strategies 
for coping, surviving and changing the parameters of our own art education. 
As I began again to rework îhis project, a new form ernerged It was more cornpiex and 
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rich& fayered; perhaps at times cleur a d  concise, ut other times dramatic like u theutricul script. 
In rhis and the foilowing chaprer, 1 inîend to make anci use an *'urtifactr*, in this case o 
nomred theutrical script, as representative ofthe specific culrural actïvities of BAA WA. 
F. Graerne Chalmers (1981) presenrs a case for urî learners and edrrcators to act as 
ethnographers, stlldying the artlfacrs of their own cultures in order "to learn to vdue and 
undersrnnd the orts us well m to prodvce a ~ t  t h  mutfers" @. 6). 1t suggested for me the possibihîy 
for findîng a more comprehensive derstanding of the culrural matrir of BAA WA t h u g h  an 
ethnographie ste-as-art. This studj-as-art or theairical urtifact would be representutive of 
BA A WA culture. I would then act as parricipant-researcher withh the BAA WA communky. M y  
cornmitment woufd aiso be to a feminist practice which woufd aiso ucknowledge the mujority of 
practices 0fBA.A WA women. me altemutive research nwthodofogy for this modality that I discuss 
and devehp and the theatricai performance scripî that 1 present, then are to be not only situated 
in the concep of BAA WA-as-dure but ulso within the dynamics of relations and activities of the 
BAA WA communiîy. 
Rorh a notion of deme description and un adherence to an integrutive, trans-disciplinory 
approach ro biowledge marked for me both the rich resources of BAA WA and my need to record 
the uctuul duily experiences of these women artists' hes .  i t  is an ethnography thm celebrutes 
feeling, beiief a d  crrperientiah'y-based knowledge (Stacey, 1991, pg. 7) and it was pluyed 
rhrough listening, gathering and recording. II is representative of the activiîy of inquirer/Iearner 
as researcher lt is a process of bringing together ufl possible threads that touch the idea or 
concepr. h is a second moclulity thor puuses and records nry movement of learning. 
* 
Leena and I, in beginning a new work tend to pull all our ideas, no mutter how ubsurd. 
fogether tofili the space. We creoie a rich web fiom which to druw. Seleetions wiff follow. 
* 
The rrhibit mi, &a& ofDovs a9 descriipiion. marks mmes of g m q s  and individuafs and 
cele b rares the rich diversity of collective collaborat ive practice and exhib it ion By naming îhese 
colleciives in u public sphere, Jime Gordon creates a vehicie for a fiather compfex mhring to occurCy 
This exhibition has the same appearance many ways as the earlier BAA WA exhibits. There ore 
lots of people, sîufl media. energy. and if 's noisy and messy, emotiunal, and a c i f  ing. 
AU these elements are to be rejlcted in and through the research process and presentution 
of the second m d u f  iîy. 
M y  research for îhis thesis has been sit uaîed w iîhin the field of arts educat ion, aflected by 
my practices as reacher, actor and artist, and informed by my purticufar experiences of being a 
womun. Given this configurafion. I have hod o particular interest in searching out qualitative 
re~eorch methodologes thut con expli-e my erperiences d those of other wurnen artists in wqys 
that describe how we concepîualize, practice, give fonn to und reflect oo OW art education- 
Richard Courtney (1987) in n e  Quest. . - - Reseurch Q& lqpirv m Arîs Educatioq poses 
significont questions to those of us engaged in urts research: "How c m  we stuày the relationship 
between urts a d  edixution? Are there korrect' methods of inqui'y? How do we conduct research 
in arts education?" @ 1). Questions such as îhese energize much discussion in educa&ional 
''John Dewey shuggles with the probfem of dejining a science of education and develops 
instead an articulate argument for stuùying e d ~ i o n  through a sy~hesis  of perspectives drmvn 
from other social sciences" (Va!lance. 1991, p. 155). I toke this as a usefil position which 
encourages rescurchers to expiore panribilities in thezr particuiar curriCU/ur studies. This potent ial 
fluidity in the jield of curriculum proctice is contributing to the energence and expansion of 
domoins of inquiry (Short, 1991, p. 6). This dws  not rneon "anything goes. " but rather new 
perspectives are being used to illuminate the mances of educalio~l !if, ondprovide~umeworks, 
nof rigid fheories, for facilitut ing pract ical action. As qualitative research is specflca&ly designed 
CO look to the often musual educatio~l settings and fo  clemonstmte "the viability of tmZy 
ahemtive eûkutionai approaches " (Nidman, 1981. p. I1A there neeù to be rnethodr t h t  can &est 
describe, explicate and inforrn the educatio~~~l Iife in these places. 
l argue for the importunce of ~rigidperspecrives~ proclices, und f o m  m research for arts 
educulion as ways of extending our knowledge of: und learning through ancl in the concrete 
purlicularities of specific e d u c a t i d  sites. Meas drmn fiom feminism contribure tu these 
expanding conceptions of research. 
I view "excellence" os u criterion for n critical rigorous creative process of making and 
reflecting. This points, arnong ofher things, to the need for responsible projects. where there is 
inreraction/co/Zuboru~ion between irirerpreter and participant, a d  an exploration of ways to make 
biases, rspeciah'y those of the interpreter. usefiI and visible. I value the arts as infonning a d  
expanding concepfions for eduuational inquiries. and point io ways of defning und refning the 
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artistic use(s) and creafive fonn(s) of methodologies, so tha< the oscillating space between research 
andfiction is insighfjid. 
This thesis S progression is being informed by Eisner 's comment: a need for b r d e r ,  
crearive bw rigorous research practices; the recognition of many possible memings idfiom 
research; and the donger h t  a narrow view of research couid lead to a limited understanding of 
how "schools" work I huve been using an e d ~ i o n a i  site, BAA WA. us my "scIroo/. " me 
educa~ional l ife in tiiis co l t~ l l~ i t y  comes tu fom again and again as rny inquiry proceeh informed 
by the interrelationship of the arts, women, and innovative educational research. This involves a 
cornplex seorch for a holistic interpretation. 
a 
As a researcher in the arts and edircation, l have medphemmem~ogy, ferninist ethnography 
and narrative in various sfudies undprojects. 1 am drawn to the complexzty of experience as the 
baszs of knowledge and so I have conte to value personal und creative research meth& 
Narrative is one fonn which h allowed me to connecf my experiences to those with whom 
I study. to understand the individuai relative to the social, be creative. alert 10 surprise and develop 
my ideus, theories, concepts in a way which vafues process and does not demand closure. I have 
dso explored the use of thick descriplion, and feminist onuiysis in e fhnogrophy. und the artistic 
palenliuffound in phenomenofogid inquiries. But, whatever my preîrence, I r e t m  to the premise 
thal research is a conshzc~led inquiry inta, and a representution of; experience, a d  a study of this 
experience involves obsetwtion of; and interaction with, red people and real situations. 1 feel, as 
a resuIt, thal rather than slavishiy remaining loyal to a porlicuiar methodofogy, I need to develop 
research that grmps the patterns and perceives the configurations relevant IO a partinrlar stuly. 
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For exampie, in narrai ive. "direct ionuiit' .. shapes and reconstnrcts rhe situation " (Connelly & 
Ciundinin. 1988, p. 9). However. Eisner (1984) notes "Exposition is sequentiaI; action requires 
rhe perception ofconf;gwations in spuce " @. 452). Even in a fonn us open as narrative, 1 assert 
rhat nuances of gesture, expression. silence, empharis, interaction may not be milable for 
analysis. 
Eisner suggesfs t h  "theureiicnlfiameworh/ùnCtion as templates fo* perception - every 
remplare conceuls some parts of the Iandscape JW as it brings other parts to o w  attention. " 
(E'isner, 1981, p. 450). We need to constmcf our own unique conceptual reseurch methoch tu 
answer the questions being asked and meet the needs of the concrete situation(s) and confext(s). In 
order to accompiish th& we w t  become immersed in the "richness and uniqueness of educotioml 
life " (p. -/51j, and lhrough this immersion, arrive ut expanded idem, concepts and theories for 
ducationaipractice. We nee4 rn Eisner (1985) suggests, ways of tafking about education thar are 
Wear but not sîilred. .. [avoid] romuntic obs~~~rantism, [and] the infat lcat;on w irh vague rhetoric 
lhar has little inteIlectuul r i g m  (p. 221)" 
Spcrfic to this ongoing dismion of my Iearning are my pers - i ves  as a wontan academic 
and ariist pursuing a sturj, ofwith a parlicular women 's art educational carnmunity. I have 
conlinued to explore multiple and o r i g i ~ l  methodr in a senrch for appropriate form fof inquiry. 
Madeaine Gmmet (1 988) mgws lhol women mwt construct O speciat place for themsel ves 
if their work is to achieve clarity, communicat~on, and the insight of aesthetic practice, if it is. in 
short, tro bs research and n a  merely representution @. 88-89). We need. writes Clundinin (1988). 
"a lunguage close to experience. a language of ... aesihetics" @. 99) to direct us. To then map 
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wornen '.Y experience, to understurd women 's artistic hming,  lu to look ut women 's poerns, stories, 
puintings from the point ofview of making women 's acfions and befiefi intelligible on  their own 
terms. II is not o rigid theorizing, but o way of showing connections and forrning patterns. It 
rtcognizrs th& practices of coping sruviving, shaping a d  changing their education on their own 
rems (Aptheker, 1989). 
In BAA WA, und in m y  collectives identrfied in Jhis & d e  @gvs, women struggfe to 
give fonn to their experiences. The f i  are ojien varied: sfories. informai convrr~atiom~ journal 
writing. letfers, poern, images - mcny which are consistent with, and would supprt the use of 
narrutive (Conne/& & Clandinin, 1990) or erhnography (Janesick. 1991). However, their practice 
is focu~sed on art moking and the forms they present to the public are art - written t a  visual art, 
pe formance art. And they are women, feminist-identifled, and committed fo using their learning 
us LI way of tuking practicai action to improve art education for wornen AI1 these are crifical 
fuctors I must consider in struggling fo represenf how their educaiion and my leurning work 
* 
Refore I tuke self- as-inquirer/'learner info the next modality, I wanted to note some of the 
influences/eminism and the arts have had on shping and exponding the parame fers of qwiifative 
reseurch, and of this rnodafity in particufar. 
a 
Ferninisr schdors. drawing on ferninlFm as an ideoiogy, have celebrated feehg, beliej; and 
experient ially-basecl knowledge, conceps which ernerged f iom uttending to the trudi!io~/ 
'~emznine "capcities of intuition, e+hy and refati~nship~ Discussions of feminist methodo f o u  
have also Iooked to the exploitive reiafions of conventional research and have stiniulatedfeminist 
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researchers to seek a process characterized by authenticity. reciprocity, and intersuhjectriviry 
(Stacey, 199 1, p. 112). "Ferninisnr hm compietei'y revised our methdologicaf practzces ... and 
stands as an impressive and highly imaginative d e l  ofsev-discovery " (Langer, 1990, p. 21). fi 
continues to be challengeà to dejjne ever more "inclwive. mu/tiplistic, ancl heterogenous 
orientutions towards knowledge and tmth " (Helle, 1991, p. 51). 
Feminist m&ls mn acknowledge both mulriple problems and soluiions - a ''tape~iry~.. Ïn 
which given perspectives and experÏence[s] are seen as equally volid" (uaher. in Sandelf, 1991). 
II is a cal1 for new "lools" @or& 198J)fir thinking idfor research. 
Feminist researchers have been led to create new methods, because the knowledge they seek 
requires it. This hrrs large& been a resuït oftheir choices to stuc& particular groups of women 
formen'y ignored by social science, to reach beyond a single discipline, and to integrate material 
not usually dismsed in acadernic writing (Reinhortz, 1992). Such original research cars employ 
rnulriple rnerhods which express a 6'comrnitment to fhoroughness, a desire to be open-ended, und 
to tuke risks" @- 197). It attends to rny own process of discovery and us such alters the 
conventional relationship of selfto work 
Selfis no longer seen as an inîellectual construct (Krieger, 1991). but rather as embajling 
experience (Bell, 1 993) - both emot ional and creative. 
This has led mony to defining "voice "for researcher adparticipant - a depiction of their 
intellectual and ethical developmenr (Beknky et al., 1986, p. 18), a '%pace " in which they can be 
heurd (Gilligan, 1982). a lÏnking of privute thoughf tu public action weJirf to others (Chrystos. 
IWO).  For me as ~hor/researcher/i~uirer/learner, the art iculat ion of voice becomes "an issue 
of mult iple " IW's ,  " (Conneily & Clandinin, 1990, p. 10) drawing attention to the ''1'' who speah 
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as researcher, womn, arrist, curafor, teacher, reseurch participant. Voice is also a concept meant 
to encompass the muft@le ways in which women reveal and reflect on important featwes of their 
reaiiries - (Personai Narrarives Groq, 1989) and it speaks to the mufti-fayered texture of women S 
{ives (Aptheker, 1989; Eîter-bis, 1991). This meam that as researchers we have to acknowledge 
fulfy the interpretive aufhoriai sefJ be wifling to expriment with dialogic f o m  t h t  place more 
of the voices and perspectives of the researched inta the inguhy a d  more authenticolly refect the 
purticufarity ofthe research process (Stacey, 1991. p. 115). and support the idea ofihe specific in 
local shzrggles. 
Tu give attention to prticufar "voices ': to hear the mulripfe languages of the cornmunity 
(Hofingsworth, 1992) means that, as researcher and as fearner, I need tu be an active mener 
(Anderson & h c k ,  1991, p. I 1) - CO heur the silences, the muted phrases, ihe choices, the emotion 
beyond the "consirainf of acceptable discussion" (Heibun, 1988, p. 30-3 1) in my interactions wifh 
participants. I t  meam I niilsr dopt  O practice, described by Nel Noddngs (1984) as ''a caring 
relation " - an attitude of "receptivity, relu tedness and responsibiliiy " (p. 61). This pract ice 
aihdes to a process emphasizing m e t h d  of interaction which supports colfuboralion or 
cooperat ion (Hladki, 1993, p. 105; Conne&, Ciandinin & Conle, 1990, p. 57) over competirion. 
This attention to process points to an aceo~abiility in femihkt research to the self; the porricipnts, 
and to the inquiry. 
Producr as well as process is examined -for "the research prdtict is ulrimoiely. .. the 
researcher[*sl, however mod~fied or injluenced by informants " (Stacey, 199 1, p. 4). Self-as- 
researcher is required to accept a rigorom position of parricrlity. This consciollsly rejlective 
position drives me to strive for excellence, to be more active, critical and accurate. I need to respect 
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the purii~ulrrr neek und wants of those at !in the edwational site, 10 attend to practicui solutions 
and fo preseni the praluct in a fonn t h t  cun besr uccompfish this. 
Thls ferninisr "call" has already signzjicantly influenced research in arts education 
(SundeU, 19 79: Collins. 198 / ; Hagaman, 1990) and directions in educotionai researçh @unch & 
Pollack, 1983; Cladinin, 1988) in generai- 
For rhis partidm mcxlality, I chose to inwrpomîe many of k e  ideus. I worked wilh fwe 
BAA WA wornen (inciuding myselfl col fectively over a period of years as feltow artist, writer and 
researcher. I sîruggled to maintain a position of consciow parfiality (Mes. 1983, p. 23) and 
lisfened for themes, watched for patterns, a f w q s  seeking and getttng feedback Methods for d m  
collection like îhose in narrative and ethnography were used -field notes. journals. ietters, press 
releuses, galkty stalernents, art wo& interviews, conversations. Once we establishedpatrems in 
the data, I cornpiIed h e  materiai* and the search for meaning began. I wanred neither a text in 
which possible meonings were dzsguised. nor one ubsent of meaning. I wunied insreuci to explore 
an irtterpretaiion that would tramfom a d  empower the commwity, the reseurch and the 
in t erpreter. 
t 
For rhis modulity, 1 decided t h t  the text undprocess should be analogous- to the writing, 
reseurch und presentation of a ferninisi theatricui perjiormance. 
The notated performance scripr 1 produced is enlitled 'Process in Pet$!onnance ". 
11 acknowfedges the, af times, elusive, and yef dymrnic pracfices of BAA WA. If  is 
rnefuphorical to BAA WA S sense of se& *'Seme" is d e  in the interaction behveen "perfonners ". 
.Jus[ as the connections, workshops, networking, decisiom are now mode ut the This Decade nf 
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D q s '  evmis, SV t w ,  have they been d e  at other tlAA WA events und through the doily practices 
cfsmIlerpurtnerships, such crr L m  S and mine. If examines the "whar'** "whar do w o m  do? " 
and takes me doser inro the learning process und the curriculum thal is BAA WA. 
While ~heatricalperjionnance is the mediwn of choice of ody a few wornen in BAA WA, ail, 
refer to it in describing nor only their own personal art pract ice but afso the process of BAA WA. 
They aiso ail locute the process of the boCry, the f e d e  gendered body* in their practice. 
"PerjGorming '* brings alive the gestrres, worà's and feelings of this body. The body becomes active 
bz the research fexî, and the text becomes o vehicle for participani and viewer understanding. 
Bur whar, I mk as inquirer/learner, are the partimlar characteristics of ferninisr theutrical 
psrjfiormance? 
The performance rn theatricalproclluc~ d~flersfiorn, say, a painting or sculpture. Visuaf art 
jom are zml ly  static objects oflered/or our view. Traditionai visual urt conventions ask thul we 
be attentive tu their colour, balance, b m h  stroke - elernents of composition. In Modernism rhis 
attention fo formal considerations has been taken to extremes. Wornen, for example. as objects in 
convertrional art* have corne to be vie& as nofhing more t h n  pure farrn, as contenlless. 
Performance afters thm. m i l e  performance can attend to ceriain forma/ concerns, ils 
imges c m  never be entirely without content, for a performance construcfs them both in fime and 
in history. Ferninisr perjormance can capitulize on t hrs. Their perjiormances can invoke narrative 
und shatter conventional forma1 conside~iom. 
Narrative us a process of transformation has been seen as central to feminist creutive 
pract~ce (S4Yres 1989). One of narrative's important fmctions is t h ~ f  "if is (a] way we can explain 
ourselves .... 'Norraf ive ', as Dnvid Antin argues. is 'a mode of cognition that is probably the 
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paradigmafic way of coming to know the self'" @. 98). Narrative can be understod as 
tramformative if it becomes a question of process and a h w s  us to acknowledge OUT historie 
siruat ion @. 100). Narrative operaf es in feminist theatrical perjfiormance to engage audience and 
artist in fhis transforrnaf ive experience. 
American urtist JIU& Chicago t m e d  to pe~ontulnee in order to discover suppressed 
~emafmess' or 'womuness'. She felt that she and her srudenls were able to i d e  non-fonnai and 
narrative ttarzsforma&ionul resimes to their p.formance worh by "articuIating feelings t h  had 
simply m e r  been so open& arpressed in arhnaking" (1977, p. 128). The intent for these and other 
peijiormers through the use of various sîrutegies such as restorying the personai is to reinrroduce 
the audience to the materialiry of the fernole body and of eristence. und to press them to 
comprehend feminist narrative as content and. diimutely, knowledge. 
A study of narrative research pructices hus extended and deepened my understanding and 
use of feeminist f heatrical per$iormance adin acaJemic reseurch. One text by Jean Clondinin har 
direcred me. Ciandinin (1 988) speaks in support of creative feminist forms for academic reseurch. 
She writes of the need to fiml "a fanguage close to experience, a language of effect, moraIity and 
uesherics" for research, This e c h d  rny need for a form thut would be not only metaphoric but also 
uccountable rooted in d t w e  and fonned by the specific activity of comnnmi&. For her, the 
research process also becomes one that "vulues the porliciponls' voices and thai speaks within a 
relationship of caring and connectedness" @. 6). The goal ofsuch academic research could then 
become the development and empowennent of mi& body and voice for borh researcher and 
pariicipunts. This personal development and empowerrnent is central to nty understanding of my 
own being and of eàucation 
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I felr fhat, &y applying Clandinin's narrative process and extending it into research adln 
theatrical per;fomnce. these three dimensiom of m i d  body and voice couid come into piay. 
Feminist theatricaZpet$ormance as a narrative of t r ~ o n n a t i o n  coufd not only allow me to reveal 
myseifaand others in the wo& but ais0 direct me to attend with care and respect to the women with 
whorn I have studied 
The 'pimns, language of the personal" is '3~muitaneousiy indntiduul* social. cultural ami 
personaHj historical" (Connelley & CIandinin, 1991, p. 262). Feminist narrative helps us 
"derstand the socia/ realities of women as acïors" (J. Dilorio in Reinharz. 1992, p. 46). Feminist 
pe$ormance can give M a parfial glimpse of the actors in action within the social, in the pattidar 
culture of BAA WA. The dvantuge of research adin theatricaf performance is that it can 
ucknowledge both of these aspects. 
* 
As the inquirerdearner and writer of this notated script, I am rhejinal voice, the shaper of 
the other'i voices, t a &  und col~cems. These have beenjilrereù t h u g h  me as such, t k y  become 
a ficrion, "peflomed" in text. Ju~t  as I have taken womenis voices und images andfLamed rhem into 
afinal <heatricu/perforrnMCe wu& so tao have I taken these wornen's voices. images and writings 
and framed them into an ocademic siudy. Someihing may be lost. Something may be omirted. 
Something may be revealed Ir is metaphorïc. 
Metaphor is the primory means by which artists fiame their iclea. conceprs. emotionr. 
Depending on the form use4 certain tools are chosen. BAA WA women refer to metaphor not only 
in describing their personai practice, but also in speuking of the process of BAA WA. 
They aho locate the presence of the body, the female gendered bot@, in their practice. A 
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'hupric ' sensibility generated in this practice connotes the space of the hand rather t h  jusf the 
eye. It m h  the czrtist and the viewer to enter into a process of integratio~ The eye and intellect 
are then fo work in concert with the physical b@ (Gordon & Vesley, 1992, p. 6). 
Dratnatic acting brings alive the gestures. words and feelings of this body. As a hcptic 
experience, the theutrical performance cun be pentially iram$ormatïve for the participant und 
viewer. The rnuny metaphoric levels, which the notated thealrical performunce script uttempfs CO 
capture, re-create a haptic ethnographie anaiysis ofRAA WA-as-culture. 
This modafity. "Process in Perfomtance. " then becomes the resting point in this praxis. 
This rnodality is presented as two tats: peflonnance text and notations. Both the fexts thar 
comprise thts modaiity CO-exist. They can be read sepraie& or concurrently- Ifread sepuraieiy, 
you muy capture the distinciness of each - visualiie the "actors" in action and engage with the 
researcher in reflection; ifread concurrently. you may experience how each text compIements 
ond/or dimpts the other. It is not an easy reading, but by stmggling with the form and ifs use you 
wilIfind reiatiomhips idthrough the wnfiguraîiions. As text and subtert they include the actntities 
of the private gafhererr'explore~'experimenfer and the public doer/',ormer/teacher. 
ïïie "petj40rrning" t a  embodies tny voice as well as the voïces of individtual women fiom 
BAA WA as we search in our various roles as artisîs, eàucators a d  women lhrough, and in our art 
pracîice. toward identity and meuning. The notations refecf nof on& the process of acodemic 
research, bar also the concrete mimtiae of rnembers ' daily uctivities rhar are part of being an artist 
in RAA WA - preparing propsals. speaking. ctaating, wriring, and researching. They decipher 
interviews, conversations, disctcssions as the strategies, histories. pinciples that are ofRAA WA 
women. This recordr O research which discloses a rich material base fiom which to select and 
1 faend l i s  rnociiJity, the notated theatricui perfotmance script, to reveai the cornplexittes 
of rhis group 's spec~fic feaning andpractices; the notations fo facifitate dejnirag, refining and 




Jane G.  : Founder of BAAWA, scuiptor, pinter, writer, curator, teacher. 
Dawn B. : Present leader for B AAWA, multimedia artist, graphic artist, curator. 
Donna 1.: Painter, art activist, printmaker. 
Jane A.: Cerarnic artist. 
Pam P.: Perfomance/installation artist, teacher, writer, curator, academic researcher/writer for this 
project. 
Setîing 
Performance (se diagram): 
AUDIENCE âüOIENCE 
SCFEEN 
The theatrical performance set is organised in a round, the centre of it a circular sandy area 
wiib a stone circle at the d s  circumfereme. Three large screens hang around the periphery of the 
*-ce. Images are projected on them. Between the sand and the screens are five white risers. There 
is audience seating on the periphery of the circle, just beside the screens. Audience members are 
welcome to change their seats during the pefionnauce. However they remain on the margin of the 
performance, so that the women are always speakmg witb/out to them. 
Notations: These are presented in acadernic text. It is understood that the audiencekeader 
can read the perfomance through an academic fiame if he or she so chooses. Just as with the choice 
of chair position in the performance, he or she can decide at any time to reflect on the text through 
the discussion in the notations. 
Codes 
Performance: Certain descriptive codes are used to identib sound and lighting changes and 
movement of performen. They are: SQ (sound cue), V/O (voice on tape, not live), SLQ (slide cue 
on screens numbered 1,2,3), LQ (light cue), DS (down stage at circum ference of set near audience), 
US (up stage in sand circle). 
Notations: The data are organised into three major categories. One of the major categories 
is subdivided into four smaller categories. My attempt is to honour the content of BAAWA's cultural 
mandate, the "What" of women's worlr, "What do women do?"; to attend to the main topics of 
discussion of the group; and to maintain a focus on feminist pedagogy as learning-in-process. 
The categories are: 
1. Narning (of womm artist as maker and BAAWA member, of BAAWA, of îarger cultural contes). 
2. Doing: 
a) Conceptualkation of mode1 (includes curatodartist relationship and role of leader), 
b) Research and dialogue (ofiwith self, ofhi th  group and with larger cultural wntext), 
c) Education (of self, group and larger cultural context), 
d) Role of community (for self, for group and within larger cultural context). 
3. Reflecting and Assessing (of self, group and in relation to larger cultural context). 
In "Naming", "hing", and "Reflecting and Assessing", discussions corne fiom, and are 
directed to, the levels of self, group and the larger cultural context. Content which deals with self 
or group is relatively clear within the tea.  However, concems involving the larger cultural context 
can refer, at times, to women's culhue, mainstream culture or the subject of art itself, depending on 
the focus for discussion. Its usage is clarified when needed. Al1 these three levels interrelate and 
sometirnes overlap. 1 ask the reader to accept the fact that it is difficult, if not impossible, to wri-te 
of these levels in a strict linear academic style. So, 1 have chosen to write about lhem in relation to 
each other or in isolation when the choice best fits with the &ta and the catego y in question. 
S c r i ~ t  
Act 1: Namingl. 
1. Naming (of woman artirt u maker and B M W A  memkr, of B M W A ,  of Iarger cultural 
context): This first section serves to introduce the various concerns of BAAWA members. 1 chose to title this 
first category, "Naming", for diis study for a specinc reason. It seemed important for each BAAWA member 
i n t e ~ e w e d  to name her position, her stance, her fiamuig idea that was ta ground the way she worked and 
produced her art. 
The right to name, an idea perhaps influenceci by the early civil rights movement, has k e n  on the feminist 
cultural agenda since feminisrn's resurgence in the 1970's. This action is directed not oniy to other wornen but 
to the larger comrn~mity. Women of BAAWA ask that tbe gendered experience be acknow1edged. The reason 
for bis, they feel is that women need to leam of tbeir own cultural heritage, and that the mainstream cultural 
cummunity needs to make a p k  for women's cultural worlrs and processes. For BAAWA artists this naming 
is an active enterprise. 
"Art History has been written on die female bot& [too long]", says Jane G. It is the 
(Set is basic, lighting is focused on US sand, slides of single stone are projected ont0 each 
of the three screens. Sound is of whispering women's voices2 At times actual words can be heard, 
sometirnes just laughter or the sound of a child's cry. The audience enters.) 
( SLQ: fades to black on screens. LQ: light up on stone cucle and sand SQ: whispering 
dissolves into a barely audible hum - different voices, different notes, tones changing.) 
(SQ: V/O, voices speak) 
V/O (from a poem by Dawn B.): It is the stone, the jewels. They are the symbols) constructed 
that as artists and as women, writes Jane A, we "be pennitted to bring forth and confiront the wider 
implications of the process of king human." 
Janet Tuiloch (1993) names one group member's active relatiombip and contribution to tbis agenda She 
writes of Jane G., BAAWA's founder in M m :  
By creating or naming (or in some cases reclaiming) a new set of symbols and rituals on a 
grand scale fJane G.'s] potential to influence not only artists but the culture at large is vast. 
(P. 13) 
Whde Jme G. identifies the importance of giving voice - of "speaking into the culture as women" - she 
also thinks that is not enough. 
2 
"It's a kbd of chatter", says Jane G., " But what we have to do is d e  the ear. So, 1 thought of making 
the ear for the voices of women and then 1 thought die ear is not the nght image. What we are dohg is opening 
up a cerWc Ifs just üke Labour... There is a process that 1 îhink has to be gone through, of opening the cultural 
nest or space or room where this material wiil sit." 
What informs the malang of this space? Jane G. reflects, "You enter a global discourse fkom a specilïc site. 
The specific site for women is always gendered- There is no way to avoid that." Each woman spoke of b i s  
gendered site as the one diat they worked fkom ïndiviâuaily and collectively in BAAWA. 
Their responsibilities toward contri'buting to the formation of a global context for representation and 
discussion of women's work is marked by their cornmitment to incorporating educatioaal materiai in their 
exhibitions. " We need to contextudk our work, because if we don't, other people will", says Jane G. They 
name the experiences of women and ask that women artists' voices, critiques and images be included in a 
global cultural discussion. 
This active naming is d e  by BAAWA artists t h @  their practice of making and interpretiag art. 
Metaphor, an aspect important m this unithg and to the arts, becomes for them a way to articulate their ideas. 
Jane G. writes, "As always, my yearning to see h g s  forth sorneihuig I caanot articulate ... I have resorted to 
metaphor." Dawn B. respcmds, "1 don't biink 1 h w  how to fuiction any other way . Sm always givbg a visual 
image or metaphor to feehgs. 1 di& in aii of Me, [metaphor is] just a magical way of tnioisforming things 
called thoughts into these visual things in a way that col~~municates to people." This metapbonc process 
grounds the individual art practice, the group practice and the intended pedagogical function of tbe worlr in 
a gallery setting. "But this also means," says Jane G., "that the work asks to be perceived through a different 
sensibility. It is a tactile or haptic, rather than visual sensibility tbat informs the way women's cultumi 
signposts, designation of  place. .. 
V/O: Listen to the stones, listen to the blcmd, look back beyond the fables, the myths that they 
res haped for us.. . 
V/O: Correct the story. 
V/O: There are too many omissions, silences, subtle twists of tnith, exclusions.. . 
V/O: Extend the story. 
(SQ: Hum continues and M e s  into the sound of pebbles k i n g  mlled together between 
someone's hands. Women enter through the next section and form a circle just inside the circle o f  
stones on the sandy surface. Enter Jane G. between screni 1 & 2; she goes to inside stone circle and 
turns to face DS.) 
Jane G. (fiom exhibition text by Jane G.): 1 began in a shallow basket, on a window sill, lined up in 
ranks on a filing cabinet ... if you become a stone you consume its dusty presence, it becomes an 
absence, an opening. Women and stones. Women. And women begat d l  the rest including 
themselves, stones, lined up on filing cabinets and in baskets under the table.' 
production should be looked at" It is a way of perceiving the work through the body, through touch, or 
sensation. 
BAAWA women are concemed with work which addresses in a metaphoric lanyage the body, their 
bodies, their experiences and this, they feel not only reflects women's heritage but is linlred to some of die 
practices of other contemporw feminist artists. 
in taking such a siance thy voie  a politicai position. For Jme G. and Dawa B., it is to say to those with 
more conventional viewpoints, "Hey people, you know this doesn't make sense." They don? want to have 
wornen's expetiences traced on female bodies ody by male artists. They suggest tûaî tbere are other ways. 
other experiences, other voices that respond differently. They aslc to participate as equal -ers in a global 
discourse. 
BAA WA does not intend to be exclusive but ratber expansive. The group is predominandy white and 
middle-class but this is not an imposed limitation. As Jane G., says, "There is an openness to 0th types of 
fernirûsts and practitioners. There is no effort to exclude p p l e  of a diEereat race or sexual orientation? 
One way for BAAWA to work toward this openness is by exploring alternative learning strategies. "This 
is notw, writes Bettina Aptbeker (1989). "to invent another theory of women's oppression; it is to suggest a 
90 
(Enter Pam P. between sçreen 2 & 3, goes to inside stone circle and tums to face DS.) 
Parn P. (from a poem by Dawn B.): This rich place' fertile, safe, invisible, secret, finally revealing 
itself in metaphor. Me, exploring a place painfully new yet achingly familiar obsessed with 
discovery ... every corner must be examined, a place that allows intuition, another sense of 
knowing.. . 
(Enter Dawn B. between screen 1 & 2, goes to inside of stone circle and ninis to face DS.) 
method of representation, a soundiag, a makhg visible. It is to recognise women's strategies for coping, 
surviving shaping and changing the parameters of their existence on tbeir own tems, and not in contrast to 
predominantly d e  strategies as if these were the natural, normative, or corrat models" (p- 14). 
But, while they encourage openness within the group, this is not always their experience with the viewing 
pubiic. Jane G. comments that "there is a resistance to the revealiog awe of what it is like to tive in a wornaa's 
body ... 1 am occupying the site of a woman's body because I have to." And it is this site, say the four 
interviewed women, which is imbeddeà in theu work. 
The TnaiflStream art com~~unity bas not historically condoned this activity. "If you are a wotnan," says Jane 
G., "the only way you can patticipate in [iraditional artistic activity] is to actuaily cut your bits off and leave 
them in the house. I absalutely refuse. Ifs me, ail of me and Fm going to do it and i'm going to take al1 of [my 
body] with me. I t h .  it's very important for women to do this... No matter wbat the breadth or the diversity 
of our experiences, it is always gendered and always situated in the body." AU of the four interviewed 
expressed a connection m their practice to their femaie body, to a spiritually-engaged work and to the domestic 
as a rich site from which to work. These mesh and connect in dinerent ways in each person's art work, and 
through each person's practice. 
They are aware that this work, comiag from such a specitic and complex site, can raise questions about 
the nature of women's experience. They atsempt to fiame these questions for theü audience, says Jane G., by 
putting them "out in a way that is appropriate and intelligent." 
BAAWA wornm are not besitaat to name their ~pecific location as femùiist artistic practitioners to the 
larger community. But, by doing so, thq. mmghaiize themselves from the male discourse of mainstream art 
"where", as Janet Tdoch (1991) notes, "a femlnist voice exists as a footnote to the main discourse" (p. 30). 
Sorne, such as Donna 1. and lane G., voice a definite anger at the exclusive and sexist activities of the 
mainstream art community. Donna 1. comments, "1 was the only woman [on the board of the gallery] at îhat 
time ... Weil, we were going to have an opening and someone was needed to do the refieshments and ail these 
eyes turned and looked at me. 1 said fll bake cookies if you guys al1 bake cookies, not your girIfinend, not your 
m o m m y  - you." Donna 1. has also felt uwxepted by some of her non-BAAWA peers becsuse of the 
domestic content or the male nudity in her work, "It's outside people that dont get it. They don't get why 
am doùig this 20-foot-long painting of [nuked] men in ties and masks." 
These b d s  of incidents have precipitated BAAWA's conthuing existence as paxtially separate h m  the 
mainstrearn art community. Most members have felt the necessity of identij.ing BAAWA as a supportive and 
active place which gives witness to women's meabon. Most feel the necessity, however difiïcult, to keep 
focused on speaking out to the dominant cultural community so as not to isolate themselves totally. 
Dawn B. (fiom a poem by Dam B.): in the garden with my mother, bending, digging, pushing seeds 
into earth. She watches and taches, 1 am seven In the garden with my mother, heads together, 
stories, stories repeated, that 1 didn't hear before. Splitting, sharing, trading- 1 am thirty. In the garden 
wi th my mother! . . 
( Enter Jane A. between screen 2 & 3, goes to inside of stone circle and tums to face DS.) 
Jane A. ( h m  a poem by Jane G.): 1 wait my tum for teading. Aching arnong the peas, not quite 
fitting inside the green cuMog wings of my pea pod. A jury-rigged princess bee, 1 wait, weighed 
down by earthiy needs for nourishment and light '... 
(Enter Donna 1, between screen 1 & 2, goes to inside of stone circle and turns to face DS.) 
Donna 1. (from a poem by Dawn B.): 1 am busy srnelling, hearing, remembering, finding, asking, 
tentatively touching my own existence, checkhg under Stones to see if 1 am real *... 
This cuitural agenda M I S ,  for BAAWA memben, a variety of purposes: they becorne active &ers of 
their culture, they recognize the work of women who have gone before, and they accomplish this through an 
active engagement with the mriinstrPrun art commiraity. It means, as Dawn B. says, that "1 will be able to build 
on .. . history rather then being occupied by i t"  
However, not ail corne to BAAWA with a political agenda Some, like Jane A, name their need for 
comection with working artists as the primary motivation. "1 wasn't angy with the system," she recalls, 
"because 1 hadn't even been in the system" in such a statemeat, she locates the isolation and exclusion fiom 
the mainstream art community that many other women artists have experïenced. She identifies the benefits 
she has reaped fiom participahg in a co-practising, CO-leamhg community like BAAWA. Jane G. agrees, 
"That's what BAAWA is about. That's exactly wbat BAAWA is about, trying to get together to support each 
other to work" 
* Each woman hteniewed m e d  a cornmitment to engagïng in the BAAWA process and, througb this, 
challenging the viewing audience, In a discussion with a BAAWA member, 1 noted tbat such a process "might 
be painful but [necessary]." Jane G. comments, "1 can ody  work out of love. There is no other way for me 
to practice.., 1 think i'm very committed. 1 don't bang back. 1 think coinmitment is the word. I say tbat 1 am 
and 1 ml' Commeating on her reiatïoLIship and cornmitment to her audience, Dawn B. notes, "1 think you can 
still be successfid but, you have to do it fiom the space that you bow. You have to make ... people tuni Uito 
the real people they are and look at your art [ h m  that place]." 
Louise For@ (in B. Warland, 1990) writes, "In this place we meet and speak the evidence of out own 
truths" (p. 10). Fo- sees this process as a way of activabng dreams or forgottea mernories. It is created 
through imaginative play, a play that attempts to break down, in the poet's case, literary convention and 
(SQ: VIO. SLQ: Slides change to text "Bay Area Artists for Women's Art") 
V/O: Ln naming ourselves we attend In naming ourselves we commit In oaming ourselves we 
question. In naming ourselves we accept. In naming ourselves we challenge. ln naming ourselves 
we finally accept our babbles' necessiîy. Throw down the stonesg 
(During V/O each woman squats or stands or sits takes a handful of sand and then allows 
sand to nin through her ha& back to the ground) 
(SQ: Pebble sound cuts. Silence.) 
Act 2: Doing. 
Scene 1 : Conceptualization of Model. 
(LQ: light on sand fades quickly. SLQ: to black then on al! three screens tea " What". ) 
(SQ: V/O women's voices, variations on: "Wùa~?" '~  What is she doing?" ... Al1 five women 
produce alternative tnitbs and extend women's knowledge (p. 10). 
But this "play" is not a game- It is work. As D o m  1. says in reflecting on her fïrst BAAWA meeting, "1 
felt right away.. . that these were real workùig artists, they weren't just playing a game and acting a part. They 
were actually working and had the same probiems that I did and.. Dey actuaüy] wanted to do something 
about it." 
It is in this collective rolidarity thaî BAAWA memben experience a sheogth to speak out to the 
mainstream commuuity. As Dawn B. says, "[BAAWA] combines the most honest searcbing of the individual 
wi th something tfiat together bas its power, a collaborative pow m.... 1 tburlr that is what draws women [to 
BAAWA]. They probably wouldn't have contributeci to anythiug if they felt diey were the oniy one". 
'O 2. Doing : Jane G., as spokeswormm for BAAWA, nama the women's cultumi question as "What? What 
did/do the women do?" She asks this of galleries, of the public, of the group, of me as researcher, and of 
herself. "It's important", she says, "to get women's work out there into the galleries so tbat it can be seen for 
at lest 10 years and then the theoreticians can go to w o k "  F e W s t  dreory, she feels, must be grounded on 
the real experiences of women, and feminist art theory must draw on a large body of work tbat records the 
range and images of these experiences. If tbemy cames k t  or too won, women artists may be siicnced, ah id  
that their work won't fit an acceptable feminist ideology and women's cuiturai wpping m y  be stopped. 
This category "Doing" then fiames t&e major dcscnptive piece of this BAAWA study. "What?" I a&, 
"What did/do the BAAWA women do? How have they organized themselves? What is their process for 
planning and mounting exhibitions? How do they conduct research? Whaî is education with BAAWA like? 
How does the community funcbon for tbem?" 
sûide DS. On floor are metai buckets with soapy water and scrub bmhes. Al1 five vigorously scmb 
their han& & amis. SQ: "What" tape nda into music ... rhythmîc, repetitive, synthesizad SQ: V/O 
over music.) 
V/O (ftom a poem by C. Watson for exhibition panel for WC F e e  Shw):  And so, 
we circle around, and circle around the boundaries of the earth. Fîinching at the slavish movements 
we perfonn in honour of necessity - the bowl is washed, the knife replaced and our households 
ordered and managed without mystery. l 1  
(SQ: music becomes quite Ioud Women drop their brushes, pick up the buckets, tum and 
throw half of the water fiom the buckets ont0 the floor toward the sand. Sleeves are rolled up, hair 
tied back, shoes kicked off. They begin to vigorously scrub the floor toward the sand When they 
finish they stand and throw the h h e s  back toward the buckets.) 
(SQ: music cuts. Women fieeze. SQ: VfO) 
V/O (from poem by Gay Al lison for The Flower Show catalogue): Finding original roots, women 
bend and pull, shake the earth; discover, discarci, back and forth, back and forth, bodies in rhythm 
with the weather. Women take large steps, stride, stretch their muscles, grin; know intuitively the 
energy of movement. The men tell us the women's movement is too strident. To stride is to walk 
a) Conceptualimtion of MOdd (i~cludts cuntor/~irtist rdationsbip and tbe role of Ieader): The 
BAAWA members feel there is nothing mysterious about the way they conceive projects and mode1 their 
process. Such is not die perçeption from outsi& the gnnrp. New members have felt c o d k d .  The host gaîlety, 
which has felt tbreatened by what it perceives as a powerfid organisation, has sometimes asked BAAWA to 
pin its structure dowu As Doane 1- says, "A lot ... don't understand why we don't have a secretmy, a president, 
or a treasurer..  It's hilarious." Jane G. ad&, "BAAWA has this reptation of being a powerful organisation.. . 
[and] ... we dont even have a f i h g  cabinet!" A BAAWA meeting was held at one pois when Jane A. haû felt 
overwheimed in the leadership role, to examine whether BAAWA should have more structure. The decision 
was made to give Jane A. more support and ailow BAAWA to mintain, for the time being, its fluidity. It is 
unWtely that it will take on a more traditional institutional structure. The group is forever evolving. There are 
always new projects happening, events being organised rtad members comiug and going. 
fonvard, fast, how wonderful she thinks. '* 
(Except for Jane G., dl women remain at sand circle edge. Tbey remove jackets. Undemeath 
are layers of sweaters, shirts- nKy take off each garrnent and drop it to the ground at their feet until 
they only have T-shirts on All the garments have sand in the pockets which spills out. Jane G. walks 
USC into the centre of the sandy are. and begins to fiil her pockets with sand.) 
Jane G.: I suppose you are wondering what this is al1 about? What we are al1 about? Well, that's a 
good start. "What". "What" is the women's cultural question. What have those women done? What 
are they doing. What is she doing? What am 1 doing? What..? 
(Al1 women fieeze. Dawn B. moves. The following texts are adapted fkom transcript 
material.) 
Dawn B.: We're a bit chaotic. 1 have noticed tbat new people coming in really look confwd and 
nervous. We're so loosely stnictured. We always seem to be apologising for the chaos that happens 
when we get together but the work always gets done. We are like a Bock of birds al1 flopping amund 
together. Suddenly we descend on something and create total chaos and leave ali this stuff about on 
l2 BAAWA1s membership is rarely the same ôom one event to the next But, there is a strong core group. 
The four inte~ewed for this case study are part of  that group. OChers corne and go, new mernbers join, and 
a supportive audience is growing. Ail mernbers actively participate with the group when they can or they need 
to. They are not, on the wbole, wocrjed abouî their pfocess or whetùer or aot die work will get done. As Dawn 
B. says, "Sm sure well work it al1 out as we go dong." 
Their confidence and active detemination serve as tangible evidence of theu belief in the concept of  
women artists as authors. Liada Klinger (1991), in chaîîenging conternporary pst-shnicturaiist theories of 
authorship, writes: 
Women never enjoyed, in bie first p h ,  the privileges of transcendent subjecthood and 
authority now critiqued by post-sîructuralism. . CoUaborative.. . action is a particulariy 
informative mode1 for ... feminist ideas regarding authorship ... Collaboration does not 
stabilize the identity of the artist, it rehmes hm.. Emphasizing production over product is 
essential; for it eliminrirec the distinction between non-specialist (leader/wniter/audience) and 
speciaüst (authorfartist) and aüows the feminist artist to discover another identity througb her 
solidarity with a larger body. (p. 44-45) 
the gound and then we are up and off again somewhere else. It's a good thing we don't leave a lot 
of bi rd poop and dead feathers around.. 
(Dawn B. fieezes.) 
Donna 1.: Sometimes we do ... but the nests are wonderfui. 1 don't see chaos myself. 1 see cbange, a 
kind of shaking and moving. I f  we did fit ourselves into a tight container, perhaps easier for others 
to understand, we'd fi-eeze. 
(Donna 1. fieezes. ) 
Jane A: We cxist in process. l3  Not just in how we organize our group but in the way we structure 
our exhibitions. As Jane calls it - we're "conceptually-bd, process-oriented.. . . It's not like we 
have a theme to work h m  You know, ifs like when someone says, "Let's do a show about trees?" 
'' It is such an idea that informai Jane Ge's firaming the pre-BAAWA and e d y  BAAWA projects. She 
wanted to break down the specialist model of art curatonal practice and to encourage the formation of one 
based on the reiationship of curator/artist. She recalls, "1 looked into the participant-researcher model [ a h  
used in educational research]. 1 put diings together in a conscious way and came up with the idea of doing an 
exhibition ushg that model. ... It seemed a way to empower artists.. . to [dow them to] constnict theoreticai 
contexts for [their own] work without [these contexts] beiag imposed [on them] by curators not [directly] 
involved in art practice." But she had to alter the "shape" of this mode1 to be responsive to difference and 
especially questions of gender. Jane fûsed "the workings of the artist-nin centre with the feminist theory of 
clifference ... They couid work together. As a curator/artistW she adds, "1 think 1 am a contributor of context, 
not a validator, assessor or consbvctor of work." 
This was to be the k t  of BAAWA models which determineci and set the tone for friture cotlective 
processes used in mountiag exhibitions. 
One strategy that Jane G. employs as a method for constructing contea is that of wnsciousness-raising. 
She writes of The Flower Shoy process, "This curatonal project was based on the feminist intellectual 
tradition of coasciousness-raisùig ..." This process of group discussion and reflection, examined further in the 
next section on research and dialogue, is a major group activity especially in the planning stages of an 
exhibition. 
Ariene Raven (1 979) wcites of ihe use of coosciousness-raishg activities at the Feminist Studio Workshop: 
Consciousness-raising is tbe core of the structure we use. It allows for closeness, promotes 
political awareness, and serves to bring up raw material for art and other c&ve activities. 
@. 256-257) 
Jane A. notes, "@'s not] just Sitting around meeting every month and t a b g  with each 0 t h  but also [ifs 
about] honing yourseifto the experience, the discipline of fishg [ideas] into a project." As Jane G. adds, "The 
focus is on [developing] ideas mther than on specific pieces of wotlr," 
and everybody does a tree. The pieces then have nothing to do with each other except that 
superficially they al1 look like tms?  But if you have a concept like growth, you can have a "egg" 
and a "tree" that resonate together because they are conceptually lidced. That's i t  Conceptually- 
based, process-oriented signifies not orienteci to the product but how you got there. l4 
(Jane A. fieezes.) 
Pam P. : A project starts fiom a liale genn of an idea. Sometimes it takes over a year to complete 
fiom when the discussion starts. For that first project, 1 was given a concept that 1 could use, that 
1 muid develop over a long pend of tirne with other womer And they were al1 working in a similar 
direction. There was time and attention given to simply being together and talking about whatever 
was happening around construction, media, process. The experience gave me a specific direction 
for rny art practice that 1 will have that for the rest of my life. 
(Women move and sîretçh They pick up their clothes and each move to a riser and face the 
screens. They begin to fold their clothes and put them in a pile on the risers as Jane G.  speaks. Jane 
G. remains UC. SLQ: Slides of BAA WA exhibitions and works for those exhi bitions are projected 
on the three screens.) 
(SLQ: Slides of me E ~ o w S h o w l s )  
14 Aojects emerge h m  these concepts or ideas. 1 found it significant that echoes of tbis curricular process 
seemed to appear m the working document, 6 - s  1-9 (h4inistry of Education and 
Training, Ontario, 1993). The proposed shifl in curriculum for Oacario classrooms included an "emphasis on . 
connections and relationships - relationships among ideas, arnong people, and among phenornena" (p. 1). It 
was to be a more "integrated pmgramming and inquiry-oriented learning" (p. 7). Perhaps models like 
BAAWA's are inffuencing or king reflected in mainstream education? 
l5 Information on BAAWA's pedagogid practices is adable, though not extensively, to mabdmm art 
edu cators. Each exhibition becornes the visible public trace of BAAWA's planning process. Written panels 
and catalogues, wtiich accumpany the exhibitioos, Uiform the viewer of the process that accompaaies the 
making of the work. 
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Jane G. (fiom curatorial statement for F d c  F-): The E c c e m t e  Show 
evolved slowly over 18 months, out of a shared interest in eccentrîc objects or eccentricity or 
objectiveness, or eccentricity/objectivity - in fact aIl of the above. As the scope of the show 
enlargeci to fil1 the gallery and emrnpass peripheral programming in performance, film, video and 
poetry, the underlying conceptual strearns merged to fonn a deep Bowing river of ideas. A 
rewarding environment for "plumbing the Qptbs" but difficuit to do so wben ideas, images and 
thoughts are so many and flow so quickly and we have so little skiIl using the plumber's tools. 
(SLQ: Slides of T m h e  ) 
Jane G. (fiom curatorial statement for me Flower Show): Over the period of one year, a group of 
working women artists shared a conceptual investigation of the flower image without trying to 
evolve a uniform style, imagery, or conclusion. Discussions rangeà fiom a focus on personal 
yearnings and experiences, to historical investigations of the equation of flower hagery with the 
fem ale body. This curatorial project was based on the femini st inteilectual tradition of 
consciousness-raising. 
(LQ: Spots over each of the artists. Jane G. still UC in dark blue tight. Others stand or sit and 
move in bnghter light on risers. SLQ: Shot on al1 three screens of Jane G. wrapped in a grey blanket 
standing at a railing looking directly out at viewer. Each woman speaks to audience and to each 
other. Text is adapted from transcnpts.) 
Dawn B.: I think we're grappling with a lot on an ongoing basis. Each project shif?s us a bit. We 
leam. But, when it al1 started it was on Jane's shoulders. 
Donna 1.: Some still think Jane is the one in charge. But, she has always wanted everyone to be in 
charge. 
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Jane A.: She really encoucaged me. 1 finally joined BAAWA f i e r  Jane had been pushing me for 
quite a while. I really had no idea what 1 was getting into but it sounded great. 
Dawn B.: It's funny. Everything happeru magically with Jane. 1 was witb a group of women and we 
were al1 talicing about how we al1 met her. Every conneçtion was musual in some way. 
How did we meet? WeU, b t h  our kids went to the sarne school here in t o m  and the teacher 
had asked us separately if wetd Like to judge a kite-rmkng mntest So, there we were sining judging 
the kites together and she leaned over to me and said, "I'm looking for someone to share a studio 
space with, Are you interested?" 
Parn P.: Are you interested? Who wouldn't be! 1 jumped at the chance when she asked me to join 
a pre-BAAWA project. She seemed so detennined to make it work. It almost seemed as if ber will 
could jmt made it d l  happen- 
Dawn B.: I think part of her strength is that she is so articulate. She can take ideas fiom aU of us, 
then form them into a solid concept. 
Jane A: Yef you can't cal1 ber a nanow1y focused person. Ifs the process that's important for her. 
It's the intensity that she brings to the organising, the creating. 
Pam P.: The will, the drive. 
Donna 1.: She pushes herself to grow and we have to push ourselves to meet that challenge. 
Jane A.: Yes, and it worked. None of us would have got involved in a project without her faith 
behind us. 
Parn P. : She was doing al1 the outside work - dealing with the public, the galleries and that gave us 
the permission to do our iaside SM. 
Jane A.: Al1 we had to do was make the work honest- 
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Dawn B.: It's almost as if she has been two steps ahead of  us knowing what our directions are to be. 
Maybe it's so she can look back and enmurage us along- 
Donna 1.: And rope us al1 back together when we stray off too much. 
Dawn B.: 1 think her role is the biggest in the planning stages. 1 think she has that big vision of what 
i t wi 11 al1 look like when it's done. She sees so far dom the road. It can be a problem. When it 
cornes time to realize the project, Jane's at steps 3, 4, 5 and we're still grappling with 1, and 
wondering.. . (Laughs) 
Pam P.: She inspires us. 
Doma 1.: And we lean on her. 
iane A.: And it takes us off the hook- 
Dawn B.: And sometimes she caves in and we realize she's a woman just like us. 
Pam P.: You know, sometimes 1 feel intimidated by her, like Fm king judged for screwing up. 
Dawn B.: 1 sometimes feel that too, but when 1 hear comments fiom her about me or my work, 1 
know that it isn't tme. 
Pam P. : 1 think it's because 1 respect her so much. 
Jane A.: Admire her. 
Donna 1.: Respect her. 
Dawn B.: Put yourself in Jane's position for a while. She is such a strong person that everyone treats 
her like a parent and not like an equal or a ftiend. She's really a very private and sensitive person. 
(SLQ: Slides change to shots of  shirts, in piles, folded LQ: Spots out on artists. Area light 
up on DS space. The artists move and pick up clothes. Tbrough the next section they lay out the 
shirtç around the circurnference of the set DS. SQ: Applause which fades to silence. Jane's blue spot 
changes to bright light. She smiles and looks out to the audience.) 
Jane G.  (fiom her acceptance speech for the Woman of the Year in the Arts Award presentation, 
2 99 1. She uses this speech as a teaching opporrtunity. Only the first tbree sentences are quoted here. 
The cernainder is adapted hom transcripts.): 1 am a visual artist, so this is actually my first 
experience with applause. By nature 1 am a retiring individual and my first thought was to say thank 
you and retreat from the microphone as quicWy as possible. My second thought was, "What the 
1 wasn't always aware that some women assigaed the mle to me of powerfid person or super 
person. That feels very foreign to me. The whole point is that I h i  involved in this p m e s s  too. I 
would hope one thing that Pm good at is allowing things to happen. 1 try and let a situation go, let 
it change. 1 try to step away and let the lateral shift, or forward jump, or even backward turn, 
happen. Look, I dont try and pretend I did initiate those projects. I did set the tone. I did act as a 
leader.I6 And, in doing so, 1 tried to motivate people. 1 tried to lead by example. 1 made 
l6 Discussing and detenniniag a project's focus and structure are a part of BAAWA's self-generating, 
defining activities. Such activities can consume mernbers' time. This is especially so for those members who 
have taken on leadership roles. 
As is uidicated in the script discussion compilai h m  various cnuiscript comment., the artists are aware 
of the responsibilities and prideges of leadership. Arlene Ravm (1979), in writing about Feminist Studio 
Workshop activities, notes: 
We find that women have difnculty ackaowledging the authority of other women as well as 
assuming authority themselves on the basis of their skills or knowledge ... women] acquire 
expertise in a certain field [and then] develop feelings of cornpetence. (p. 256) 
The BAAWA leadership eKpenence is similm but, as in any other community, it differs. Each hdividual 
experience of leadership in BAAWA also varies. AU interviewai seem to have no difficulty in accepting and 
sqprting a mernber's role as leader. Some question however, whetber they are yet suited for leadership. Jane 
k comments on her own feelings, "1 feel very anxious about whether I could do this curatorlrtist thuig." She 
and Dawn B. are exploring, in a smaller BAAWA sub-group, different ways to collectively d e  exhibition 
decisions. 
But, for the larger group and especiaiiy a larger project, a leader becornes necessary. Dawn B. has, at 
present, taken on that role for BAAWA. "But", she says, "You really don't get any of your own work done!" 
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comrnitments and so did everyone else. I am very committed. Maybe overly. Maybe too much. 
Maybe I run and everyone aies to keep up. But 1 didn't control everythng. If there is something 
happening that 1 cau't control, 1 take it as a gift. Leadership and wntrol. They are very different. 
At this point Dawn is taking a leadership role. 1 think that is changing the style of the group 
because she is a different style of person. It's a very interesting process. 1 wouldn't want to work any 
other way. I couldn't work any other way. 
Scene 2: Research and ~ialogue." 
(LQ: lights up. SQ: fast, 104 rhythmic music. Jane w a k  DS to circumference of circle. Al1 
women waik around on the shirts in a circle. SLQ: on screens slides of questions that echo questions 
on V/O. SQ: V/O, music continues but fades to allow voice(s) to be heard) 
ViO (different voices, adapted from BAAWA's pst individual and group research questions): What 
am 1 doing? What do 1 feel about this? What am I saying when 1 do paintings of penises, lots of 
penises? What does my grandrnother have to do with this? How can I resituate the domestic site? 
How can my work, the work of a woman artist be accorded respect in a public gallery? Why am 1 
angry, saci, uncornfortable or passionate about this? What is that dream trymg to tell me? How can 
I make that relationship into a Msual metaphor? What woukl happen if 1 used handmade paper from 
each of those sites? How can 1 get this structure to stand on its own. Does anyone know how to use 
a power drill? What would happen if I started to do flower paintings? 
(SQ: music cuts. SLQ: What? Women fieeze and face inwards.) 
l7 b) Reserirch and Dulogue (ofïwith self, o M t h  group and with Iarger culturd context): Wbile 
research and dialogue are very different activities, they often complement each other in BAAWA. Members 
r a d ,  study, observe and as they perfonn these tasks, they reflect individuaiiy and through discussion with the 
group and with the larger cultural commrmity, It is in tbis reflection that they create context. 
V/O (al1 voices): What! Me? 1 don't do flower paintings! 
(LQ: lights fade SLQ: screens fde to black. SQ: music. Single instrument, perhaps a flute 
or obe, slowly traces single notes. Women stand in the space between the circumference and the 
risers facing out to the audience.) 
Jane G. (fiom text by Jane G. for- F- S b ) :  As 1 look at this show 1 am aware 
of certain images breaking on the surface like bubbles on a stream. Images of birth, hgments of 
text, reflections, containers, surprises - ali cal1 up their opposites in alternating pulses, decay, 
silence, absorption, emptiness, death. If 1 dip into the depths flowing undemeath the stream of 
images I might cup a question, which by asking itself, will let me become human.. 1 a 
(SQ: music fades away. LQ: lights up a bit. Women take sheets of note papa fiom their 
pockets on which text is written.) 
'13 BAAWA women use this process to uifom and direct an art practice. Feminist theory, ideas around 
media use, formai questions regarding composition, and various images, sensations and expenences merge 
as they work- 
Each investigates questions *ch relate to a p d  search and these questions are often linked to a group 
project. The research proçess involves reading, viewing exhibitions, meeting 0th artists, and attending 
lectures and workshops. 
Sometimes just perfonning these activities c m  trigger reseacch questions. As Donna 1. reveals, "1 went to 
see the Degas show in Ottawa and 1 saw ail sorts of [naked women] baîhers ... Wow, 1 thought, are these ever 
erotic and exptoitative! So, 1 went home and had some fÙu doing a series on men in intirnate situations." 
Sometimes a search can afiïnn the artist's own progress. Jane A. comments, "1 went to hear Liz Magor. She 
was the fust person 1 ever heard [who spoke of behg] an artiste She used ber material to maire sense of her 
world and hm own experiences. That was so important to me." 
When asked if biey used experience or theory to direct theu practice ail artists i n t e~ewed  said bod~ As 
Jane A. says, "They ail go in there together." The initial problem might be a formal art one, one suggested by 
f i t  theoretical invesbgaîian, or one locaîed in the self. But, it is explored, even at tunes resolved, duough 
the art practice. Jane G.(1992) analyses the complex strategy used by her to constnict "Mixed Sizes 1978, 
1982" for Of the&&- bv the&&- with & ûo& : 
During these years 1 had two small ciddren and life drawuig was the major part of my 
practice. As 1 I d  brick at those years I am aware of my need-.. to try and reknit the integrity 
of the "haptic space" within which my body moves through the world. For the mother of 
young children, this intimate space is never wholiy ber own, it is constantly broached- These 
drawings have a formal and linear quaiïty wbich dlowed me to remake a personai closure 
which I needed to work as an artist 
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(SLQ: for the next section five slides of each of the women's faces corne up and fade down 
on each screen When Jane speaks al1 three sçreens have images of her face, when Dam speaks al1 
three have her face ... etc. The other four women stand d l  reading theu notes while the one woman 
speaks.) 
Jane G. (adapted from transcript): Dear Donna, I think my work is deepening. i've always been 
committed to speaking fiom a gendered site but now ... I'm including elements of my past in the 
work that 1 thought 1 had left behind, architecture for instance. So, rather than just installing an 
exhibition, I'm making an installation! 
Donna 1. (adapted fiom transcript): Dear Jane A, Should 1 say to these critics, "My work is very 
persona!. It's my life?" I rnean, that's why 1 dont ask them for advice or look for their cnticism. How 
can they criticise something th& is my personal reaction to something? It's mine. 
Sure I want to say something. I want a response. But, ifs the idea that's important. 1 start with 
that idea I think about how I can get it across. Okay. Fm a woman and 1 paint a penis but I'm not 
allowed to show if it's ceasored. Thafs interesting. So 1 do everything 1 can to that image 'penis' and 
I get a series shown çomehow. Ifs hke rm saying to these people, "Get used to i t  This is a penis. 
It's not going to Ici11 you. You're not going to die of shock!" 
Jane A (adapted fkom ber writing, and hanscripts): Dear Dawn, Last night while 1 was working on 
a series of boxes which included the steamer chest, the forensic tray, the baby box ... 1 had a night 
of terror. Al1 night 1 drearned, off and on, so desperately trying to build the walls of the boxes, 
struggling and struggting. And 1 had this deadiy certain knowledge that this endeavour had 
everythmg to do with holding back madness. 1 woke convinced of the jmwer of those boxes. They 
are fortresses between order and chaos. 
My faith in this, though, has corne more slowly via the clay fkom my body. Things are 
becoming what they need to become.Ig 
It's strange, I build and stniggle and force forni, while you find and gather your things or 
ideas and allow the relationship between them to be full of rneaning. 
Dawn B. (adapted h m  artist statement): Dear Pam, I think I am an observer of the details of living. 
1 want to absorb all possible influences and sensations while conceiving the idea for the piece. When 
the physical work begins 1 can only hope that my hands and eyes will adequately interpret the 
intemal turmoil and that the visual result will realize this mental and physical gatherïng process. 
(Pam, rather than just reading h m  a letter, tums and speaks to Dawn and, as she does, 
others listen. SLQ: starts with slides of P m  then fades into slides of Parn and D a m  and then other 
pairs and groupings for this nea section The shots are of faces together, close up. There are only 
l9 In-depth research and committed criticai self-reflection is what, I feel, makes much of BAAWA women's 
work deeply resonant. Jane G. recalls fonning ber research question for m o w e r  Show, "Pt] was ûiggered 
by a specific comment [made by someone] in a meeting at the Burliagtoa Cultural Centre, 'Oh, you better 
watch it or you're going to get aii those ladies with their fiower paintings down here.' ... II reacted]. I f  you have 
had an art education, you intenialize that b d  of critique about women's flower painting.] So, 1 decided to 
examine it. What is this? Why do I feel this way about these women and this kind of  art? ... [It was] the 
coniradiction in me that was interestiag." 
A self-reflective examination of these contredictions can be demanduig. Jane A. comments on her own 
experience, "Writing ttiis SM is HARD. 1 keep going back over ideas 1 have written, wanting to peel them 
to deeper laym of honesty. Ifs not that a s y  to know whafs personally nue [or] what's [a] glib appropriation 
of the seductive ideas tbat are floating around." 
Intense and rewarding expecieuces are not uncornmon. Author V'uginia Woolf (L. Woolf, 1978) unites 
of her own: 
1 have to some extent forced myseIfto break every mould and find a fiesh form of being, that 
is an expression for everytfüng 1 feel or think. So that whea it is worlang 1 get the sense of 
being fùlly energïsed - nothing stunted. But this needs constant eEort, anxiety and rush.@. 
213) 
"To some", writes Dawn B., "this [pmess] may seem like a sort of namissistic self-anaiysis but I believe 
that this exploration of the inner is a necessary process of discoveq of self. And, a recognition of this place 
in others must be resolved before a journey toward the larger place of  'perceid reality/reality of community' 
is begun. Buf" she adds, "if you are stressed and lmhappy with the process thea you had better change it 
sornehow or it will drive you crazy." 
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about three slide changes for each screen.) 
Pam P. (adapted fiom ûanscript discussion): Something strikes me about your w o k  Dawn, 
especially in those pieces that you use text. It feels as if  you are almost restorying somethg from 
your own Me. 
Dawn B.: Yeah, that's tn ie .  Pm also giving clues - more to me tban the viewer. These dues are keys 
that open doors to events stored in whole areas of my brain. 
Pam P.: What happens when you start to work with them? 
Dawn B. : A lot bubbles up. 
Parn P.: Me, 1 rip out nails and peer at some painful, homd, icky thing 1 give it fom, look at it, let 
myself heal a bit and then make it into art. 
Donna 1.: That's what I admire d e n  1 see work iike yours. It takes a lot of guts, a lot of work to 
make it. It's totally not safe. Jane A., your work's like that. 
Jane A.: Yeah? 
Donna 1. : It's powerful. frightening, a new kind of aesthetic. 
Jane A. : Are you sure you're not feeling your own boxes? 
(Women laugh.) 
Parn P.: Sometimes we do. But, Donna, when 1 look at your work 1 don't see my or another woman's 
reflection. Rather, I hear a woman speaking to me through the work. It's different. 1 feel different. 
Jane G.: We each reflect on our experience and own it in our own way? 
Jane A.: Right, and that is the only honest thing to do. 
Donna L: Are we jumping al1 over the place? 
D a m  B.: Nope, this is great? 
(Women all begin to talk at once in small groups. SQ: tape picks up sound of group noise.) 
(Women lower voices and eventualiy stop speahng and becorne still looking out at audience 
by the end of next V/O. SQ: group noise level drops and cuts to silence by the end of V/O.) 
V/O (fiom text by Jane G. fiom me Eccemk F w r e  Show catalogue): I'm interested in a 
structuralist theory which, ushg Freud as a jumping-off-spot, arrives at the notion that women 
shouldn't be able to speak. It's hard to believe such ideas could circulate in the same century as al1 
the jokes dependent on the idea tbat women taik too much2' 
(Silence. Women looking into the audience. Dawn speaks. ) 
Dawn B. (fkom a poem by Dawn B.): Who invited you here anyway? Just when 1 think that the gate 
is Iocked and I am in my safest place you enter dancing or crashing about off the fumiture that I 
have carefuily arranged.. 1 need a rest. Al1 you do is shake me and jangle my ends and make me 
peer into shadows and what do you mean? How c m  you say you were here first?= 
M One venue h i c h  mices use of these private iqukies is group discussion. Says Dawn B., "We talk about 
personal problems m a professionai setting and use them as a source for work-.. 1 think that is part of the value 
of a group like BAAWA because you have other people analyzing what you are doing and commenting on 
how your life is going and how you're managing to take your art into your personal iife. And, other people's 
experiences ... reinforce and strengthen what you are trying to do in your own life." 
"We l e m w ,  1 comment, "6om eacb oîher's obsessions." 
Consciousness-raising, the traditional feminist name for such activity, fiuictions in a group by providing, 
writes Ruth Iskin (1983), "a safe and appropriate setting for the expression of feelings and as a politicizing 
experience through which women discuss identity with each odier" (p. 174). This activity is inteaded to 
support, not condemn, the individual. As Dawn B said to me about my own research, "You dont bave to 
defend anyîhing to us [in BAAWA] because thaî is who you are." 
2' Not ail group interaction is intense critical debate. BAAWA is a place where there is, notes Jane G., 
"always that sharing of Litendure and sharing of ideas ... [lt's) very important to me to bave a place where I can 
discuss ideas with people [witb whom] I dont have to translate." 
But, translation is, at times, necessa~y. BAAWA's mandate suggests tbat members consciously address 
themselves to others outside the group. Jane G.  comments, "We could tum away [fiom the mainstream] and 
do Our own thing and it might be a very enRching experience for us di but, 1 reaüy feel it is necessary to 
Scene 3: Educat id3 
(SLQ/LQ: Fade to black SQ: rhythmic synthesizer music. Women each move DS of a riser 
and take out a bucket of pint  and a h s h  Çom inside each riser. Each woman holds a different 
colour of paint. LQ: lights up to half on risers. SQ: music fades down to allow V/O to be heard 
Women paint the paims of their own hands) 
address these exclusions tbat occur." 
Frigga Haug & Others (1987) note that îhis kind of "political project means ... rnoving the [ f e d e ]  body 
into the world." 
But, by engaging in such a project, BAAWA members are met with resistance. A particular situation, for 
example, developed with BAAWA's host gallery. Some BAAWA mernbers were confirsed and astoaished. 
Jane A. comments, "1 was ... amazed. Why do they think we are a threat? What did we do to hem? We just 
pursue our own interests and our own proje&. We develop programming and we bring in people [to the 
gallery] who are interesthg ,.." 
Dawn B., in another discussioo with me analyzed tbe siiuation, "1 th id  [certain members in the centre] 
. - 
were threatened by the way we put [the extu'bition Cives Built on Shiftinn SandS] together. [There was] the 
chaotic way we used their resources. They were &y threatened by the success of it. If we got into heavier 
political [programming] I'm sure there would be no backing there." 
An article, written by one gdery member for the gallery's journal (Finlay, 1993), touches 
on his objections to the active presence of BAAWA in the artist-run-centre: 
Members [of BAAWA] are active and hold several positions on this yeds board and, as with 
any controllhg group, its mandate perrneates the directions and operations of the host They 
are the ones who arrange meetings, make thiags happen, largely in part due to tbe neglect of 
others. Recent programmiiig bas been dominated [by3 feminist issues and ideology. (p. 4) 
Some objections to the group and its work are not readily accessiile. For example, an artist's work was 
removed firom a BAAWAeurated exhi'bitiou in a public gaüery without the artist's or the curatof s Eoowledge. 
The censorship was not discovered until it came time to strike the show. No clear reason for the pieces' 
rernoval was given by the gdery director. 
BAAWA feels it must respond to such actions. But this kind of activity c m  drain members. "Sometimes", 
explains Dawn B., "[having to] struggle to keep up îh is  connection [to the mainstrearnj ... means that we don't 
have the energy to put anywhere ek ."  They become distracted h m  practisuig theu art and ducaîing theu 
public duough their exhiitim. Their agenda to teach cm become deflected into their simply bying to create 
a space in wbich to be aiiowed to do so. 
23 c )  Educrition (of self, group and Iarger cultural contest): Learning of women in BAAWA occurs in 
a range of locations and contexts, for instance fiom T h  Horton's to gdery curatorial cornmittee meetings. 
The women are intensely iiivolved in seüïng theu own agendas, pursuhg their own researc4 reflccting on 
priorities and concems m group discussions, and connecting with the larger art community. Their process of 
research and dialogue hes k e n  discwsed. However, the definition of theu individuil leaming, the lëarrting 
and teaching functions of the group, and their role as educators both in galleries through exhibitions and as 
resource people to the community is specifically of interest here. 
(SQ: music continues under this next section. LQ: lights up on risers. Women fieeze and hold 
up their painted hands.) 
V/O (Text from 'Remaking" a performance by Pam P. for The -e Show): But you 
were looking in the wrong place. You were lookïng at the back instead of beneath?" Beneath the 
page is a story. Beneath the pageU is the story. Beneath the page is everything that ever w d 6  
24Sorne women stniggle with what diey feel is theu lack of traditional educaîionai credentials. AAcr 
listaiing to a founding member of MAWA (Manitoba Artists for Women's Art) speak, D a m  B. commented, 
"[The MAWA speaker] tbougtit that, no matter whst, you should bite the bullet and get those credentids. [She 
thoughtl they were really importarit for women artists [to have so that they could achieve] national and 
international recognition." 
Jane A. adds, "1 aiways find diat l'm sgSng 1 don? have those good letters after rny name. When 1 
draw sornediing, I dont lmow whether it's a good drawing or not, because 1 never got an A+ on it. 1 don't have 
anything legitimate to teil me i'm a good artist or not It's a matter of whether 1 feel Iïke an artist or my work 
is perceived as art. That is very fiagiie. When I'get a bad review or someone cornes d o m  hard on me, it's 
tough." Both Dawn aud Jane A, decided not to continue with fùli-time graduate work and yet theü education 
continues. It is, however, an education not necesSBtiIy accoxnxnodated in the mainStream community. 
Saiiy Geartiart writes (Bunch & PoUack, 1983) of mainstream pst-secondary education: 
Academia brooks only token deMance from its noms ... It offers survival and acceptance to 
those who are themselves willing to be mutilated into professionals. (p. 4) 
'Tve managed," says Dawu, "to find my own work rd have to give that up and confom a bit to get 
those credentials and I'm not sure 1 want to do that right now." 
"But their involvement in BAAWA hm given them the tools and the confidence to grow. Wocking with 
the raw material of their own lives, they refashion it through their art. It is an active and conscious narrative 
process. Clandinin and Comelley (199 1) qeak of this narrative practice as "a primary phenomenon in 
education and a basic phenomenon of Me." They take the foliowhg Mew: 
[Tlhe storied quality of experience is both unconsciously restoried in life and consciously 
restoned, retold and relived through the process of reflection ... Deliberate storying or 
restorying one's life (or, as we shdl see, a group or cultural story) is thecefore a fiindamental 
method of personal (and social) growth ... Narrative method is the description and restorying 
of the narrative structure of the educational experience. (p. 259) 
Dawn B. phrases this leaming as fouows, "1 think that examGring my experiences and putting them 
back together again has d o w e d  me to look at issues that were always there but that 1 bad kind of put away 
as unimportant art. [The BAAWA process] has sort of clarified some tbings for me." 
She adds in another i n t e~ew,  "The way rny life has gone, b e  always been the object of another's 
gaze and I've sort of accepted that, but I've never allowed myself to be the object of my gaze. So now I'm 
switching it around-" 
Sometimes this seif-reflective leaming is an intense and chailenging process. 1 note in discussion with 
Dawn, " We have years and years of programming to change. 1 tbink bat makes it al1 the more d ï c u l t  to 
grow." She acknowledges, "1 b w .  It's always a sufprise to me because 1 think that rm beginning to enlighten 
rnyself and then suddenly 1 do something and 1 look at what I've done and 1 ùiink, why did 1 do that?" "But," 
(The women make a print of their hands on the top of the riser. Each woman moves 
throughout the next scene to the next riser, until each one has put her hand print on every riser.) 
Jane G.  (from d e n  statement for Mentor Prognunme): Unlike most other prirnary producers in 
the arts, nsual artists wo* in isolation with cornplex technologies. Add to this the fact of women's 
isolation and you have an equation for anested career. h e  always want to give another passionately 
committed woman artist a leg up. 
Donna 1. (Adapted from written statement for the Mentor Programme): Twenty years ago 1 wouid 
have given anything for someone to talk to. Someone to answer my questions - someone to just 
understand how hard it was to be a woman artist in a male art world. 1 can listen to other woman 
because I've been there 
1 reply, "1 figure if 1 doa't do this Fm never going to change, leara, or gtow." Jane A. phrases this differently: 
"1 find that I'm trying to idenbfy what is my core of energy, my strength, my source.. . I've ken  ûying to figure 
this out and l'm surviving." 
And some of this growdi and leamhg is king acknowledged by menibers in the larger art coaununity. 
As Jane A. realizes, "1 remember a fiend teiiïng me what an instnictor said to her at Dundas Valley School, 
Well you've taught me something. 1 didn't diinlr a woman over 40 could keep growing!'" 
26 Using the self as referent, they go on to research and widen their scope. 
As Dawn notes, "Now that rve discovered myse& I need to start taiking about sornethiug else. rm 
reatly interested in the environment so that's a natural progression." It seems that once women are given a 
chance to defke a p r e s s  that grounds their tife experiences in their work, tbey can move out more 
confidently to embrace a comprehensive and confiident practice. "The revolutionary factor [in women's art] 
is not a style, " WCites L. Aüoway, "But the idenîity, cuitliral and individual, of the artists themselves" (Collins 
& Sandell, 1984, p. 60). 
%e individuai ariist's leuning is mplemented and accelerated by the group process. "We leam," says 
Dawn B., "to be fiends and to be ad*... sometimes 1 think it's tbat personal moment, not the big statements, 
that does the actual touching8" 
1 commenteci in a discussion with D a m  "1 feel like Fm learn.ing by example radier thaa king taught." 
Donna 1. is more specific. "Being in a group is great. You share the work, you get ail tbis help, you 
share eve rything... No-one shakes a bger  at you and says you'd better keep working or you'd better corne up 
with something realJy good ... If  you see other women doing it, and managhg even thougb they have. .. other 
commitments you thuik [weii] I can do it, too." 
Dawn B. adds something a iittie different, "1 dont think the shows are the most important part of it ... 
you leam to be fnerids and to be artists [*in BAAWA]. It's the only group thaî 1 belong to where thÏs is chaire6 
D a m  B. (fiom wntten statement for the Mentor Prognunme): 1 like to share what 1 know; to use 
my experience of life and art to speak to another who can realIy hear me. 1 am a teacher, but also 
a student, a @ver but alço a receiver, a mentor but also a sister. 
Jane A. (adapted fiom transcript): Cynthia aune by the otber &y and we did a trade. She's about 24, 
a little younger than my daughter. She's bright, clever, a very giAed young woman. I may not have 
the formal education but then she doesn't have my experience. W e  understand each other 
P m  P. (adapted h m  personal narrative): One evening 1 was gohg to a critique with Dawn. W e  got 
out of the car and she said, "Look at that! That's Venus and the moon aligned together. Isn't that 
amazing!" I was impatient to get to the gallery, but she had stopped me and said, "Look, Pam. Pay 
attention! "29 
Dawn B. (adaptd fiom a transcript): One of my Little nieces was here one time and she went home 
m e n  you belong to an art goup ncww wants to m a l  their secrets, they oaly want to get shown- Cm in this 
goup because 1 want to show, but tbere's more than that, too." 
28For each person the leunùig needs and experiences are different. Some like the soiidiarity with only 
women artists, some the personal connections with a range o f  different womea of different ages and 
experience, 
But there are also some male BAAWA members. They have exhibited with the women and bave 
spoken in support of BAAWA events. They have not, on the whole, notes Jane, been as involved and 
supportive, she thiaks, as the men in Manitoba Artists for Women's Art. 
Jane A. comments, "[The male members] haven't been tbat active and Fm not sure if drey have felt 
al1 that cornfortable. There have been a few times when it was necessary for BAAWA to be angry - angry 
against male instihitious, apainst men. Guys bave to have pretiy strong egos to feel o k y  abouf sitting in on 
that kind of discussion." Also, some women feel uncornfortable about taikjng about certain things with men 
present While men are not di-ed fiom joining the group, I did not have a sense that they were actively 
solicited. Most education with men bappens outside of BAAWA meetings. 
29~omen are, however, weluniied A plan, known offifidly as the Mentor Program, was planned to 
formaily provide an educational setting for women artists, ModeUed on MAWA's Advisor Programme, "h 
which senior wornen art&s share their experience with women who are begiaaing their art careers" (Dike, 
1990, p. 16), it was support& and fimded by the Hamilton and Regional Arts Council (Brown, 1994) and was 
very successful, 
and said to her mom, "1 like to go over to Auntie Dawn's because she bas rocks all over her house." 
Her mother is quite different fiom me. She'd be bomfied to have rocks sitting around ber house? 
(Women look out to audience. SQ: music stops. Women take paint and bnishes and go to 
buckets DS. They drop paim pails. Using the remaining water in the buckets they wash their han& 
and dry them on one of the shirts. Each shirt is then thrown down on the top of the bucket LQ: 
women recede into darloess, Light is up on the painted han& on the risers. SLQ: An image of a &nt 
hand made of Stone - from work by Jane.) 
. * V/O (hm a newspaper review of-~uilt on S h i f h n e  curated by BAAWA): The show bas 
been a catalyst for the coming together of many wbo have k e n  to the gallery and who attended 
Stepping Stones, the evening of poetry, music, art and performance that was held 1st ~aturday." 
3%e educatioa of women, men and children beyond the irnrnediate group is aiready one of BAAWA's 
mmy fimctions. The outside community looks to the group as a resource. "1 rouîinely get calls fiom people," 
says Jane G., "if they are doing a proposal for Artists in the Schools or wrïtiag a grant or making a decision 
or feeling discouraged or whatever. And I'm sure there are other people in the group who have had the same 
experiences." 
Wornen who have had contact with BAAWA women gain not just practical information but also 
access to new conceptual fiames. Dawn notes, "It's so interesthg to explain the concept [of restorying a 
personal experiencd to women wbo aren't artists. I can see their wheels turuhg as they see how tbey can apply 
it to their own lives ... Every woman seems to understand that concept of self-examination." 
Both Donna and Dawu commented on teacbuig situations with men: Donna on dialogues she bas bad 
with her son and his fiends as îhey pose for her pain~gs ,  Dam on reactions ftom her sons and husband. 
"Somebmes," Dawn says, "1 thid men are a bit dense and tfiey ody l e m  by exampte so 1 try and be an 
example ... 1 h o w  when II do sornething tbat's rigbt] because 1 can see their littie hairs standing up on their 
necks. .. [î%ey"re] lucky to have me." 
''This cornmitment to teach akesses BAAWA's puôlic manâaîe which is to speak out to a *der audience. 
"We wanf" says Jane G., "to be part of that wide audience. We want to corne on our own terms. It means we 
don't remove ourselves but in fict inject energy into, and engage with, the art scene. We act as catalysts." 
And it is the exhiiitions that most visMy serve this function. 1 speak of learning in the gallery as a 
form of connectai knowing. 1 ask Jane, "Do, you ttiink that people connect to BAAWA women's at through 
their own personal narratives?" "That's part of it," comments Jane G. "The [BAAWA] exhibit heIps you find 
that comection. [For for example,] you couid use the body language of 
walking through a home to waik through the gallery. You cannot always take the body into a dialogue with 
art ..." 
Written texts are aiso part of BAAWA exhibits. They are in catalogues, on panels or as part of a 
L 12 
The tum-out was greater than was expected and for many who came, the evening was salutary and 
~athartic.~' 
(Wornen stand and look at USC. LQ: blue spots on women. SLQ: rocks with flowers. SQ: 
V/O) 
Sceoe 4: Role of Cornrn~nity?~ 
VI0 (fiom text by Dawn B.): This was my granàmothef s garden These jewels are secret words she 
left for me, a garàen dialogue. In the house the words seemed always rnisunderstd, but the 
specific piece. "They don't," notes h e  G., "give a [closedl answer, which 1 think is vexy important. They 
do provide more information that can be integrated with the visud work to create an interpretation. But [a 
text] doesn't teU you what [the piece] is about" 
Donna 1- presents a specific example of gallery learning. "1 did exhibit this one piece, "Your Turn", 
in which 1 put a nude painting of my h u s U  an this pedestal. 1 then painted the pedestal with al1 tbis feminist 
graffiti. .. 1 walked [into the gallery] at the opening, and there were ail these people - even the Mayor was 
there. Well aii tfiese people were on their knees trying to read the pedestal. It was really fiinay. 1 a c W y  
got [some] guy in a suit dom on his bands and knees, crawiing around the gaiiery, ûying to read [my] stuff." 
32While getting people to BAAWA shows is an important edwaîionai goal., members aloo feel it is 
important to promote, encourage and educate a wide audience to be supporters of the expansion and 
recognition of women's art production- Jme G., when acceptbg her Woman of the Year in the Arts Award 
(199 1) sumrnarized her and BAAWA's "prescription for cultural transformation." She urged her audience to 
go to gaileries, look at women's work, ask to see women's work and coliect the work of women artists. "Go 
to gaileries and educate yourseif - don't be ahid  to see the 'gender h g '  at the centre of the re-thinling, re- 
consû-ucting, re-interpreting, re-mediating of both historical and contemporary art Enjoy yourself - this is 
an exciting time for a woman to be involved in tàe visual arts." 
13d) Role of Community (for self, for group, and within Imrger cultural contest): The traditionai ideai 
of feminist community is that of king "a foundaîion for the mciopotitical emancipation of women. F i s  
Young (1990) feels such an ideal] camouflages the assumptions upon which the concept of coll~luiilty is 
constructeci. in her view this concept 'dedues and denies difference' @- 305)" (Hicks, 1990, p. 42). Jane G. 
achowledges the homogeneous membership and traditional soçiopoiitical mandate of BAAWA but speaks 
of it as community that is informed by the "fcminist philosophy of diffemce." 
Members are generally of a s d a r  cultural and racial background and generally al1 concerned with 
similar art issues. 'lhere is, bowever, recognition and support in the BAAWA structure for individuai agendas. 
And it is the balance between collective solidarity and connectedness, and individual differences and needs, 
that can facilitate members' growth and sense of identity. 
language is different in the garden? 
VI0 (from text by Jane A): 1 nnd myself, more than ever gohg out io my garden, drawn day by &y 
into the unending process, doing it, 1 am now aware, with w goal but the doing. And that, perhaps, 
is where faith really comes in3' 
%en these BAAWA womm speak of their commuaity, common words emerge. These are: connection, 
support and acceptance. They flow out of many discussions we have on the group. Jane A. says, "Your need 
for comectedness cornes h m  a deeper p k  in you and it seems to more important, even though you are 
aIso explicitly, consciously political. At least to me that is the case... We chose each other - it's Merent  
in an art school. PAAWA is] infonnal and there's mutual support" Jane G. notes, "The collective does 
provide support. As you go out on a limb, there's a feeling that there are other people around that tree that 
may be headed in the same direction." 
Donna. 1. speaks of particular aspects of BAAWA's support: "Somehes it feels just awfiil to be 
alone ... My husband is luckiiy very supportive but it is not the same as having otbet womm artists ... It's ~ a ü y  
îî-eeing. if you have a @lem youll get an answer or somebody will try and help you.. Nobody says, That's 
a stupid idea' or 'That stinks.' Everyone pulls together." 
Feeling connectexi Y also unportaat for BAAWA w~me~ l -  Dami B. recalls, "When 1 first sîated king 
cocnected with women artists it was such a revelation to me. It was so wonderfui to know there reaüy were 
some other people that were interested in the same things that I was and were thinking the same things 1 wm." 
Donna 1. remembers, "We would get together and just tak  about our work and that was heaven. rd just sit 
there and think I've died and gone to h e m .  1 didn't even have to finish a sentence [before] all the heads 
would be nodding in agreement" 
Acceptaace was t&e third iqmtanî aspect of community for BAAWA womeu. Donna. 1. says, "You 
can just relax and put your feet up ... [There's] a nice d e  feeling 1 get when I'm with these artists." "1 feel," 
1 comment, "That I'm king accepted as a normal, fàîlible person, and that is [great]." 
Support, connectedness and acceptance bas an effect on the individual members. Says Donna I., "The 
validation we get by being part of tbis smriller community is r e d y  important [It gives] us the strength to stick 
our foot [oud into the larger community." This shift in individual confidence then affects how the group can 
act. "Coming together," notes Dawa B., "[makes us] stronger. ,. Our work connects and [this allows us to 
have] a strong body of work to present to venues ... when we are working on social or political issues there's 
too much work for one person to take on. W e  do it togetfier and we are a stronger voice as a result" 
"We are ali so different," says Donna. 1. "Some have the attnîutes 1 dont have. Some can go [out] 
and be aggressive and actively curate and âeai with galieries, others can write. It all balances out" 
"~owever, molding a cohesive voice for a project or an event can be challenging. BAAWA's process is 
aimed at prcducing idependent, outspoken wornen. la fact, 1 comment, "It is the support and acceptame 
from the group that helped me develop coniidence and independence." Says Donna., "Everyone is on their 
own track.. They are dohg their own sûuggle and rpe on &tir own tangent ... rather than grabbing each other's 
ideas." They work, as Jane A says "in the spirit of good wiU and try and funne1 it into one voice." She ad&, 
"lt is very hard because uitimately [a projectl has to corne together as some khd of unifieci statement." 
Says Dawn B. about this process, "1 have reai diflCiculty working with other people because ï'm so 
h e d  on my own ideas ... So 1 try to compensate for that. 1 try to keep a little bit back and not go chargin6 in 
and organizllig people ... 1 try and see how other people are worlaag and reactiug and îhen see how 1 can fit 
into the structure." 
V/O (fiom text by Pam P.): Now much older, 1 wak into this world of women unable to 
reconcile it with the real world But, as 1 lie with my young daughter b i d e  me or visit a woman 
with a two-day-old chilci, the air seerns so still. 1 c m  feel the flowea growing? 
VI0 (fiom text by Jane G.) The child, the mother, the flowers in clumps. The child outside in play. 
The child inside the garden walls, the daughter. 
(SQ: music, a series of c l d u t ~ e r e n t - w t e s  begins and continues. Women waik slowly 
USC to sand circle. LQ: lights fade out DS and corne up a blue colour USC on sand circle. SLQ: 
slide of single rock on screens.) 
Act 3: Reflecting and Asse~siiig.~ 
An experiment in creaîing a collaborative storefront exhibition was being planned for July, 1993: 
"How," asks Jane A., "do I submerge my pefsonal work into a collective process and do sornething?" 
"My feeling," says Dawn B., "is that people woa't put too much of themselves into [this project]. That's my 
impulse - 1 want to join in, but 1 don't waut to put too much at stake." 
It is a conflict. As Susan Krieger (1983) notes in her research on a women's community, "the desire 
for personal affirmation fiom the group is great and the complementary desire for assertiveness of 
individuality is also strongn (xv). 
It would seem that in situations where projects are clearly defined and the artists are fke to explore 
their own inteqretations of the larger cmtorial statement, linle fear is experienced. But, when a project which 
is to be geaerated and conceived coUaôoratively is planned, the independent voice that these women worked 
so hard to achieve, may be subrnerged in the wîiective one. However, while they are cautious, they do 
acknowledge the potential for growth m such collective projects. As Krieger notes, "the hdividual could ... 
emerge fiom experiences with a better sense of bouadaries between herseif and others and as a result, she 
[codd] be more aware of herself as a complete and separate person" (xiv). 
%I spite of any di86iculties - and there have been a few disclosed by diose i n t e M d  - al1 interviewed 
remab cormnitted to tbe group. Jane A. States, "We know we need each other and that we nirrture each other 
and benefit each other. We're not going to let that go." 
Once some have ibtified and solidified their practice, the group serves a slightly different function. 
"Ifs like this place 1 can go bac& to get rechargeci," I comment "1 di&" says Dawn, "tha! people will d a  
in and out as îheir situations and energies dictate, and 1 think that is the best thiag about [BAAWA]." 
Adds Jane A-, "1 think we ali benefit fiom tbis collective ptocess and 1 think we have to value it as 
a lplace] for intercbange. But 1 dont think anyone would cal1 it ow source or even main interest. We do need 
it. It's a field in which we exist and 1 don't know if rd be w o h g  [now] if 1 diàn't have it]." 
" 3. Retlecting and Assessimg (of self, o f  group and in relation to Iarger cultural contest): BAAWA 
members reflect on and reassess on aa ongoing basis the growdi and developrnent of k i r  own art practice, 
their relationship with the collective, the collective structure and process, and the coiiective's abilïty to be 
V/O (from text by Jane for the catalogue for The Fmemc F e e  b w ) :  The world is the 
sleeper. The artia can offer the dream. '*And 1 think thaî when artists create, we are giving form to 
this stuff whether or not we choose," whether or not society chooses. 
V/O (fiom text by Jane G. fiom Eccebc F-e Show caîalogue): When art is information, 
new choices have to be made. Wbere do we go fiom herey 
responsive, connected and engaged with a larger cultural context. 
As each interviewee had time to reQect on the qwSi01ls for this research project, on earlier discussions 
with me and others, and on the transcripts of their i n t e ~ e w s  with me, 1 felt their words should be the ones 
to provide the initial assessrnent 1 will reflect and assess BAAWA and its members in the context of the 
larger research on separatist feminist art educational communities and in relation to feminist pedagogy in the 
sumniary for this project. 
3gSelfreflection and evduation are an oogoing process for BAAWA memben. lt infonns the progress of 
their practice as professional artists. "We stiU have to work," notes Dawn B., "on valuing our process as 
women artists but we are getting better at diat aii the t h e  ... 1 stick with my artwork because dut's where I 
know that 1 am deadiy." And Jane A. ad&, "1 am [haliy] thinking that 1 belong [as an d s t ]  out there in the 
art cornmunity." 
39Most women interviewed spoke of the personal growth and improved contidence they acquired p d y  
through the support and encouragement of BAAWA members. Dawn B. comments, "1 have the confidence 
to Say that inwardly this [process of making art] is Rght for me and you [, the viewer,] are gohg to have to 
understand it or work to understand it ... I'm not going to explain myself to death ... II think] the more critique 
and the more talk 1 have particuiarly with women's groups, the more ibat idea is strengthened within me. 1 
never had that confidence before and that's probably what 1 got from BAAWA.. . . if 1 disassociated myself 
totally [kom BAAWA] I would re* bow important it is." 
" What is important about BAAWA" says Jane A., "is the fact that it happened." They are generous in 
their appreciation for the positive &ect BAAWA has bad on their seifdevelopment and on providing 
exhibition opportaities. Collins ami SandeU (1984) speak generaiiy about the value of these selfceducational 
venues: 
[This] route ... has iùnctioned as a sekoashnicted path by which women artists, art historians, art 
critics, educators, and studcnts, c m  enter, transcenâ, and t d o r m  the existing art market and its 
many phases: creating, promoting, exhibiting, curatïng, and cataioguing, and buying and selbg. (p. 
64) 
BAAWA's activities create opportunities for al1 members to leam al1 these sküis. But art education 
in BAAWA is not per se the teaching of skills. Artists msy share technical information but "the process [the 
artist] needs in order to use those sLiUs is what rn education is [about]," says Jane G. "[BAAWA's] 
artist/curator mode1 c m  be very helpfiiln in fiaming a way to tesch this process. BAAWA then can provide 
a "separatist paradigm of feminist art eâucaîion" (Collins & SandeU 1984, p. 69). 
This "paradigmn, diough, is very much in pocess and members comment on possible fiiture needs 
and directions for BAAWG 
(Women stand in centre of the stone circle and face out to the audience. SQ: music starts to 
fade out slowly.) 
V/O (from text of speech by Jane G.): I dance the dance of a woman artist. I dance to a tune which 
makes the Stones restless. When that boulder starts to wander, you and 1 can call, "Hey, corne on up 
here. You can see a lot of new things at the top of this hilLW4' 
Jane G. discusses this: "1 don't know wtÜit the future is for BAAW A... It'U be hteresting to see what 
happens and how 1 am going to be involved-..There is [in BAAWA] a [small] group of peers, where 1 get 
suppat, exchange ideas and share h s t d o n s .  And thea there is this second wider circle [maâe up of &os4 
less secure in ti;eir pracbce or less experienced. Just how that relationship with me and thst larger group wiH 
evolve, I don't know. 1 don't know how much that Larger group will cling to the orgaxhtion either. if there 
is a fonnal mentor programme that WU obviously be a vehicle for certain concrete associations." Jane A. 
voices similar concerus about how the larger structure wiU evolve: "There's quite a mix [in BAAWA] now ... 
1 don't think we have the best system for benefitting fiom it ... yet but 1 think [the situation] has the potential 
for being enriching for everybdy." 
Both Dawn B. and Jaae A. also address possibte problems with diis distinction between core group 
and wider group in BAAWA. Dawn B. comments, "As the group gets larger, it becomes dif£icuit [for each 
of us] to maintain an intense relatiodq witti each [otherl, 1 think there could be a problem [if the core group 
becornes] ... a clique. w e  need] to include aii the members. 1 th& ia some ways, we are beginniag to do 
that already. " 
Jane A. adds, "Sometimes I feel as if I'm a privileged member of a closed group even within 
BAAWA ... There isn't any official role for this closed group, it just is somehow there ... being in BAAWA is 
in itself [already] a kind of ptiviieged position. It would be good to see what it could be like for me M e r  
outside." 
"1 think," adds Dawn B., "we have a long way to go with [making a more diverse and inclusive 
community]. We redy dont lyet] embrace and have connections with a lot of other differemt feminisms in 
our community." 
BAAWA artists are learning how to like eaçh o k  a d  how to listen to each other. But mutual respect 
is critical. Just one person who is unethid or irresponsi'bIe c m  affect, and bas affecte& the dynarnics of the 
group. Honesty and integrity can challenge bis  and shift relatiooships. 
A comment 1 made in discussion with Dawn B. was, "1 have to find ways of opening my vision more, 
finding ways of openiag it and heIpUig odm people to do that. 1 îhink that is IpossïbIy] a strong friture agenda 
for BAAWA as we ll... let's open it up." 
"This assessrnent by BAAWA members is dmcted not ody at how the gmup's structure rnd processes 
are evolving but also at bow the group in involved in - and c m  best address - the larger art community. 
BAAWA exhibits have been largely successful. 1 feel that theu shows actively reveal the petsonalities of the 
women involved in making the work and invite people to participate in the work. The work, iike the women, 
is, 1 feel, honest and at times either powerfiilly intense or playfd. Positive response to the exhibitions and 
exhibition proposais by public gaUery ditecturs have been few but are growing. Dawn B. notes, "men we 
talk about BAAWA and desm'be wbat it is to people, they are always so surprised and women particdarly 
are delighted that rhis kind of networking is happenimg." 
V/O (adapted fiom a poem by Dawn B.): Tirne passes, cultures change, societies vanish, stories, 
histones p a s  through the generations. The Stones were told Those that were written have been lost. 
Those that were rewntten have been altered. Tools are forgotten. They rut and rot. The grains, the 
flowers, the fabrics perish The stones remain W e  have misplaceâ our stories. Buî, the stones hold 
them for us, saving them until we can hear them again. 
Sometimes describing the work itself is a challenge for the artists. Daum B. comments, "It's a h o s t  
like [we have to make] a new laaguage to d e m i  women's work ... 1 think that's why a lot of women artists 
writing about their work use extended words or .. dumb words like floaty. They are tryïng to describe things 
that haven't been described before ... It's so hard to pin down in words [a description of the Mage] for other 
people to visuaiize." 
But they do contextualize the work, and it becornes a visible part of their programming. By takhg 
responsibility for this contextualization, BAAWA is idorming and educating the larger art community about 
i ts interests, directions and presence. 
As Dawn B. notes, "1 think that people are becoming more and more aware of groups like BAAWA 
and their value and they are tentatively reaching out in small ways." For example, a director of a public 
gallery registerad interest in working with the goup on curating an exhibition using his permanent coiiection. 
Jane G. comments more aiticaiiy on this. She notes, "[Some gdery  directors] have said that I have changed 
forever the way people in the region will look at women's wo ck... From where 1 sit, 1 don't see a big change." 
Not ali exchanges have been fitfid, especiaily those witb its host centre. When I asked Jane G- if 
she thought BAAWA wuid continue to work with its host centre within the existing gallery structure, she said 
she was hopefûl. As Jane A. says, "I'm very firmly defending BAAWA's presence in the hod centre as 
sornething ttiat is constructive, rather than destructive." However, for some this constant negotiation is tiring. 
"How many times," says Donna, I,, "have we been over tbis and how mriny times have we foughî this fight?" 
"Sornetimes," adds Dawn B., "1 think it wodd be so much bener for us ifwe just went off on oqr own and 
did our things and diMt have to negobate so much. My nahlral reaction ... to a lot of this confioatation is to 
tum away and go in anotber direction. 1 would rather be busy teaching my nieces than fighting a battie with 
people that aren't reaiiy listening ... I [wodd] hope [that] I'm sowing seeds [with these children] for something 
eIse [more productive] later on." 
June King McFee (1975, in C o l h  & Sanâell, 1984) sums up the dreams of women such as these in 
BAAWA: 
Our greatest need is to see ourselves and dl people with fisr more potentials for development 
in far more ciiffereut ways than our stemtypes would dlow ... To be fidl persors, we don't 
need to have the male goal as our goal - but as people, find out what is our most natural way 
to dethe our individuality. What this means... is a tedefinition of the nature of what society 
can be. It is the fear of this in ourselves and in k e t y  at large that keeps us back. But of al1 
the single factors that could maice world systems work more elièctively in tbis limited 
resource/space capsule we iive on is to change the status of women world-wide ... Coupled 
with more inteUechraUy and creatively productive women, we could double our potential to 
solve our environmental and social problems. This may seem an unatîainable dream but 
more of us are dreaming and out of such dreatm corne ideas and with the ideas the power to 
develop them. (p. 183) 
Five 
The art of king an artist [...] is [...] to be able to s p i c  when silenced. To be able to hear when not 
being heard, to be able to see and make seen when no one looks. 
Gabriella Muller, "Washing the Linen" 
A woman artist 1 know came to hear me sing [...]. M e r  my performance, she came towards me, 
eyes sharpened with discovery. "Your music, your singing has helped me to see coiour in a new 
way. " 
Sandi Russell, "Minor Chords, Major Changes" 
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When I began this joumey, 1 oriented myself; my experiences ond my ussumptions with 
regard to the questions al hond Since then, I have been discuvering my learning through 
connecting the various stranak of my relationrhips to seiJ to Leena and to BAA WA through 
contpiling, gathering acting and researching. It has been un intriguing patreming. When l asked, 
"WIy do we need to seek out sites to learn, und are there such sites?" the a m e r s  seerned 
relatively easy and were addressed in the concrete fonn of a fiferature stu4y. But when I askeù, 
" Whar do we women do in leurning at these sites? ': the research process became more cornplex, 
and 1 moved doser to the BAA WA group. The integriîy of the idividll~~I semibililies becante 
signrjicunt to me, and this infonned an interest in the specrjicity of BAA WA-as-site and -as-culture. 
I described this in "Process in Petfiormance. " 
fi is our process of interacting in BAA WA thar places us as central fo the making of our 
own education. of o a  own leanting. As in fiminikt thouglit in which r d  women ore woven through 
the social constrtrctions of "woman, " so roo are the mol women artisls of BAA WA woven through 
rhe "instif ution " of BAA WA. II is a structure that to a certain extent shapes us and thur we also 
s h p .  II is an imaginutive, actÏve and constantly changing process. As we act, we dso speak  ou^, 
constanîiy intemcpring each other to a& a comment or to point out specijjc issues or 
contrudictions. The mer-changing web fonned by these interactions rnaps a cwricu(ar design for 
rhis community This grows fiom out thinking together about our dflereences as wrmen and the 
wuys we work, learn und acf together as women and artists. We have f o d  in our commonaiity, 
consensus and in our dzfferences, djmankx. îlbe pattern ships und leurnittg is placed in process-as 
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Ir is in this chupter, then, tha  I attempr to structure learning in BAA WA-as-currimlm. I 
want to corne to a fonn which b representative of learning-as-ûAA WA. I want tu find out no( on& 
whr  h p p m  between the individual women - as women. as artists, as teachers. as makers of their 
own leaming - but also to iake on the process of making. lt Ïs a search for definition Whol do Vwe 
do ccs author(s) of my/our own leanting? How do we perceive if? How do we shape Ït? Whnl are 
the obstacles to fonnhg and ddirecting this perception? How do we use concepts, ideas, and each 
other to form or frame ourselves and our learning-as-curriculum in presentation as well as in 
process ? 
In the research to date, I have been iearning "about" BAA WA. m i l e  I am a rnember of the 
group, I had nevertheless placed myseifas researcher outside of the group as I prepared the 
l irerature st udy. I rnoved doser in researching and writing "Process in Perjennance ". I began 
fo learn not only "about" but "with " BAA WA. 
Through Ihis chiper, I move into leurning "us" BAAWA. This tukes me closer to 
understanding process-in-community. This research/Iearning process acts as a rite of passage in 
which I enter into BAA WA-us-comrnuniîy, as "cornmunitas". "Cornmunitas " according to Victor 
Turner (1977) refirs to a notion of comntunity that exists by nature of the bond between mernbers. 
As a rem first wed CO title a book by Paul and Percivai Goadmon (1947). it presenied a neo- 
funcl ional philosophy which exarnined and re-evalwted the M c t  ions, f o m ,  and hence designs for 
dlfferent socteties. Turner 's (1977) use of "conununitas" , as the Lutin form of "community *', 
speaks ro o very dlfferent relationship more relevant to the foming of the BAA WA community. 
BAA WA is comtmcted through and by the commirred acts thut they/we take on in the making and 
presenting of theirlour art. They'we move between structure and non-structure, pause and play, 
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form andforming. 
In Chapter Three, I noted t h t  art was a d e r  of the educatzo~i &tue of the BAA WA 
commmity. Using ethnographie research, 2 describecl BAA WA- m-ecfucational culture in a àynarnic 
creative fonn thal was "Profess in Pe$ormnne- " Afier completing this work I then presented 
both the Iiterature study and "Process in Pe@ormance" to the group. In doing so, my work became 
enmeshed in theidour practice. I was t h  ins~de the eàucatiomI culture of BAA WA. ThÎs shft 
is played out in this chapfer. It takes me into the conceptualizing of BAA WA-as-curriculum w ith 
group members as CO-currickers- I look to the CO-respmibililies we take on as Iearners and as 
teachers and of our comtng togehr  to make the markers ofthis Iearning in artistic form. Here, I 
am impIicared as group member, leamhg in community, and as BAA WA. 
This writing then becornes a re-shrjiing, a reforming, a re-bafancing, a chming, a 
restricting, andfinuli'y u shaping. 
a 
Leena and I drive back f om the TThis Decade of  Davs opening (Dec. 5, 1999). We posit the 
potential for women 3 d u r e  and whoc our erpectutions now are for the deveiopment and 
presenlat ion of thur dure. We take a more critical stance to BAA WA. Is this becouse we now 
have more dis~ancefmnt he groq? Is it be-e we have Iiod more tirne to develop o w  own work 
m collaborators a ~ t f r o m  the group? What did we learn pont the BAA WA process that we now 
apply tu our own work? 
Leena also parr of Wornen 's Culrurai Building, a collective of wornen educators, artists, 
writers, curators who create opporrunities for wornen in the Toronto atea. It provides support in 
personnel, funding and venues for women 's art tu be praluced and shown- 
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B A  WA w u  ufso o r i g i d y  conceived to calalyse such events, and to a large extent it has 
dune this and more. Its interest, though, has afso been on educating its members ondproviding a 
conrext for rnentoring. lt has seen itself as a cw-ricufum-in-process. 
But whor. asks Leena, does This Decade qf  Dq)- represent? It does bring collectives 
together; it does provide space, energy, support for collectives to show and to interact. But what 
is the focus for June us mator culci for rhe other artists in this exhibition? What dues h e  wunt 
ro s q  now about collecrives. about B A  WA and about the artists that defie these groups? How 
does this exhibit represent the concept of wornen *s collectives? 
We struggle to find the rat io~le ,  the Iink, the grand direction for B i s  &cade of D e s .  
Our apectations are disappoinred "Wtat rj", asks Leena, "June had asked the collectives 
to work os a group on a piece or on various pieces about what their own process was? Wouldn 't 
thcri be interesring? You 'd get collectives refecting on their own process, on how they work, and 
on whm being in a collective meanv to them? They could make work about this. " 
You can always get a group of urtists together and hang a show, bur to find a connect ion, 
a strong staternent, a cohesive direction - that is the final shnping. 
* 
The BAA WA collective har given L e e ~  and me the energy, the support, the template to 
firrther sltape Our own process However, ow process seems so much more challenging now. We t e  
trying to do so much more. Our intes are more compficated und o w  cornmitment tu our work 1s 
greater. We have a range of ideas, we try fhem out, speak them, form them, look, then reshupe. We 
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go our and rhen pull bock - festing. looking, refecttng, searching io find a cohesive direction 
Pam: Working on our CO-exhib itions and performances has been very demanding. and ot t irnes, 
exhauting work 
Leena: Each tirne - we Le pied tojind o visual experience that is cohesive but f k t  works on many 
levels. 
Pam: And we 're trying to do the sume thing now. 
Leena: Yes. 
Pam: I was disappointed in This Becade q f  Bavs as a cohesive vision of women S collecrives and 
their ociivities. I place a greater expectation now on exhibitions. And I also place higher 
expectarions on our work together. I work hord I listen hard becawe I don 't wanf to Ief you down, 
the exhibit down. I feel that my work mus1 be strong. to honour yours. 
Lesna: ... andperhaps rhar *s sontething t h  a collective can do- 
t 
The thzrd modaIiry is to be a v i s d  erhibiiion - Cornmunitas in Corztext. Before arriving at 
rhe visual fom, there is for me much talk. rejection re-examinaiion - locnting, dislocarzng 
relocating again and again as I sr-e io find my grand direction fur this exhibition.. 
The core BAA WA group came together with me. afrr I cornplered the first and second 
rnodaliiies. '2 Literattue $tu+: W y  a Feminist Sepratist AH Educution? " and "Process in 
Per/ormance. " io rejlect on thar writing and to d i scm ow collaborative process. 
Some important considèratiorts were noted One was thut &y wanred iheir real names ro 
be u e d  throughout the cext(s- of this writing so changes were made. They w e d  to be visible and 
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presenl. 
The second was thor they wanted to be more active participans in this nexf phere of 
research. The reseurch then became refamed here as a process of leaming-in-community and 
sh fled to shape BAA WA and ifs activities as curriculum 
" What is il, " we asked, "that shapes our l eming  in this communiry as curriculum? " 
WordF med &y us reiating to notions of "curricuium" were: action, voicing. ntessing 
around, chatting, meandering. Ail, we have note4 are active. To masr of us, if wouZd seem, 
curricdum-as-&U WA is not a static thing, or a concrete objecf. it is a process of curricuhm 
making or as arts educator Richard Courtney (1992) terms il, a "curricking ': 
Our processes are represented in art discu~sions, diaIogues, chats, conversatiom and 
writ ings. Our ongoing curricking is centred within these processes. We uttempt to effect insights 
O 
dirough our collaborutive f o m  of reflection and dialogue. and to ure these insights to shape Our 
daily pracfices as artists, educutors, writers andlor curators. 
We suggest thol these "conversations" are critical to faciiitating our mer-evolving 
curricuIm. We fwther suggest that such conversations may, in their fre)felling, coniextualize 
narratives of transformafion thor locate OUT iearning in, of; and through our bodies as 
researcherI/Iearners und take us closer and closer to something deeper, clearer, and strongly 
representative of us, our leaming and our work 
* 
Conversations will wntinue tu be crit ica Z for expanding our possibilit ies. Represen fat ives 
of groups which m e r  in me of 'media, m dd ntandates, in race, in gender, in orientation came 
togerher in Thk &cade of Dqvs A dialogic reiationsrhip - %of a seamless system bu... a 4ymmic 
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and tempera[ relatiodip of utterances" (Gla~enet. 1989. p. 116) - was an appropriate way to 
frame such a meeting. Jane. BAA WA and the host ga1Iet-y. the Btuiington Arr Center. promoted 
such o gothering. An engaged and respecqul commitrnent fion each encouraged the exhibit as an 
occasion for teachin&fearning to be succesFJ. 
* 
BAA WA ifselfis rekutiveiy homogeneous. There me. however. dflererens and these 
drfjerences creafe a dynamic among members. Our commitment, however. to being connected in 
relation and in accepfing a diaiogic notion ofprocess has been imtnmtenuol to our using such 
dzflerences as keys for defining questions for our ongoing research and Ieaming in both ow 
currimiar und art practices. 
AI thzs rime. I would like to offer rheoreticaljiames that can be d to l o ~ e  and s h p e  
our conversotion(s) within current ideas on learning. Feminism, the arts, and the value of 
embodied howledge represent some of the plural posifions which were voiced at this juncture. 
These frames have been discursed by us while pursuing the activities at various ta6ies thut 
are rhe setfings for BAAWA - in the kitchen, the studio. the corner restaurant. ar the gallery. 
BAA WA was norjirst conceived in theory. While rheory may have infonted individual ideas 
on describing a structure for the group. wejirst gathered out ofneed Andfiom thar need came 
actions, and rhese actions then infonned theory. And this process has continued 
Writing about BAA WA haî been but one way to speak about and s h r  a perception of the 
group. Curoting an exhibition would be another. And since most of the women are artists, the 
mechoci o/choice for most ir to s e  thmugh imuges. A& chooice has been fo interrwine my writing 
here in an academic longuage with the Ianguage of the embodied Iearning that is BAA WA. I corne 
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now to dialogicuh'y interpose theory and our reflections on praclice. My place at the group table 
is as interpreter, participtor and as CO-micker and CO-learner. 
As we corne to this table, we bring our bodies - aching, jiitery, hungry or crampy. Andfiom 
rhisflesh we rhink and speak 
John O 'Neill (1989) wrires, "we h e  our philosophiesp mythologzes, arts, and sciences 
because we have... a communicative body @. 3) .... 11 is fhrough our bodies that we communicate 
with the things and persons around us" (p. 8-9). We commtmicate holistically and pr t i cu far~  
wzth/rhrough our bodily expression This expression is thoughrff. It integrates mimi und body - 
"there is no tissue that is mot 'body: and no respunse thot is not 'mi&" (Yuhan, 1 987. p. 148). 
Communication does no[ necessurify impfy speech Expression, for exumple. can be pre- 
speech (O 'Neill, 1989) and a n  be act buied, as in theaire. fiom the core of bodiiy impulse. A d  
ihis impulse holds the poten tial to shatter the "SoeiaI" body (hd 1958; Grotowski, 1 968; Barba, 
1 986). 
As an acior and pe$ormance artist* Ifind such idem on bodih expression have infonned 
much of my work. I have acquired a respect for the bodj as a potenfial site for disrupring and 
shrfiing perhaps limited msurnptiom. 1 have lrnderstood this process as dynarnic - short-lived and 
rime-based as in Ihe pe~orming arts (Laban, 1958) - and aesthetic - an action clustered "oround 
Ïmginzng and feeling choice and judgement, metaphor and symbo L.. alwuys dramutic" (Booth & 
Murrin Smith, 1988, p. 83). It w m  such an ideo t h  infonned my writtng in the second modality, 
"Process in Performance. " 
Embodiment con then indicate "rhe developing process of orgmism-environment 
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interacïions that consfitute our ever chunging reality" (Johnson, 1989. p. 367). Therefore to 
understand!earning we must "apfore the way... o w  bodih interactions work their way up into our 
more abstractive concepts and rationul processes" @. 366). As Mark Johnson (1989) further 
elaborates: 
The relevant kiowledge here is th= knowiedge thol grows out of one's personai 
experience a d  is the very meam of transforming that experience .... it is knowledge 
in process, which emerges in the flow ofpruc f ical uct Ni& is directed toward some 
ends and is a context-sensitive exercise of imaginative capacities for dealing with 
problematic situations. (b. 363) 
Knowledge then is understood not as juîr having content but also us "a process, a relationshîp, a 
dramtic dynamzc" (Cowtney, 198% p. 42). 
Knowledge as activity c m  be fmher traced through work by theorists such as Richard 
Courtney (1992) and RudoVLuban (1 958). Borh speak of four domains for aesrheric thoughr or 
communication. For Courtney, they are the thinking styfes ofi cognitive. flective, aesthetic and 
psydamofor (p. 15); for Laban, they are the motion factors of weighr, sspae, fime andflow which 
correspond to the inner par ficipalions of attention. intent ion. decision and progression feeliingl. 
Ifind Laban perhaps more atfenîcve (O the bodily presence, but 60th incorporate a felt as well as 
thinking presence. Also, while the domoins are dlferent for euch, whut I j i n d  interesting is thaî each 
writer views the domairu as inierreared As Coratrtey (1992) states, "any thought contains all these 
qualifies but, at a specrjic moment one may be ... uppermost" @. IS). So as leamers involved in, or 
evohing, an aesrhetic process of the bot&, we relate holisticnlly and actively (BerIak & Ber& 
1 983, p. 2 79) to the world m o u d  us- However. our specrfic ways of thinking and being with the 
world wifî relate 20, and emergefiom, whichever &main dominuni for a pmtidur time, situation 
and context. We work through our whole bodies us octors to l e m  We muy learn d@erently in 
dflerent contexts but it is a creative, dynamic, relational activiîy. 
As individuais with otu own specflc experiences, however, we can only possess a parricufar 
perspecrive or understanding ar one tirne (Bell, 1993J As urtists, though, we have the opportzmity 
and the roofs to moke spuces to artictlfate and explore the d~fferertt representatiom of this 
experience. 
A s  urtists we make choices and ctiricaiiy m i d a t e  our Anowledge. We can then direct the 
viewer tûwards a specrjic perception of a particdur understanding. No one m e  meaning or 
interpret~tion can be forntedfiom an art objecr, for drffereni rneanings are attributed fo a work of 
art by different viewers as a result of the various experiences they each bring to the work Foss, 
1988, p. 1 I). Howevc'r, Swa Fos  (1988') sees some of the art arîists make "as f o m  of rhetoric that 
attempt, as does discursive rhetoric, 20 influence others' 'thinking and behmiour through the 
strategic me ofsymbols' (Ehninger, 1972, p. 3) " @. 1 2). The art then. just as the artist, is integral 
to ~his leamingl teaching/ Iearnmg relationship. We reflect on our own experiences and the various 
representatiom of experience in art, and can extend 60th by imagining yet other possibiliries. 
We are bodies in action. Life is inherentfy energetic. II is this energy, the result ufinner 
tensions, t k t  leads us to act- [C ïs through a playfiri imgining t h  we cm pruductively begin this 
action: '% is imagining t h  requzres s&s$action of safety1 love. esteem, serf-actualimtion, curiosity 
and aesthetic neeak" (Courtney, 1982, p. 56). I f  is imgining t h  shapes the possibil~ties for new 
experiences. 
This exploration need not be entirely ~ n > e .  nor should reflection on our process be 
uncritaII In fm, I suggest t h t  by working to create fonn through distortion, the arttst-educator 
can uncover facit, non-expficit ideas. She can expose hi& cunjricts, contrudictions, and 
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assumprions and suggest alternative perspectives. She c m  open these alternatives to discussion, 
perhaps even enable a shifi in how she and others understumi themselves within the social mena 
This can become a pleanrrable, intuitive, and yet demanding and engaging. holist ic process for the 
learner. 
For women artists engaged in working this way - through an embodied aesthetic - the 
uctiviry becornes unique. For rhose infonned by a feminist perspective, the process c m  be actïvuted 
by a specific vision. 
Mary Kelly once asked, "%t is the probletnatic for fentinist arîistic practice? ' where 
pro6 fernatic refers to the theoreticai and me~hodoiogicaljieidfiorn which stafernem are made and 
knowledge produced" (cited in Pollack 1988, p. 8). Griselda PoIIack (1988) responds by directizzg 
us ro attend to feminist art pracficedinterventiorts which '2iernanâ recognition of.. the social 
construction of sexual d@ierencer' @. 9). as sites which uddress this problematic. She suggests that 
the art which engages, through this practice, wilh the social world is political. sociologicnl and 
narrai ive. 
We are social beings. for we grow inîo undthrough the wurid m o d  us. As Dewey suggesis, 
knowledge is an "activify (bfkmwing) by m e m  ofwhich we are able to trandorm our experience" 
(Johnson, 1989, p. 363). However as we participte in activities in the world, ow bodies become 
inscribed with the codes rhat shape and determine many of our ideas and actions. 
Some women desire tu e~rperience a dflerent wuy to 'yeel" in their bodies - strong, dert and 
affecfzve. This rnuy not be 'ksocially " acceptable. As Martha Bell (1993) wrires, "Bodies seem like 
unique, personal possessionsp or perhaps attributes. und yet there are sociul expectutions and 
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regulations around all our bodies" @. 22). In order to reject on this "body as sociol site, " a splir 
between mind and body cun occur and the %id"  is called inio. und at times priviieged in this. 
theoretical action. 
[Wy body, as the site of my sociaflj learned practices of (d resisîmtces tu) 
femininity - a large part ofmy idenrity - har been invisible in the theory. Ii is not lefi 
out, but retnuins present as the oppsitionaf term in the rnind-body dichotonty. As 
long as experience is wtderstood throrrgh abstract. rut ional, objective reflect ion, 
then, in order to parricipute, I must afso use my mind and ignore my bac& Yet my 
erperience huppens in the very site of the rules and efiguette which dejine me as a 
woman.. (Bell. 1993. p. 22) 
It is n difemnta thai has challenged mony feminist theorists. And they hnve suggested wqys 
of working, thinking and being which c m  bepote~iullyfn<irfUf for "curricker "-researchers to heal 
the rnindbody split. mere need to be dflerent contexts for voices to be heard (Giffigun, 1982). 
alternative ways of knowing to be expfored (Belenky et al, 1986). a variety of fantasies to be 
aperienced (Moflal, 1992). A suggestion proposed by commun dies such as BAA WA is to decenter 
research fiom a university base (Gluck & Patai, 199 1). pay attention to the everyday actions and 
act ivities of women (Aptheker, 1989). opproah the work and research in a spirit of plqt%Iness 
fiugones, 1990. p. 400). and displace simple oppositions with more cornpiex ievefs of anoiysis (de 
Laureris, I W O ) .  
For some woman arfists, the solution lies in research which is "touching the corporeal 
ground of o w  intelligence" (Rich, 1976). in our creative endeavours (Sanders, 198 7). und through 
the use of "the power of the erotic" (lorde. 1984). This experience was encapsuluted in BAA WA 
art is t Jane Gordon's (1 994 "The Ovarian Man festo 'k recorded in "Process in Per$omance " 
and I re fer to it again here: 
(Pbwer does exkt and it ts the power of the body. 
We five this power as we live in haptic spaces. 
We embody thispower as we Zive, love for l if . . .  
No usual or well known phrase for the 'Ifeminine" or the 'Temule " odequutei'y 
expresses the concep of gende-cenfered work I am trying ;O describe. 
This is powerful, fiercely loving, tmutterabiy semual, and the source of the 
'kpeakfng sely- .. 
I am not an m i s f  in spile of being a woman. 
I am not un artist as wel2 as being a woman. 
I am an artisf because I am a womcm- (p. 2) 
?%hile there is no proof of a dzfferent fernale) refationship to derail and generaliry. 
rnotionlessness and movement, or to rhythm and demeunow, is there a ferninisr uesthetic? 
"Ce~ainly net". writes Silvia Bovenschen 0985). "fone is talking about an musual variant of 
orlistic production or about a painstakingiy constructed iheory of art" @. 49). But when one is 
talking about aesthetic awareness and modes of sensory perceprion, when one can understand 
aesfhetics us fiamed as a way of thinking and be (corn) ing, one con break with the f o d  Zaws of 
o medium. release the imagination and play in acting out those intentions which are feminisl. 
"There is no premeditatedstr~tegy which c m  predct w h  lorppem when f e d e  semuuiity is fieed" 
Such act Ïviîy is not a strate0 aî much as a way of proceeding. lt follows no clear rules for 
construction It does look ro a deeper understanding of the body und action. and trusts that it will, 
at the very leasr, distort social restriciions and definitium. Such activicy presents possibilifies for 
anofher way ofknowing. 
Ir is fhrough the senration of the body, then, that we corne to action, to language, to 
interuclion, to conversation, to community and to conceprual izing thar curriculum for commun iiy 
We&d ow wqy into language (O'Neill, 1989). We feum to spe& fo express. to fonn words. 
For those of us who are women, the dominant d u r a i  languuge is foreign (Herrniann, 1989). We 
mcry stmggIe thtmgh contradictionr fo each fjnd a particuiar voice (Gilligan, 1982; Be Ienky et ai, 
1986) - as indntiduaIs and in groups. Britntran (ciled in Clandinin, 1988) writes : 
Voice is rneaning t h t  resides in the individual und enables that indivzdwi to 
participare in a communi ty... The smggle for voice begins when a person ottempts 
to collummicute rneaning to sonteone else. Finding the worak, speaking for oneseix 
and feeling heard by others are ail a parr of this process. .. Voice suggests 
reiufiortships: the individuai's relationship to the nteaning of hisfier experience and, 
hence to Ianguage, and the individual's relationship to ... [others]. (P. 4) 
In some cornmunilies of urfists and leamers, the artist is sbwggiing to voice her idem, 
~éelings. experzences in ut least two Ianguages - conversation and art. "'Finding voices' is not a 
definirive ment but raîher a conîimrour midrelatÎomIprocess" @Mer, 1990, xi). Whol support can 
an individualfind? How can she fmd her specrfic voice while collaboraring in an ucfïve, dynarnic 
community process? 
Early sîrategies to enuble wonten to find voice in groups were practised through the 
technique of consriousness-raising (Shreve, 1989). While <his technique proved usefil in making 
some women @redumi l~~~fy  white rni&ïe clrrs womn) mare of societaf pressura ami in allowing 
[hem to speak without judgement or intemrption fiom others, it was a technique. It required a 
format ritut may not be appropriate to the leaming sîyies of ail wornen 
A more fi-ee-jlowing, creative understanding of conversation and of embodied fearning 
which emerges fiom the evolving process of rhe group may prove to be more usefiri and inchsive. 
How, though, a n  this karning um be encowaged, slqported and enriched within a specfic 
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Ieaming commiîy? For us. a conversational fonnai or a non-evaluative conversation grounds o w  
process. Xhrough our c01Iaborative tdk - an exchange of ideas. or informal, and at rimes. intimate 
conversution - we find support for our personal reflections and discover insights into our particuiat 
probiem as women d ar i i~s  within the home, the galIery and art educclriod community. We tuke 
responsibility for our own learning, our own tram$ormaiion. However, the collaborarive 
conversatio~l formai also means thai each of us can tuke thejlwr or tuke a Iedership rofe m 
"expert " at any f ime. 
The idea of cofi'orative conversolion as a meam of 60th l m i n g  and support for learning 
is grounded in various theories and research studies. Some suggested &y Sandra Hoiiingsworth 
(1992), and other in "Learning to Teach through CofhboratÏve Conversation: A Feminist 
Approach ': which are usefil inchde: rheories supporting the notion rhar persona fly meanin@ 
knowledge is found through shared understandings (Yygotsky, 1978); feminist studies on the value 
of collecf ivizution and community @ale & Taylor, 1988); ferninisi episternology ihat vaiues 
consiclered experience as knowledge (Befenky et al, 1986); andfeminist fherapy which embraces 
emotion m a means of learning about self und re fationships (Schaef. 1981). Research in other 
relevant areas of value to th& focus on fearning inclde those in: conversdion (7300th & Thornfey- 
Hall, 19 P l  ; Wells, 1986; Barnes, 1975'. CO-iearning (Weiss, 1992), colloborntive inquiry in art 
educwtion (Haganran, 1990). andco-consucrion of theory through dialogue (Lugones & Spfrnan, 
1983). 
Usefil idem which ernerge fiom these various texts include: the value of smoll everydày 
ongoing occurrences as basis for iearning (Neumann, 1991, p. 109); the value of rheJUII range of 
comersationuipossibifities - mt just those on-tusk -for learning (Weils, 1986); the notion of co- 
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leaming us a s h e d  acrivity (Weiss, 1992; Hollingswo~h. 1992): the value of'iienrlshiip and mutuof 
respect for sharing of experience (Raymond 1986); and the cornmitment of euch individual to 
personal growth and ro the larger conversaîionul community (Spelman & Lugones, 1983). 
The idea of a "conversationai comnimity " is not a foreign concept tu women artists. 
certaidy nof fo BAA WA nor to Leena und myselj: Griselda Pollack (1986) notes fhaf the feminist 
struggle in ifs '"conversational communities" h been a "coilective one coniposed of distinct 
persons wifh particulor and heterogeneous ends and means" @. 28). These communities offer 
';"oints of recognition, ideniflcation and. indeed cornpetition through which women can locoie 
t h e d v e s  and develop relatedpractices " @. 28). A concept for such sites would have as its goof 
the drvelopmenr andpeptuation of the comrmmity which, while working toward communal action, 
does so w it hout marginalizing or suppressing the uniqueness of others. (Young, 1990, p. 320). 
Conversation. as defned by the Qxford Endish Dic f iom~.  is: 
1. the action ofliv ing or having one 's being in a pluce or among persons, 
2. the action of consortitg or deuling with others. 
3. intirnacy, 
4. an occupation or an engagement wifh fhings, 
5. a rnanner ofconducting oneselfin the world or in society, 
6. un interchange ofthoughrs and wor& 
7. a public conference or debate, 
8. an at home, 
10. u kind of genre painring represenfing a group offigura. 
Co& we accepi that al1 these dèjinitions are relevant to, und concurrently exisî, in relafion 
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ro rhe interactive process of the curriculum for a coflabora~ive. conversaiional women's art 
commity? Ifwe me to imagine such O conversationai communzty of dflerence. and theoreticaf&?y 
envision I I  as if operates by a dialogic process (Cotrrtney. 1992). such iimogn ings become possible. 
I cannoi help but feel such afiamng might qply  here. We arefiiends. [ive near each other. 
are engaged wiih the making ofthings. enter into the public urena io debate and discurs our work. 
have informal gatherings in our homes, and are arîists chailengtng and redefining art genres. 
t 
M y  own movement, embodied here in thïs writing as a dialogue or conversation between 
fheory undpraciÏce, rej7ection and action and individual and group experience, mirrors the larger 
BAA WA progression As I continue this thesis, I continue to shi9 sites. This process h not found, 
and w il1 not find, closure. It wifl* however, find n specrfic f o m  And I suspect in the fol fowing 
discussion I wifl move cfoser. I corne to the table once ugu~n to refiame ow curricking as I strugge 
to find rhar grand direction for my own art 
i see a curricufwn for fernlnist art educational cornmuniries at the conjluence of the domains 
of feminism, the art world, und the field of ~~~rr icu lum 
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(see Figure # I .  y. Conceptions withm this conjfleence have been defined as integrorionist. plurolist. 
and separatist feminist art eduwtion (Coiiim, 198 1). Iiztegrationism assumes t h  art pructices. 
concepts and values are sex-neutru!, und rhat o succes.@l ~1~7icuIum requires thut no signrficant 
art-related gender diflerences be epected, atrributed or even recognized II demands equal 
rreatrnent of individuals, regardess of gender. Pluralism encourages enhancemenl of the 
individuol k art education by inciudmg the ferninine. Separatzsm c d s  for esta6lishrnenî of o 
separale women 's o~ community with "pracf ices, values. institutionai structures, standards and 
reward systems comparible w ith women 's experïence and ensuring women 's power und conrrol in 
terms of seYdeflnition and govemance " (Coliins, p. 89). 
As I focw here on leaming between women in environrnenis of their own choosing and 
making, a conception for o separatist feminist art educoiion draws me. I see this conception 
evolving and hence give ît a dyMmic fom For this, I accept learning as aperiential and educotion 
as designed to facilitare rhis leorning by giving shape and meaning to experience (Dewey, 1938). 
Women corne rogether in smali commwiities such as those represented in This Decade o f  
DqsJ to dmelop their e d ~ i o n  i  collaboration as leamers ond as wicu lum researchers. Each 
has a parficular conception of a "sepratist feminist art ctc~ricuium" but, given a corninitment ro 
process, $0 compromise, and fo action. euch names her position and gives it fom. The noun 
"curriculum" then becornes the active verb, "nuricking " (Cowtney. 1992). 
* 
This curricking is emcted in. and embuùied through. o w  conversations, research, 
'Graphic adapted fiom Rene Sandell's (1979) model. 
wr it ing 2nd art pract ice. It is a dynamic. criticaily rejective. and aesthetic process. Ins ights 
gfeuned through rhis process influence our &ily practices as artists, educators, writers, curators 
or researchers, shaping our educafion. This educatïon then shifis and r e f o m  with each new 
"Currimlar conversations" such as I/we have been retracing, contextualize 
~ransformative iearning located in anù through us as inquirerflearners. 
Duwn 8: Whenever 1 think of BAA WA. I always think of ail rhese women 's ïocces fading 
in and outl stucking up one on top of another, and kind of weuving a design. 
... kind of this intermting. und everybo* depending on everybody else. 
Ongoing inquiries are centred within the processes by which we attempf to efîecf 
collubora~ive forms of reflect ion and diaIogue- in the following exchange. we identrfi key idees 
abouf our notion of dialogue and def)nition: 
Dawn B.: II seem thut, ifwe have to idenr~h ourselves in someone else f e m ,  if's 
kind of acknowledging that we're still other. You know? ... whereas if we keep 
ident fiing owselves in o w  own terms. if's sort of saying, "You change. Until you 
con corne into o w  structure und understand what we 're docng. .. " 
Purn: ... then you're sqïng,  pu wanî to tdk  to nie, you ta/& to me as an equal and 
we 'll dialogue about this? ... 
h w n  B.: or learn my language ... 
Pam: or learn my language und then we can speak " Or 
I'IZ speak with my Ianguage, andyou speak wirh yours. and we'll see flwe cun find 
a way of coming together. .. 
DM Br Yeah. and t h  's probably fater. there 's probobiy some action possible. .. 
Pam: Yeah, and lfind that very exciting. 
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* 
Dialogue gives an account of our experience, ourprocess, our educationai mifure. So we 
meet in diaIogue. me conversations in the group rmnble, re-turning to spec@c issues ut band. Ideas 
emerge as. "tr~lhs.. trapped inside narratives.. spnmg loose in a moment of insight.. along the way " 
(Ascher et a/, 1983). Diaiogue is tkough the body. voiced in conversation, emcfed in relation and 
embodied as curricular process in form(s). 
Relarion becomes a key word. Why should we corne togefher? Not al! our reasons are the 
same. The question is raise4 "Whnr do 1 gel out of this?» BUI self interest doesn? seem to be the 
ody motivation for ail. Rather, I suggest thaf fiiendsh~p seems to be one motive. We strive to Iisren 
fo what each other is saying. to derstand each other and. to in tum, question out- own 
assumpt ions. This notion offiiendship does no! assume fh we ail shouid be close friends, but 
ra~her thnl we workfiom an understanding ofwhatfiiendship meuns (Lugones & Spelmun, 1983). 
This fiiendship implies trust, and a respect for, and cornmitment to, each orher and our work 
iogether a~ cornmunitas- 
We attempt to derstand euch other as seprate and in conr~xt -for there are both social 
and individual needs io take inîo account. Each woman expiores, reacts and responh to the social 
pressures she may feel in relation to the group, her family and/or the larger commmity. Each 
srrerches to find her own voice, her own praricular interpreiation of experience, her own reflectrion 
on the group's actions within the s h e d  research focuses of the group. This respone is particuiar, 
and not aZways comfor~able. Collaboration does nof necessariiy mean consensus. 
* 
We are pluralislic and partidat; andyet we focus togerher on joint actions. 
Jane A.: CreatJng ourselves in relatiomhip to certain contexts is part of whar 
BAA WA 1s. Thar's purt of whai generuted BAA WA. BAR WA has got kind of an inside 
and un ourside aspect- Inside are relcrtonships interweaving, interacting, support, 
generaring juice ... al2 the things that we do for oMselves und each other rhrough 
BAA WA. The ourside has to do wlth power inevitabfy, beause of where we are, und 
it has to do with visibility, voice. impact, education in tems  of how women and 
women 's art are seen and how women jùnction in socie ty... 
Such ïdeas are nof foreïgn to notions of education as social transformation At the heart of 
Poulo Freire's work JS the belief thar societal and individual liberation are inferdependenrr 
Reflecf ive thoughr and action [praxis] are seen to be dialectically relafed It is 
through dialogue and engagement in society thar awareness and Ïmight info the 
learner's world and social rea fi fy corne about ... The ive experience of the iearner 
and a criticul analysis of this are ar the centre of this process ofconscientization 
As the l e a m  interrogates her/hs own experience so s/he is able to reinterpret this 
erperience and derstand the societal context within which s/hefinds her/himserf: 
7112s understanding Zeds the Iearner to action, u~hich again becomes experience to 
be reftxteecl p n  L fe aperience is therefore the source of the leaner L knowledge 
which liberates herhim andprovides her/him wirh the tmls for changing the society 
in which s/he iives. &ddingto, 1992, p. 43)- 
The strategies. actions, and responses are made up as we go along; they respond to very 
purlicular, concrete situations. We understand empowennent to be located within the reciprocity 
ofiur relationships and fodged in the personal spaces of O M daiiy lives @fiIIet, 1990, p. (8). Even 
us we dicicuss a theos, or concept of what we imagine our learning or process to be, we ore 
energetzcally, bodily rooted in the concrete processes which are our practice. 
* 
D m ~ n  :I thinù we're doingjne. because we make it up as we go along. .. depending 
on fhe situation and the issue and who hm the energy to engage the problem ut the 
rime and based on oza own lives. .. 
Pam So the strutegies emerge fiom the specrBc moments themefv es... 
Dawn: Yeah. at the moment that it 's mosr urgent. 
Donna 1.: It P like ihere b a need for something to hp>pen ond these women get 
îogether, and then they allphone each other, and they meet ut someone's house and 
rhey jus[ do it. .. 
Jane G.: We may look like a coflee klatsch, but we do if. ... we enter into the public 
sphere, and wejust do it .... we do it ver- well. 
Zt is in the public space of the galles) where the learning, research und dialogue takes 
another signrficant f o m  It is the rhetoric th41 has emergedfiom the interaction unà dialogue of 
the group in proces. It is a fonn we believe ro be ernbodied and prticuiar. mi le  we acknowledge 
that the gaIIery product is a limited representation of the group's interactions and curricking, it is 
olso a text which we feel is dflerent, and potenîialfy more incitaive then previous representations 
of wornen, by men, have been The following exchanges relate to Iliis: 
Dawn B. : Whar we do is sufloaty a d  circuiar and networky and layered that, when 
you put ir inlo the gaf fery setting I imtanrly visuafize evetything pouring into a 
square box.. . 
Jane A.: So we um't &jîne owsehws by this producf r h a  emerges in this particufar 
context, because too much gets lefi out. .. 
Dawn B.: ... because a lof of whar we do is a remion to each other and to evertrs ... 
Jane G.: ...[b ut] I think that, also, a lot more gets incluàed I think that when we 
enter the galIery, it is a drffeerent prucess then a fot of others I've seen. 
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niis gaZZery "presence" is informed by the partimlar narratives of our lfe which are re- 
searched and re-contextdized wirhin the conta! of our meetings. Whde each ~rrat ive  may drfler 
gready, cerîain connections link them It nury be a similar imagining between us thot defines a 
creative focus. or it mqy be an event t h t  happens to the g t o q  thor comofi&tes UY to action 
And the action may be to go public. to go ro a wide vmieîy of institutions in the public arena. 
The challenge is for us to siîuole women's c n t  in a variety of contextsn and to alter the way people 
view these sites and art by women. 
We understond the value of k i n g  many drfferent, and sometimes unusual, sites for 
leurnitg for this hm infomed our own self-eduucaiion Chosen locatiort~ reflect ow own inrered 
in nccessibility and in the domestic or everyaby use of space. Sites for exhibitions have included: 
the gdery, the newspoper oflce, the town haIIn the pmk the streety the storefont anù the heailwq 
slat ion. 
Our ways of working and our choices of leurning sites, I feel. emerge fiom an embodred 
being/leaming and a creative irnaginjng as bodies in action. Frorn this core we then corne to 
fanguage, fo writfen f a t  a d o r  to urt. And owpartidar ure of this enacted langwge in turn foms 
our "curricking " process. Out seemingly r a d  fing conversafional puttenis are not recognizable 
as a conventionai hstitutional orgunizatio~f paradigm 
* 
The group exists, conrîmes to exist and wiil exist. While certain exhibits and events such as 
This Decude qf Rays murk particular occwrencesy if is diflcult to mark ifs gmwth as linear. Irs 
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action is expansive and contractual, rnoving in dynamic, wave-like or webbedpttems t h  sh@ to 
meei particular nee& at purtidar moments. 
We cons~ruct ourselves through use of o dtflerent language. We feel we cons~ruct 
representa/ions of owselves through a dlfferent uestlteric thinking. 
Jme A. : We make art that inakes fhings reol, thut's the kind of mediation t h  we do, 
in Our art muking. .. 
Pam: In other wor& you mean by taking a subjective experience and giving it 
fom..  
Pam: . . that's very dtflerent, because we're toking if through our bodies. .. 
June A. : through ourselves and through o w  bodies. .. It 's more like ... 
D m  B.: I think if's more honest. 
So curridum becomes sonierhing t h  sh@, chonges and transfom. Meanings ore added 
10, questioned, alrered, but rarelyfinnly fixed 
Pam: What for me becomes a really strong [porr] of what we are. is thar constant 
challenge we pose to . .. conventional wqys of thinking. being, learning, octing. .. 
Pam: So that men what is derstrwd to be what [o] word means can be shfled und 
changed. 
* 
So we are alwuys asking: IS this whaî this means or not? And in this ongoing process, ow 
karning 1s foming. Our understanding of our process can only INe wirhin a notion of active 
imagznsng - one whîch is processud. dialogic, and emergert. 
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ir is a nnricking which is both practicai and theoretical, personal and yet public. individual 
and yet social. And it is the nature of the didogue which dows  the tension to conjoin the seemingly 
diverse narratives of the group into a dynmnic. dramutic collection of people, context and 
processes. 
It is mt an edmion  which is mi& c~regorired II does m t f i r  inio uny particular category 
for non-school upproaches to education, os in ihose cited by Reed and L o u g h n  (1 984' in Bevond 
..chools. but rruher h charucteristicî of rnany. In fact, in some ways it embodies and values whar 
could seem to be conflcting notions. Some of these include: dialogue with the institution&eforrn 
of the institut ions, professionuI/personat concenrs. holistic processing and conimunica t mg in 
creatïng exhibitdpractrical sequential leorning for gallery proposais. etc., collaboration/ 
independence. inner initiateci atiodbuîer initia& uctions~ leaderlessnesdeaàèrship, celebrution 
of wornen in art/critique of wonten's social position through art. 
In theorizing how currickingprocee& for us in BAR WA. I look to how Richmd Cowtney 
(1992) captures curricuta "making" as a process. His theory of nvriculum understands curricking 
as: ' )wocessual and ernergent " and so is "especially flexible und adap t ive to change"; contextuai 
in r h t  "if relules al1 idem ro. .. speciftc setting[]"; pl& und perspixi ival allowing for complexiry 
and couperation; a diaiogic and dramatc relorion which is respecrful and inrogimtive; reflecting 
ideas rhar cannot be wholiy e~rpressed in ianguage; fùnct io~i  and designed to prornote 
irnprovernent; both rational and intuitive; and focussing on the tensions in the gaps between 
practice and intention (p. 4649). 
A theory for BAAWA's curricking which encompses ideas posed by Cowhtey. can be 
derived frorn the CO-1earningLco-curricking act. I feel that if is the ernbodied dialogue of us as 
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members, the dialogue between conte.  and learner/naicker and the social andpersonal body of 
each of UY as leamers, which is ot the heurt of this making. It is the tension between oppsites t h  
activases an energy that keeps the group infrm, and oc f ively carring for meaning. lt is dramt ic in 
its àjmamics and imgining. II is a process t h  can allow for transformation. 
Dialogue is practiced in an associution of respect and carmg, an ethics which some, like Nel 
Noddings (198-1). feel should be jiuuîàme~al to mry appn>och to educatio~ In making our 
curriculum, we rejlect through conversation, personal diaries, art making und m k e  commitments 
to change - mdivtüual and social. This action m i e s  UY &ck into dialogue and the wme-iike action 
proceek New connections are fomed. old ones fade away ut each new incarnaiion. And there is 
a foith that it will continue. 7ïaere is a belief in the value of art, of art making, of the feeling und 
knowing body, and of the speci$city of women's experiences. And while we theorize towards notions 
of process, rhe r e a 4  is that. while faith c m  subverî, if can a h  drive us to shij2 these notions to 
greuter accomplishments. Perhops by realizing that learning can be tentative andfiagiie processes, 
we can respect and nurtwe them as they move to find new cycles. 
1 
This "talking out" or cznricking through conversat~on provides a narrative of 
rransformation that can inforrn the shuping of nry [earning process. it 3 o constant, concrete, 
concerfed chter. lt is also hord work The rigour of deciding directing. arguing and s e i n g  is 
necessary for growth andfor excellence. It is w h t  Leena und 1 were challenging as mifical to 
conceiving the curatorial ra t iode onor the This D e d e  of Davs exhibition The exhibit ratiomie 
needed more forming and the artists needed to be encouraged to reach f ~ h e r  and dig deepr in 
an exuwtinoiion of serf-in-confat. We need to be leamers and to be menror/eachers. to eufi fiom 
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the selfund frorn each other. I f  is bringing the disparate relutionîhip of experiences undpructice 
together in cohesive fonn It is an activity t h  is uesthetic. embodied pI*l u d y e t  rigorousiy 
denzanding. 
I grew accustorned to fhe idea thai my tntellectual ive-.. and my spiritual lrjé 
were two radicufiy drfferentfields of aperience which hud absoiutely nothing in 
cornman This imbulance ... mude my lrfe a kind of endless debate. 
(de Beauvoir, 1959, p. 41). 
Knowing is not '*O defmilive eveni, but rather a contimous and reiational process " (Milier, 
1990, p. xiJ. In order to enter into such a process of deveïopment, we as rnenfors/reuchers need to 
see ourselves as leamers open to ora knowleàge, mean~ng fianteworks, or constructs (Kelly. 1955). 
We need ro subject ourselves and our work to "nau interpretation and re-invention " fDiumond. 
1991). "One 's point of view is in. .. constant transition" (Pinar, 1979). It is ongoing and active - 
we engage in situations, und t& chcage of our own inquiry. We are confionted daily with cornplex, 
personal andpolitical dilemmas wilhin arrselves and in response CO the leoniing situutions in which 
we practice (Berlak & Ber& 1983). 
We need to uctiveiy engage with and initiate our own edtacation as upreCt(lSor to significant 
change in our own pracîice (Diumond, 2991). M y  erperiences, and the knowledge I ocquire of and 
from rhem, are transfrmed through rejection und critique inlo a grow ing knowledge of the sel/ 
and the self-in-practice. 
* 
The seme of self; and the unique ways thut we c m  think about the self; make it possible for 
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us fo experience the world in unique ways These w q s  of experiencing make posvible new 
w4vs/fom of hwing.  These new wqys/fonns can fwiiitaie "shqping [.../ the eqwriençe of oihers, 
who in turn can use rhem to create aten newer forms" (Eisner, 1991). 
This to me is the core of the teachingïeatning relatiomhip: the pu& and pull of the 
coZhbora1ive work of BAA WA. 
We have k e n  "'curricuium ~ k e r s "  (Conneliy & CIdmin, 1992); we have shoped 
experiences, authored cut~iculum events (Doyle, 1992) by being oçtive in making, and inquiring 
into, Zearning situorions (Dewey. 1938). For me to facilitate others' learning. though, I need CO 
know and be able to articulate my own. 
John Dewey S conception of the learning pmcess describes how Iearning transforms the 
impulses, feelings, arid desires ofconcrefe eqxrience info purposefil action. mis Dewey refers to 
as the educatio~l enprience. It fosters the growth of human intelligence, mppopo rrsriosity, and 
values knowfedge os worthwhife. Dewey cites the educatioml experience as sitwted in the 
interaction of the self and environment (Dewey. 1938. p.42) and charucterzzes growth for 
participnîs us a "contimi~ of aperience ". "Evety ~xperience takes up somethingfiom those wlio 
have gone before. and modrfies in some way the quality of those fhat corne oftr" (Dewey, 1938, p. 
35). 
Education is not oniy the eduation of the seK but is an "educative relationship arnong 
people " (Conneliy & Clandinin, 1994, p. 118). Wells (1986) notes this process as irtteractionol. 
where meaning is negotiatd onJy wiîhin the leamer, but in collaboration wilh other leamers. 
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We make sense of the wodd coi~aborativeiy, and each har dgerent experiences. Peshkin (in Eisner, 
1991) points to the fact that we aisu how many "selves. " This has two resuits: who we are at any 
one tirne depends on the situation in which wejind ourselves, and we are able to see a situation 
fiorn several points of view. "Taking various perspectives is a way of examining situations fiom 
dlfferent angles. II aiiows us to be open to many experiences, to have a sense of self thar is 
versufÏZe, eclecric and mutable, " (Eisner, 1991) and to be flexible and open with others. / suggest 
that we as learners need to acquire a dynamzc, plural, embodied understanding of the seljin- 
reiationrhip to others ucross mulripie contexts (Clandinin, 1985; Ndings ,  1984; Hollingsworth, 
qy6dahl& Minarek, 1993). This introtluces the concept of relational knowing - a conrinual f i id  
quesf ioning that lead to growth 
Dewey points ou ihat one judges the qwiity of experience in f e m  of ifs influence on 
growth. High-quality experiences (WiiIis, 1982) tend to promote the heaithy growfh of future 
experiences. We are active pariic~pnts in our learning (Conneh'y & Clandinin, 1988) ad, us a 
resulr, have the opportunity to choose and hence fiame our own experiences. We create our own 
knowiedge (Pinar, 1978). beii h h  fin Garber & Gaudefius, 1992) sees this choice as a bais for 
change Ip. 7). Through unrlerstanding md chooszng our multiple experiences. we can begin tu 
arficuiafe und nome how they wiii Mect us (Garber & Gartdelius, 1992. p. 7) . hferpretation can 
then "be an act chal transfonns ... the world.. and the inîerpreter as wefl" (Grwnet. 1988. p. 146). 
* 
I and rny coliaborutors want to authorize "(our] own perspective[ss] on aperience" 
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1994). In the act of giving fom to OUT experiences, we consider the 
meaning of personoi and social &llcmtics that affect out lives. From discrete expertences, we 
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construct ourselves and make an occount through intepretÏve acts of the shape of o w  krowing 
(Personai Narratives Group, 1989, p. 4). 
Dewey (1934) asserts rhar art is the language with which we reach ahed tu new 
integrutions of experience. Arts experiences have the property of being uniquet'y communicative, 
commtmol und socid, "a jluidfùnction of individrrai and collective agency " fHoneyckch, 1995* 
George Eliot wrïtes in Mïdd'emarch: 
I f  we had a keen vision and feeling of ali ordinory human life. it would be iike 
hearing the grass grow and the spirrei 's heart beat, and we should die of that roar 
which lies on the other szde of silence (in Belenky et ai, 1986). 
Things of arf such as E h  S texf have f o m  They "invrte perception and can be described " 
(Gmmet, 1988. p. 78). i%ey serve to bring sentience, emotion, feeling, uspirution to consciousness 
(A bbs, 1 989, p. 36). This aesthetic tran.@orm.ation reorders experience. it allows us to perceive 
anew: 
When it is most radicall the work of art &aws the viewer to it, engagïng 
expectaiions, mernories, recognition, and simuheourly intempts the viewer 's 
custollulr~ respone* contradicting expectations with ofher possibiiities, vioiati~g 
mernories, displacing recognition w irh estrangement. (Grtrmet, 1988, p. 81). 
Ïhis "making s t r q e "  (Kristevu, 1991) ah UT as ileomrs to shifi our perceptions fiom the 
m&ne to the unex,tx?cted II a h  us to be flua to accept the possibihty of multiple und changing 
perspectives. II is active experience rooted in ihe body "clustered aromd imagining and feeling. 
choice und judgement, metophor and symbof " (Booth & Martin-Smith, / 988, p. 83). Dewey defines 
the "aesthetic as ... the clmifietid mtensifieddevelopment of fruits that belong to every complefe 
experience, " (Dewey, 1934, p. 36j. 
* 
I have argued, like Grumet (1988). fhat women need to construct a nnricking place for 
themselves "iftheir work ... is IO ochieve the ciariw communicatbn, d imighr of aesthetic 
practice" (p. 89). They also need to take the stance of the artist, to transform and reorder 
experzence, tu use fhe senses. feelngs, to wllimunicute for actïofi to choose, tu challenge. to 
question and ~ransform their own education 
CICUtdinin (in Johnrorr, 1989) understanch thir oesthetic ar an indivduui d e  of perceiving 
and interacting with the enviromnent and with otkrpeople. m e n  we do fhis, when we reflecf odin 
pract zce. on the actiom and meanings of rw iïves, we d e  theory t h  emerges fiom our practke: 
"Unless theories corne fiom pructice. they muy nof apply to practice " (?Ymt, 1987, p. 109). 11 is a 
theory for Iearning, aesthetic a d  embarlied in the "multipiicity of aperiences " (Christian, 1990, 
p- 343). 
* 
At one point toàày. I look over at (Margaw and see my face etched in hem 
Interest hg. (Rogers & Pattemon, 1991, p. 20) 
Some of M frOm BAA WA h u e  examined our expertences as fearners, artists, and 
feacher/menfors. n i s  has ullowed us (O think of collabora~ive work as an opportuniîy for realizing 
ne w iden fit ies (Moher & Rathbone, 19861, merging the personol and particuiur into multiple 
contexts (Helle, 1991) and act ively facilitating our own and our collaborat ive learning (Zaird. 
1 988). 
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One duy, aafter M i n g  thragh this text, I rebooted my compter. saw the message - 
''press <escape> 20 byparp menmry test.'" hesitafeà over the escape key. f i t  held me bock were 
waves of images and sensation t h  washed over me. They seemed ùqs to unother way of describing 
the process of making and learning. And su, I reîwned to the work 
I see this gmtp and my ploce in it in a dflerent iighl m. Just ap ils members have chmrged 
and some matureù, i have fou. I have developed a view of time and Ieming based on on 
understanding o ja  cuntinuous present. I have begwi to t a k  responsibîiity for mysel/m>d have 
ceused io struggle so much The pust learning modes have become lunrriourly bfended through 
ongcling corrversation with present and mure ones. And this blenàing conîînues to cail me, to 
capture me. Once 1 was no longer obsessed with facts? so critical to an interpretafion, I was able 
to perceive depth, to be drawn to explore that which was no& clearly discemubie. 
11 has been a mapping that has shifred It has attended ro the* of happenings, the web 
of refatïomhips and the creative spmAF thor &ive the mwid into artistic fonn I believe this energy 
tu be at the core of whaf impels zls us community to form and reform os curriculum ut each new 
occc~~ionfor working, t d k i ~ g  exhibithg and kaming. 1 CO& continue tu speuk about the group's 
structure. how il hnr evolved and continues to change, ami how it has shifred ifs relut ionship r O the 
Iarger art communiry. 1 couid continue to speak aboui ifs rnembers, their art work, the proditction 
of catalogues a n i i p u b f i ~ ~ ~ i o ~ ~ ~ .  BU w k  would t h  say about whar ltes ut the heurt of the BAA WA 
group; ~ O U Z  what d e s  it unique and successjirl? 
8 
Memoy isfiagmentuty and at times, illurive. The Popular Memory Group (1982) writes: 
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"Mernories of the past are, like al1 common sense forrns, strangely composite constructions 
resernbling a Rind of geology, the selective sediment of p f  traces. " @. 21 1) 
Leena and I work on our perjionnance. The dyMmics tluil shape this are in the ways we 
remember events, and view images- We each see different pars of any phenornenon or event. And 
when this dflerence is respected, our work evolves. Memory 1s private and public. individual and 
mieclive. M y e t  eodr of olo mernoria is never idmticui, and as a r e d t  o t o p e @ o ~ e s  have 
always been richly t e x t d  
Louise Forsyth (in B. W w I a 4  1990) writes, "ln this place we meet and S J  the midence 
of our own ~nrth" @. 10). Forsyth sees this process of meeting and s p k i n g  as a way of activaring 
dreams or forgotten memories. It b created through imuginative play, a play flXll attentpls to break 
down conventions, produce alternative huth  and extend women's knowledge. 
a 
Individual mernos) becomes activated through the siorying of the individu! mernbers in 
comrnunity. 
/i becornes phrused in conversation and fonned and tested through the dynamzc ptrsh und 
pull ofrhe rigour of making. 
As &ne A. has note4 'YZt's not] just sitting around meeting every month and talking with 
each other but also fit's about] honingyourselfto the experience, the discipline of@ing ( i d e 4  
into a projecl. " 
k u g h  our conversations md stories. the t h r d  of our memories emerge and converge. 
Spaaking is a way ofnarning memory, redefining mernory into ideas. Our ideas connect. we are 
drawn together, a i  we find a new confidence. We fiel a sense of belonging. We also trust t h t  
there is a suspension ofjudgement in each of us, in tenns of how we view each other and how we 
view each other's ideas. So, we each listen to what the ideas ore. andfimi a way that we a n  work 
with them It is accepring that evetything is valuable to the tark at hand 
i am reminded of Bettina Aptheker 's deflnition of collaboratzng: ''The point is not so nuch 
to mite as to congeal. Each element retaining its ïntegrity und value. siuck together for o 
partidur pupose. ," (in HI& 1993. p. 105). Each of us uses ow skiils to shifi cuad relate, ad/-mt 
and inregrate, so that orp work is shaped not by consensus, but rather by the dlflerent voices that 
corne into p l q .  
nierek a tirne and place for everything. A certain level of cornfort and connectedness has 
ro be arrived at befoe we begin If's a way of respecting our process of coming together. But in the 
process ofsorying mdconver~alioon, there iî not always agreement. mi le  the convergence brings 
us together, if  is the divergence or dtyerences that s p k  debote. 
DA WN.: nere are dzflerences and confricts which are not always resolved 1 think 
you really have to accept the limitations of being able to resolve conj~ct. It 's not 
always passible because we are simply very, very drfferent. 
LEENA: It h m  to do with how you work in a g r o q  and how p u  know what a group 
1s. BAA WA was fonned by people with certain stmi!ar interests corning together to 
m k e  somerhing happen that was in the good interests O$. 
P A W  Of off the rnembers of the group? 
LEENA: And I'm sure t h ,  evenfiom the beginning there were d~flerences in many 
areas, but in certain a r w  there were agreements, a d s o  there was un agreement 
to work rogether und. you how, put on shows, so that all the members of B A .  WA 
could show dteir work and disms things and grow though the process of coming 
together ofien as a group- 
PAM: And I guess thai's the thing t k t k  sfayed. hasn't if? 
LEENA: Ir's evolved.. but I think one of the real strengths of BAA WA ... 
PAM: Is rhaf ir isfluid? Yeah ... 
LEENA: And for dflerence projeers. there will be dflerertt, yoir know, confgtaa~iom of 
that.. . 
P M :  &t's m e .  I thinkyou've hit on if, L e e ~ .  that the reason why it JW keps going is 
thar there 'k rhaf continual focus on what is positive- 
LEENA: Weil, 1 think ulso with time, therek a greater acceptance of people being dfferent. 
You know. e v e r y b e  hasflaws, but thor ifyou c m  work togerher ond have a project [thut] 
reaffy f m e s  people ... p u  can foc~ls p u r  energy on getting y. work ready for something, 
insread of on individual d~flerences. 
PAM: F o m  on the leaming? Yes, 1 think t h ,  foo. 
* 
Ii ts through the semation of the body, then, thnr we as BAA WA arîists narick as we corne 
inro ocrion, ro language, to interaction, to cornmsution, and to community. It is to/witlr our art that 
we mark the confluence of the mernories. stories and sensations of ourprocess andpractice. 
Art is on orfifice - but it contains a kemel, an interpretive moment, of a tirne, place and 
occurrence. 
Whar con art ofir  serf-as-rmearcher that is mique? Art gives my search an derstanding 
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of ' ib i l i t y .  It provides a multitude of intent zons, a pltuality of meaning (Eco, 1989. p. 8) and 
questions the way I see (Hocbey, 1988). Practices of making, connecting and risking enlarge 
conceptions of what is possible. show me ways fiom whol I am suppsed to be towordF what l 
plzaalisticaIîy could be; and w h  f o m  and issues I could @ore in my work (Sounders. 1987, p. 
4)- 
A Germon artN M~ianne Werefkrq wmte in 1903: "Art is not hysreria. art is observation 
and comciousness ... Art is the s p k s  which are bomfiom the chofing of the individual agaimt Iife 
- it is not delirium - if is a philosopiiy " (Witzling 1991, P. 139-1 40). Abbs (1 979) asserts that the 
arts are also disciplines. in t h  they require concentration und the living mastery of o technique 
in intimate relatiomhip to the nature of the aperience being symboiid and depend on O deliate 
and developing discrimimtion. an endless process of selection. critiquing and discarding. 
The discipline of making ii, 1 believe. at the cure of what Eisner (1995) refers to as the 
excellence of "artisticah'y crajied resemch " (1995. p. 7). Eisner vdues the artistic treatrnent of uny 
form 01-representaiion m "a way of crming an impact* of rnaking idem and images clear " @. 77 - 
a constructed art istry t hrough which understanding is organized i>. 1 O). Artist ic thinking directs 
o w  atfentzon to individuality and the partidw. Coherence, imugery und porticulariîy are then its 
conlribution to educa f ional resewch. 
Whde artistic endeavow is no2 equivalenî #O artistic research, the demands of creative 
praciice in art making discipline the m i 4  excite the passions, und drive the maker to cornpieet ion - 
usefUl attributes for an educational researcher. 
An anafogy between art and reseorch also exists in terms of the similarity of goals and 
processes. The art-makmgprocess crm be d in resatrch by bemg bttemuiized and wed as a way 
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of connecting wt to people and events @inson, 1995;). A topic h selected duta gathered. rejlect ion 
taken and theory built - activities thar point tu furdig the fonn Md content for the work being 
conshucted @. 49). For the crcrfiing of research, it speah to a searchfor the "ri& structure" for 
the partimfar work 
Art. Iske reseurch, is a oomciota wmfmction It LP a fom of representation, mique in beïng 
"'a balanced orgonic whole. whi le al the smne time, constituting an open product " (Eco, 1989. p. 
4 The author/rmtist proposes a number of possibilities which have been rationoly organized and 
orienfed for presentation. HeMe then offers the work to be completed It does not rnean complete 
chaos, for the resmrcher oflem the reuder the opprtunity for "an oriented insertion into the world 
intended by the author" @. 19). 
Research, Iike a work of art, cun have ijinite aspects. These aspects are not just fragments. 
for each con contain "the totality of the work and reveai it accordng fo a given perspective" 
(Pareysan, NI ECO. 1989, p.21). The surprisessfor the reader are theperjiorntances of the reseurcher, 
and the perfonner knows thut hdshe muîr alwoys try to deepen and clar@ the inîerpretation of 
hidher work (p, 24. 
This text has marked my testing, shaping. moufding, curricking with BAAWA. I have 
engageci with fhem, with others a d  with various sefves exploring idea. concepts. and mernories. 
But it is buî more t a  more work  I attempt to shope a research practtce as aesthelic as art, to 
speak in images, but 1 hawn 't allowed images to s p k  If does a disservice to my practice as artis t 
and to the predominant practice of the women 4BAAWA. It aiso limits the perspective on the 
group. its practices and the filher shping ifs learning and narickzng con take- 
This realirclrion m e s  me then- colfversation, dialogire, theorizing. CO-learrting and co- 
curricking to foming - the arî. It ir to this hat the th id  modality. Comnnmi tas in con tex^ speaks. 
II is representattve of the uesthetics of BAA WA practices. an interpretatton of p t .  present and 
Bure  mernories, siories u m i s e ~ i o n s  and O visual trace of the micking and ieachind learning 
fhaf is (oB BAA WA. 

Cornmunitas in Coatext 
"Cornmunitas" is a term used by anthropo10gist Victor Tumer (1977) to give recognition 
not to society's structure but rather to an essential and generic human bond In the wmplex world 
in which we now live, our connections are many. We altemate between experiences of structure, 
cornmunitas and transition If  we think of our relationships with /in cornmunîtas as sacred and 
approach thern with humility, we can for each experience different rites of passage. 
'~Communitas" conesponds here to my association(s) withhn The Bay Area Artists for 
Women's Art, a H d t o n  Bay women's art group. Through my connecbion(s) with the group, 1 have 
conceptualized, developed and acted as artist, academic and culîurai worker. 1 touch on these 
activities here. It is a touching which invites sensation, not analysis. It is an experience in flux 
caught at moments of remembrance. 
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This exhibition, Cornmunitas in C o n t e  . . is divided into three perts. The fint is composite 
images or portraits of four long-standing rnembers of  BAAWA. tbree of whom I have worked witb 
on this research. I first photographed each woman and then collagecl, xeroxed and remanipulated 
the images. The resulting photebaseâ portraits are representabive of the different contexts where 
I have interacted with each woman and also of her own wmplexity. 
The second section of the wak is the snall photos and large powls and rock works. These 
pieces mark a collaborative leaming parmership arnong three BAAWA membea; myself, Leena 
and Dawn as we curateâ, designeâ and realkd a specific project, Ob*& 
Stones for BAAWA. We met and discussed curatonal directions in Leena's yard in Toronto 
("BAAWA: A Fint Meeting") and then met again in Hamilton to wo* out the practical 
considerations and pull together the catalogue ("BAAWA: At Dawn's Studio", "BAAWA: A 
Reflectiod'). Leena made the graphics for the catalogue, Dawn designed it and 1 wrote a short 
introduction. We worked together on al1 aspects of the exhiiition. It was non-curated which meant 
anyone in BAAWA couiâ subrnit w o k  We brought an exhibition by BAAWA into a s d  Toronto 
community gallery. I was excited by this process and about how a new exhibition context could 
contribute to the building of  our community. 1 was beginning to think about how collaboration 
could shape self, partnership and community. 
Our intention in M c  Obigcts pnd was to create an occasion where we 
were very much learning partners rather tbat simply creating an exhibition W e  al1 were engaged 
in self and group reflections, mmmitted to process and to the group and to what this codd mean in 
te- of an understanding of BAAWA as community and as education M y  sense of this process 
shaped and informed the visual work for Cornmunitas CO-. . . 
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The third section of the exhibition is three large panels and a t e a  that was shaped by a 
grouping I fomied outsi& oc but noi indepadent of the intent of, BAAWA. The project 
fhe ( U n ' i F e ,  was another occasion for les-g. I initiated it with Margaret Rogers, the 
Director of the Visual Arts Centre of Clarington. We b i d e d  to lodr nt how the nature of a leaming 
partnership could catalyse community building in an artkt community in the BowmanMlle area. 
This activiîy was concurrent with my exhibiting, teaching and presenting at the gaüery and we 
recorded, photographed, reflected and wrote Lily on our process. The collaged panels and 
accompanying bmk represent this occasion Margant went on to fonn her own women's art grog 
in the Bowmanvile area and bas established links and partnerships with other BAAWA members. 
C o m m w  in Co- - .  was piesented at the Cinema W e r y  in Hamilton, the Union Gallery 
at Queen's University, Kingston 'BAAWA: At Dawn's Studio" was shown in Decab of D a s  
at the Burlington Art Centre, Burlington. 
Other images and text tbat accompany tbis exhibition are of a lecture/perfomance, 
"Conversations in Context," pesented as part of the Union Gallery exhibition. It -es a meta-text 
and commentary on my research, proces and the visual work itselE 
Cornmunitas in Contert 
Union Gallery, Queen's University, 
Kingston, Ont. 






Dawn, Jane, Donna, Juliet 
(colour photo-manipulation, collage and printing on papa 
each piece 10" X 10" mîhmed 





BAAWA: A Reflection 
(photo-xerography on paper 
each piece 5' X 8') 

BAAWA: A First Meeting 
(photo-xetography on paper 
each panel 3' X 10') 

BMWA: At Dawa's Studio 
(black and white photography 
each piece: 6" X 2 112" unfiameci, 6" X 12" framed) 

BAAWA: At Dawn's Studio 
(detail) 
(black and white photography 
each piece: 6" X 2 IR" unfcamed, 6" X 12" h e d )  

Mapping the (üa)Familiar 
(black and white collaged photo-xerography on paper 
each panel 3' X 12') 






G d  evening, and welcome. M y  name is P m  Patterson. I am an artist, a curator, a mother, 
an actor, a woman, a writer, a tacher, a pemn with a disabiiïty, an academic, a student, 
This is the artin's taik. You h o w  the format. Sometirnes it is planned for the opening of 
an exhibition, sometimes a special event for galleries or schools. W e  who are urban artists might 
bring to each event our & - r a c i s t - c o n f l i c t - r e m l u t i o n - f e m i h  politics to 
teach the nght strategy, say the right wwds. Aren't we so important Well, I suppose at some point 
in our life, we al1 need to fecl important but it can get rather tiresorne at times, don't you think 
Welcome to the aràst's talk- Corne in, sit dowa, put your feet up, relax. Let your mind 
wander. Melt into your body and move towards a place that gives you pleasure. There will be 
sensations, ideas, coocepts. There will be contradictions. We will look, shifting, tuming, our eyes 
shrouded and lensed by our pdcular subjectivities. See what you see. Go where you go. No, this 
won't necessarily be a linear presentation, for the events, the makings in one's life and for one's 
art can never be entirely reduced to ha?, for these events are a process. Each has light, width, depth 
and hme. Each has weigbt, space, and flow. They are of soma: a body piseci, reflective, alongside, 
inside, between many texts. 
The texts that comprise this ta& are the communities of my art and rny research, and are 
integal to the gmununities in which 1 work, study, teach and live. Corne with me now. Focus your 
eyes on some point Any point will Q dong the contours ofmy body. Pl- the point ofa pencil 
on a paper. Imagine your pencil point is touching me instead of your paper. Wi thout taking your 
eyes off me, wait until you are convinced tbat the pend is touching that point on the pper to which 
your eyes are fastened. Then move your eye slowly dong the contours of my body, and move the 
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pencil on the paper. As you do this, keep the conviction that the pencil point is actually touching 
the contour. Be guided more by the sense of touch than by sight Feel my weight as the essence of 
my form. Feel my substance as the essence of my tangibility. 
Texts. What matters is that lives do not serve as rnodels, oniy our texts - what we maice - 
do that. We can only live by the stories we have read or heard. or the performances or the images 
we have made. They corne back to us, they form us. They are what we use as raw materiais ta 
remake our texts, reform our experiences. 
When 1 talk about texts, 1 see "text" as the way of framing my response to, or my 
interpretation of, experience. It might be a paper, a performance, an artist's talk, a visual work- 
These t e e  m r d  occasions of my learning, of rny perceiving, of my making, of my process. They 
are moments of rest and, perbaps, reflection, a pause. When I pause, 1 play and then move on again. 
These texts 1 genecate are not on a hear continuum. But - my living body is the binding 
force for these texhüil events. This body, moves, is visible, tangible, yet elusive to catch, for while 
i t has substance, it has also been fonned nom dreams, ideas and images. 
I've chosen to present here lhis evening in this rather unusual way to give you the 
oppottunïty to experience "text" haptidy, as tbe embodied experiential. This experience embodies 
my process, my way of perceiving, my ways of leanin& my ways of doing research and of making 
art, and of working in wmmunity with othen 
The various events I am going to speak about here form the equally valuable places where 
diRering perspeaives for me and for others have becorne possible; these events relate to each other 
but, at times, the comection may not be easily disceniable. 
These events are king enacied through many of the traditional academic rituais and also in 
and through rny process and practice as a performer and as an artist. 
1 recognize the practices of each - performer, academic and artist - as different but related, 
as different ways that 1 constnict texts. 
The '~rfonnef' de6nes an intuitive pocess. As an actor 1 use my body to sense, move and 
feel. My goal is to transmit specific moments in such a way that they can be expenenced by an 
audience. 
As an academic, 1 read or listen to different texts; try to make ratioml comections between 
them, and then - once I've made cognitive comecfions - do 1 try to fbd ways to link them to my 
body. 1 am dependent on the process of composition In wciting, 1 dit,  sort, wllect and grapple 
with ideas to give them a cogent, dense witten text. It is like modding a sculpture with the rnind. 
As an artist, 1 read, Zisten to and observe diverse te& and images and search for connections. 
1 then explore making intuitive visual responses. It is an intuitive, metaphoric and playful process.. 
Each practice is unique. Al1 are integral. 
Each t h e ,  1 am aven an occasion whether performative, academic or artistic, 1 am driven 
to create. And in and thmugh this, I enaEt and refom new texts. Meaning is negotiated and formed, 
not only between my selves, but in collaboration with others. To make sense of my words, my 
relationships, rny selves, 1 then need to animate a dynarnï~, plural, embodied understanding of them 
in relationship to and across multiple contexts. It is a continual fluid questioning. A walking, a 
balancing, a swinging, a balancing, a speaking ... 
As 1 speak, 1 am plunged into lived experience, particularity: 1 see scars, disfigurements, 
discolourations, disillusionments, damages, losses, as well as what pleases me. 
1 shall becorne the fwi, feel uacornfortable, o p  mysdfto reconstruction, self-construction 
as I physically inhabit various communities. 
I have k e n  a member of a community called the Bay Area Artists for Women's Ari 
(BAAWA) for the past ten years. This women's art group is Iocated in the Hamilton Bay area of 
Ontario ami draws women h m  the ciîies of Hamilton and Toronto and fiom smaii towns and rurai 
areas in the region. It came into k i n g  in 1989 as an active response to a major historical 
retrospective exhibition at the Art Gallery of Hamilton This exhi'bition faiied, as have rnany, to 
note women artists' historical contnIbution to the arts. The BAAWA women artists, already keenly 
aware of their own invisibility, were sparked to act by this remioder of these histo~cal omissions. 
Fuelled by their rage at past transgressions, they discovered the power to affect their own fiiture. 
Thus began the many exhibition projects by BAAWA 
Exhibitioa the Hag Show J & &  m e r  Sto- b v o m  
Grove, projects curated, coordiriated, catalogued by memben - a series of projects that were to 
provide visible markers for the emerging events of BAAWA. 
With group mernbers and othen 1 have fomed art-making partnenhips. Our associations 
are informal, conversational. We are commjtted to leaming and selfdevelopment and to educating 
a larger community. We actively catalyse events. We name personaVpolitical problems we want 
to address. In naming, we validate our experiences and affirm ow place as knowledge makers. 
Through story, sensation and memory, we interpret, critique and re-story these experiences, using 
written text, dialogue and visuaî materials. It is a "playfid" open practice where each of us is open 
to surprise, to selfanstruction or re-construction and to the construction or re-construction of the 
'worlds' we inhabit. From this process of research and making, artwork results. The materials are 
diverse, the perspectives unique. 
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Meaning is made for us in the individual and collaborative processes or making, dohg and 
presenting. We teach each other and teach others - those who come to the exhiiits, workshops, 
artist's talks, and studio visits, and in these activities we revisit the work, re-interpret and re- 
question the patterns tbat emerge. 
Dear Donna, 1 think my wo* is deepeaing. I've always been committed to speéùciag nom 
a gendered site but now ... I'm iacluding elements of my past in the work that 1 thought 1 had left 
behind, architecture for instance. So, rather tban just instailing an exhibition, I'm making an 
installation! 
Dear Jane, should I say to these critics, "My work is very personal- It's my life"? 
1 mean, that's why 1 don't ask them for advice or look for their criticism. How can they 
criticize something that is my personai reaction to something? It's mine. 
Sure, 1 want to say something. 1 want a response. But, it's the idea that's important, 1 start 
with the idea 1 think about how 1 can get it across, Okay, I'rn a woman and I paint a penis, but I'm 
not allowed to show it, it's censored. That's interesting. So 1 do everythmg 1 can to that image 
' penis' and 1 get a series shown somehow. It's Like I'm saying to these people, "Get used to it. This 
is a penis. It's not going to kill you. You're not going to die of shock!" 
Dear Dawn, last night while 1 was worlgng on a series of boxes which included the steamer 
chest, the forensic tray7 the baby box.. 1 had a night of terror. AU night 1 dreamed, off and on, so 
desperately trylng to build the walls of the boxes, struggling and stniggling. And 1 had this deadly 
certain knowledge that this endeavour bad everyihing to do with holding back madwss. 1 woke 
convinced of the power of those boxes. They are fortresses between order and chaos. My faith in 
this, though, has corne more slowiy through my body into the clay. Things are bemming what they 
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need to becorne. Ifs mange, 1 build and struggie and force form while you find and gather your 
things or ideas and allow the relationship between them to be full of meaning- 
Dear Pam, 1 think 1 am an observer of the details of living. I want to absorb all possible 
influences and sensations while conceiving the idea for the piece. When the physical wo* begins 
1 can only hope that my hands and eyes will adequately ïnterpret the intemal turmoil and that the 
visuai resuit will c e a h  this mental and physical gathering process. 
it is through the body tbat BAAWA artists corne into action, to language, to interaction, to 
conversation and to community. The art we make marks the confluence of the mernories, stories, 
sensations of BAAWA evemts. In each work by each artist is a kernel of an interpretive moment, of 
a time, space, place and occurrence. 
BAAWA histories ernerge fiom, and develop through sensation, in "touching the corporeal 
ground of our intelligence" (Rich, 1976), in our "creative endeavours" (Sanders, 1987), and through 
the use of "the power of the erotic" (Lorde, 1984). 
In June, 1994,I shared reflections and interactions with Margaret Rodgers, Director of the 
V i s d  Arts Centre of Clarington, on the art "community" surrounding the Bowmanville Centre. At 
. . the time, 1 was hanging and opening the exhibition of my work, Fa-. During the 
week, I not only hmg the show but dso gave an artist's tak Both these dvities are traditional ones 
for artists visiting the Centre and, in fact, most public gaileries or artist-rua centres. Rarely does 
there seem to be the time, funding for, or cornmitment to, evolving a more dynamic mode1 for 
artistfcommunity interaction. Uargaret and i', however, wanted to create such an opportunity. Our 
intention was to take up an inside/outside view of this community by doing studio visits together, 
by her participating in my workshop, and through my participating in her life at the gallery and 
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home. Both of us were excited by, and certainly committed to, this project, and put aside financial 
and tirne constraints to take it on. We assumeci that there wouid be differences between an outsider's 
and an insider's observations and experiences, but we could not predict the nature of these 
di fferences. 
An image came to me - me as a tourist who, armed with camera and guide book, flits 
through the comrnunity, j o h g  d o m  impressions. This was my starhg place. 
I have a wmory of sitîing with my daughter beside a Toronto hotd swimming pool Iistening 
to the tourists talk about their evening's plans in my city. 1 stifled giggles, realizing that what they 
see as Toronto is customcrafted for the tourist expenemx - the CN Tower, an evening with 
Phantom. How was 1 to step outside a pre-packaged itinerary? Well, 1 bad rny guide, Margaret. But 
some wtio travel to exotic places a h  have guides. A guide translates, makes the t i p  pleasant and 
easy, keeps you organised, and on the.  And Margaret did most of these things. What she didn? do, 
though, was translate. She wisely stepped back aad let me stumble rny own way through. 1 had very 
linle background information on each of these people - just enough to keep me fiom fieezing up in 
absoluîe terror. So 1 had to engage with them, or m. While d n g  would certainly have k e n  an 
option, and there were moments when 1 thought about finding the door, I hung in. The reasons for 
my staying were mainly the patience and persistence of my guide, and of those whom we visiteci. 
Perhaps they too wanted to see if more then a "tolinst" connection could be possible? 
And, slowly, 1 made that shift fiom tourist to traveller. 
To a large extent, 1 thùùc we both parhcipted in a shifi. We both mivelied - the experiences 
between us had weight and substance. Care, consideration, sensitivity and patience were critical. 
And, not easily, we began to lem. 
PAM: Well, we were lucky, b e c a w  we never had a plan. 
MARGARET: No, other t h a ~  the studio visits. 
PAM: Other than the studio visits. That was really it, and the other planned events such as the 
artist's talk. But that was basically like a hmework, so eveqthïng else bac! to evolve out of the 
framework. The fiamework was crucial but it was not limiting. 
MARGARET: No, but the heat was. When 1 rpad over our writing, 1 remembered how it was so 
hot, and when I think back on it, it was like we were in a pressure cooker. 
PAM: Yes, we were. 
MARGARET: The temperature was rising and the dock was ticking, and you k m w  there were 
only those many days in the week, and that was that. 
PAM: But we've had the Lwury of reflection And that, to me, has been the greatest advantage of 
this process - just to have time. 1 h d  as 1 get more distance nom the event and the writing, ï'm 
happier and happier with wbat we did As 1 look at the tex& there are things that you were 
seeing earlier on that 1 didn't see. 1 would get caught into things about, oh, you h o w ,  "1 havent 
written anythuig as g d  Margaret did" 
MARGARET: Oh God, did you think that? 
P M :  Oh, yeah 1 remernber when you f h t  sent me your text in September, 1 said, "It's so 
beautifid." 1 know that has a lot to do with my not trusting my own knowledge and my own 
experience. 
MARGARET: But it's funny how, as you work through tt like you did, [you find unusual 
connections]. 
PAM: Oh, yeab Fairly recently, 1 added thinp to the text that were rnaybe somehow infonned 
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by your mernories of that stay. Maybe as we continue to look at it, well fhd other connections ... 
PAM: Let's look at the photographs. It was kind of nice to have the photographs as markers of 
various moments. They beçame signposts or symbols of our leaming. The act of photographing 
itself shifted, too. Remember when we were at Tony and Maralynn's? We al1 eaded up taking 
pictures of each other. That was a moment of integration for me. 
MARGARET: Yeah, everything Lind of cumlidated at that point And then the last moming 
was so much fun, because we were so excited, and we saw what we had. When I look back on 
that week, it was the highlight of the summer. When 1 rercad what we wrote, and kind of dive it 
through reading it, 1 feel good. 
PAM: 1 feel rnuch happier with the process. I feel much happier with my text now. 
MARGARET: 1 was never unhappy with your text. 
PAM: No, you weren't 1 had to listen to tha. One thing 1 thiok is really good about the way 
we've written it, is that [the reader does] have a sense of very different, but connected, 
experiences of sirnilar situations. And they work perfectly together, because there is that sense 
of difference. And yet there is a connection. 1 think what came out of this was a living text. tt 
was an open-enùed discussion, in which we realized we'd made certain assumptions about how 
we value our own knowledge, and we were able to make those fit. 
The fûnction of art is not only inherent in the product, in what you create. Ifs situational. 
Even community is situation W situational for the activity that is to be completed For example, 
when this artist taik ends, this commwiity ends as well. Now we could reorganize and restart up, 
buî we would need another occasion in order to Q that What that meaas is tttat for any occasion, 
we have to really be aware, of contri'buting something. We just can't be taking something. We need 
to participate Mly. The phenornenon must be made by us in order for it to be there. 
So, what do you do, where do you go when you lave  this building? Whaî voices do you 
speak, roles do you take, issues do you act on. Hopefùily we will reenter our worlds playfully, 
creatively, Unagirÿitively, joyfùiiy. Ys, we wiii need to take on rois in negotiating and living with 
our various selves and communines and at times we will need to work alone. 
So, good luck and good nigtit. 

We think in images, we remember in images, images repeat, reassert thernselves on us again ... 
again. 
. . Betsy Warland, "cutting re/mafks" in PLpper -.
I f  art isn't allowed to address and transform the conditions of real life, 1 don? see the poim of it. 
Adrian Piper, "The Critique of Pure Racism, " interview by M. Berger, meri- 
"Fragments " 
a 
Leeno and I complete the work on "Fragments- " We see the work as boih a retrospective 
of our work; a syr>kisp a hi&toriogrisphV, a c o n t i m i n g p ~  of mcy,pi~tg the "ort " of nmking and 
collaboraring. 
In "Fragments" the foorî for u was on our deveiopment as collaborative artists. Images, 
activities, and objects marked momentdmovements fiom our past, present and future work These 
"texts"resonuted within the m e n t  uclivrîy. We ocq i ed  a mcro  text as we monipufated 
ourselves and our narratives of process within the contat of the V. MacDonnelZ Gallery and irr 
* .  
response to Ann Beam's Studtes m the Miotherlhe. We, ar Artijàcts, recreated, drew. and 
pe funned, the ''s~urjr" of our own line of pasu'present/firture, of our active presence as women, as 
ferninzsts, and as makers. 
We cncorporated 'process " iruo the octual thîng itseK Ïnco~poruted a historiography of 
rnemory, sensation and stoy representat ive of thol dme fopment. It was pleaswoble becouse I/we 
finaik'y, in spite of o w  disabditces, our "~imitations'~ hod fairh that we would cornpiete the work 
together. 
We s 1 4  in the w indo ws of Virginia 's gaIZery on the morning of the peTformaonce laughing 
becouse we realue how we have aged und how we have c h g e d  since the iast tîme we pe@med 
together. Leena neeh to be placed so she con see out of the one eye thal haî periphera! vision. I 
so that I c m  24se a "good" side to bend down to reach a srack ofpaper. 
A d  we laugh We Zmgh out of relit$ out of abwdity a d  out of the sheer pleasure of being 
able fo do this work together. 
We reach io a pile of xen~nedppr - imges of ctumpIedp4per on poper - we aumine theni 
with fiank curiosity, ctumble them and then r e o p  them smoothing the new creases andplacing 
each sheef down on thejloor to build a new pile beside W. The quofity of the fiesh xeroxed sheets 
is f i t .  aligne4 predictable. Those we have handled, Iooked ut, smoothed. stack in an irregrlar 
fahion 7ihere is space b e e n  them They sit higher anâ me more precarious and perhps more 
determined in their originality. 
At the per$orntance. we s t m d  in the windows watchrng the nighr as people enter the galleîy. 
Behznd us ow two daughters sir wuiting. People slip infiom the night into a room which reads as 
landsca-~e, szt in the half-darkness on the Jloor. 
At exactly the rime we predict, we twn, wait and step down into the r@u, the lights splay 
oui over the rocks andpeople. and we enter their space. We search for a rock and anorher rock, 
piacing [hem in order m d  the wdls m i l  thefloor is on& people. The r@a is then spread likc 
drzed grasses aromd their feet und wordk siji down on rhem through our hnds  - bits of t a t  - 
fragments of our past, present andfitiiae w o r h  - our worh thor have fiamed the process of our 
learning. 
Lceno: The tape of the sheet. 
Pam: Oh, I've rtever seen that. 
L: Yes, thar '.Y right. 
Pr You were gone. 
L: The pe$ormance was over. 
P: You were gone. 
L: There was the sand in the bag. 
P: And l did what with the sand? 
L: I don 't rernember. 
P: I'rn sure it was used 
1,: You know what I did? 
P: I sut down and wrote. 
L: 1 said, "II S too much " 
P: If 's too much. 
P: We can 't do that. 
P:  I can '1 do thut. 
L: We have a space. 
P: We have an empty space. 
L: We could tum off the lighrs? 
Pr We i e  stmggIing. 
L: One small action. 
P: Somethg not too bfg. 
L : You know, thrre 's the Iighrs. 
P: Wt *s right. 
L: So what we have is a fittfe plot. 
P: Absolutely. 
L: Absolutely. 
P: I 'm sitting across fiom p u  
L: Talking. 
P: You know whar we could do? 
L: ma?? 
P: We wouldn 't even have to be fhere. 
L: Why no?? 
P: Well, why nof? 
L: I Zoved rhar perjbrmance we saw. 
P: Yes, 1 Zoved rhat foa 
L: I just Zoved rhat. 
P: Leda sr il& speah of if. 
L: It wus so simple. 
P: Exactly. .. Something very .... 
L: We codd spuce if out. 
Pr I do love o single lighr Lulb. 
L: And us moving into the space. 
P: Moving in &d rnoving things. 
L: Yes, of course. Dractly. 
P: Beingporr of if ... while nof betngprt of it. 
L: Because ir may worR 
P: Do you know what this does? 
L: Yes. 
P: The choir. One of our many chairs. 
L : On ihis r iny scale. 
P.- Uver rime ... 
L: And evety now and then. 
P: Like apure.  o break or a change. 
L: Perhaps a colour. 
P: Like a bell? 
L: Our bodies of course are fou big. 
P: Ifyou take this andjusf. 
L: And look 
Pr Thal process of looking. 
L: Of jm looking and saying. 
P.- I rernernber. 
L:  JUS^ handing if bock a d  forth 
P: Like wrupping if in a cloh. 
L: PZacing if down by the sticks. 
P: Do we need a lighr? 
L: Sornething small. 
Y:  Thar rnighr be nice. 
L: We don? have tu speak. 
P: These riny pieces of paper. 
L: We couid make a little heap. 
P: Perhaps- 
L: If we can do that, then we have a space. 
-from fhe ~unscrip~/script for "Fragments" by Pam potterson und Leena Raudvee 
* 
At the close ofhe pe@iormance, we sit, open book to reud and see only snippes, fragments 
of f a t ,  images in wor& thot trace moments of ow exhibitions, perJrmancest interchmges. Our 
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V. MacDonnell GalIery, Toronto 


The images of/J;om/for this research reassert thernselves again and agaim And in their 
repetifion ihrough dIf/ent f i ,  mmodities or events the semibility of îhe whole emerges. Each 
of these forms, like models bridge gaps - linking emotion to experience, selfto work parricular 
people and situations to research focz(s udpractices. Texts, malels, represenfations are meant to 
be med IO think wirh And il ha9 k e n  as znquirer/feame~ thor I have done thor. making confiions, 
b iases and process apprent us I ask different quesi ions and shifr through dfflering perspectives. 
Research has been a fearning-in-process. 
I have begun here to f idc~eute  the tmls d opporfunities to make spaces fo articulale and 
&ore original ways of writing d representing research I f1  continue to attend to the needs ond 
nuances of the particufar contefis in which i work, am intent in my goais and rigorom in my 
pracfices, I am likefy to fortn such a research f h t  responds fo the specrjjcity ofpface. 
Adrienne Rich (1977) writa thol "respnsibifity to yourseifmeans refirsing to let others do 
your thinking, talking and m i n g  for you; tt means learning ro respect oncl use your own bruins 
and rmtincis; hence grqpling with hord work " @- 233). Rich says thai wonen, ruther t h n  sintpy 
receiving an education, shodd daim one. Let us then c l a h  il in action, reflecf on it in dialogue, 
and realize it in practice. 
/ reread Rich '.Y statement when Z had feff crushed &y st*; my research seemed tentative, 
passive and fearful. ! looked to BAA WA, a gmup that I had been working with for years at thut 
lime. In conîacting t m  I becarne more tlurr I had lost my courage to cl- un education- I hud 
claimed this right wiih thern years before, but where hud it gone? To r e t m  to [hem again wirh one 
foot in the a d e m y  was dmaring. These women too may be individwlly feaml, but they are also 
angry* orfialote. joyous and hopfui and in the i i  research, art making and educoring they expose 
fheir lives, art arul learning to public scrufiny with gr& courage. They have been an inspirution 
to me. It has been usefil to me once again to place this "cornmunitas" in context here at & 
The st@ of the Burlington Art Centre, motivated by Dawn Mire-Beatty in partidur, 
decided in 1997 thor they would commit resources to. und support the creation oJ a gafiery euent 
that marked the tenth anniversavy of the massacre of fourteen women engineering students at 
L * E C O ~  Pofytechnique af L 'Université de Montréal. When I was invited to curate the planned 
exhibition I decided to tum the f i  of the exhibition may fiom motaning and towurd living with 
the effecïs of these events ih ow /ives. Grief never realiy leaves u, but if does chonge us, creating 
an internai space fur irselj: The ritle of the exhibition acknowfedged a Decade iiving wifh 
f his personal and cultural space. 
In the fol2 of 1989 four women artists associated with HamiIton 's artist-nm gaffery, 
Hamiifon Artists inc., wmte a letter to the search comrnittee for a new director af the Art Gallery 
of Hamilton asking that a director be hired who would mate programming that woufd provide rofe 
models fir women urtists This m e r  was a response to the Art Gaiiery of ffamifton's 75th 
Anniversary Exhibition which hod onZy f i  women artists in it. The four women or tists who signed 
the letter cdled themselves The Bay Area Arfists for Women's Art. This was an organization 
mangue,- it di&? exist beyond the envelope sent to the Art Gallery. The letter writers decided it 
wouid be a go& strate@ to supprt the request in the letter by hanging an exhibition by the new 
group in The Third Spce, Hmilton Artists Inc. mentbers' ga ZIery. Mile that exhibition was being 
phned,  the events happened in Montreai. Those events changed this group of fetter writers a d  
@ed rhem inro the core of a d t  d y  active feminist art ists ' collective. BAA WA is now a decade 
olcl d 1 don 't believe the orgmiization would hnve continued to exist withow the puinw crucible 
of the events in Montreal and t h ~ t  exhibition which wus transformed when it was dedicated to the 
vict irns of the massacre. 
For the m e n t  project, This Decade of B-s, I decided 10 look ut the process 4 
collectivizing as a strutegy for women arfists. This colZectivizing of individunls meutes a 'social 
site ' which Hunnah Arendt (1 958) d s  ' t h t  hybrid reah where private interesfs assume public 
significance '&. 35). The women artists ' collective a n  be explored as an alchenical spce  where 
intimate a d i e r s d  respnse is îran$iormed into public action and voice. Ten years d e r  the 
events in Mitreal this exhibition [ooh ut the strength of the work of women artisfs in collectives. 
their affirmation of their own agency, theii strategies oppllied to healing. their toctics applied to 
culture, and thezr ambitions for artistic and social growrh. 
- by June Gordon (1999) in Cutatoriul Essqy to This D e d e  of Bwiington Art Centre. 
Meeting. taiking, lisfening 
The coilective spirir touches an ancient 
source of strengrh. 
No dogma no hierarchy. 




- Pur Kozowyk, BAA WA, This Becude @ D a  BAC. 
1: 
/ r e m b e r  there was a show t h  I went to see ut the Art Gallery of Hamilton. AU the rooms were 
filled with workr of art and as I walked a r o d  the whole guffety counting the nwnber [ofworh by 
women] I rhink I counted two, possibiy three (because in one case I wasn 't sure ifrhe narne was 
nude or femde, so I thouglu Mgive then the b e 4 t  of the doubr). I war reaily depressed and then 
angry andfivstrated and then resigned and even more depressed. 
73en 1 foundj?om Jme Gordon th t  s k  M had a simiîar exprieme and wus even more angry and 
depressed bur she had an idea. She 'd met a womanf?om Manitoba who belonged to Manitoba 
Artisrs for Women 's Art undJane thought we couldj.onn a simiiat group here in the Bay Area. I'm 
a bit foggy on the emct dates and sequence of evenîs but I how fiom the very first meeting. jwt the 
fact that we were going to unite, IfeZt g d  And we made change! 
Evenjuvt the f& thor were there pur theefear into many people in the art worid I've aiwuys been 
astounded ut what power we ha4 really just the threat or possibility of power, and I 've been 
shocked at the lack o fnoe  urtists ' qprt of OZU gr- 's gmls, sinple, ciear, fair g d s  - the wÏsh 
ro have something e q d  to what male artzsts always hnd Nor more, noc speciu l, just the same. 
i 'm aiwnyspZeasady stuprised to see the genuine desire of members to heip euch other and work 
together in whaiever endernota we take on and I'm very hapW and relieved to be o member of 
BAA WA. 
- Donna Ibing, BAA WA. This D e d e  of  Bavs BAC. 
On December 6th 1989 O lone gwmn entered L 'Ecole Polytechnique in Mon&. In the ensuing 
massacre fourteen fernale engineering studenrs were kiZfed und many orhers were wounded 
Every day newspapers, radio, television anû people report husbands abwing wives. bruthers 
abusing sistem, sons abusing mothers, and men aburing women. In the workplace, abuse of women 
is commoot~ Vidence agaimt women remim us seri- a pmbiem foctay as if war before December 
6th 1989. 'This Decade of Days ' should remid viewers t h  a 'Montreal massacre' can occur in 
anyploce. at any iime, ifemotion ondoutrage me m t  coniroiied Women need to stand up andjoin 
rogether fo prevent this happening again, ond io coniimo~(~Zy dirninish the Zevei of violence against 
wumen- 
ln lute 1991 or eariy 1995 1 wenr to meetings of the BAA WA collective held at Hamilton ArrÏsrs Inc. 
for discussions reiated to a group exhibition. 
Approximately fhree rnonfhp later we haà a BAAWA show ut the Broahuuy Cinenui Gallery in 
Hamilton. 
- Woon-Ngor BalIik, BAA WA, pis Decade of BAC 
In  1995 whiZe writing a university essay 'Impired by Inequafity: The Art of Donna Ibing ', the 
BAA WA collective came to my attention. 
Resewch revealed she [Donrwj and three other women CO-foded BAA WA in 1989 as a reaction 
fo the Art Gal2e1-y of Hamilton show where three f e d e  urtists ' works hung afong side hundreds 
of male urtists ' workr. 
Thezr philosophy mode an impression on me and I recently chose to be a pan of the collective. 
- Helen Sovereign, -A, This D e d e  of Davs BAC 
Ofrhe mony highlights t h t  I have hod with niy associdtion with BAA WA. two swjiace as specrj.icaily 
mernorable. 
First, the workxhop thor was held at Jane Gordon's studio dealing wifh women und their 
community, issges of creativiiy md govemment support or lack thereof in building art in public 
spaces. mis workFhop wm especially edightening a r o d  the issue of governent assistance that 
may be available. 
The second ment w m  the worhhop deaiing with the process of creathg "Chnging Places. " This 
projeci [questioned] how the City ofHomifton would h k  ifwotnen were the architects. designers 
und artisans. Ine moin pt~pose was 10 get women working with new techndogies. in particuiar the 
Internez. 
M y  goal was io create a lubyrinth for the year 20W. The workshop allowed me io launch nty 
website (changiingplces.sonicboomcon/giuIimi) and to allow viewers a derailed introduction to 
my r e n d p s i o n  - the labyririlh. mis worùshop also inrpired me (O continue to tuke compter 
courses. I have since been able to build a laby'znth in my backpmà and have successf&y 
negotiated with Btalington Ciiy Coumil to build a labyiinrh as a rn illenniwn project on public p r k  
space. aflowing eveyne  access to if 24 hours a &y, 365 dqys a yeor. Bviingto~ is one of the jimt 
citzes ro have a labyrinth in a public spce in afl of CaMdn 
- Jmtine Guiliani. BAA WA. This De& of Dqvs, BAC 
As a v i d  artist, I work in solitude, doys md weeb aione with my own thoughts. l%is is of course 
an important porr of the meutive process, to help you l e m  how to have the voice of un individual. 
Thzs particuiar expression, I believe is the heart of what I d art. 
Then I began to realize that to truly grow, I hod to learn to shore. Open myself up to the society 
I [ive in, xnteruct with others who are l i k  mi& mis o f c o v e  Ïs a ddflerent interaction thon thor 
of behg ai art school, or with curators or critics: it 's a dialogue that begins ut the creation levei, 
before the work is done. The inspiration, the gool and the coiiective voice. 
I joined the BAA WA collective a>er a long search for a group of mtisis that I f e  ft I wanred fo 
inferacl with. m e  women in this collective are sirong individual artists, with.. strength of 
character. Substantial mtists to grow and learn with 
- Corinne Duschene, BAA WA, This Decade qfw, BAC 
As apei(ormance and visual artid, my mtistic practice provides me a woy to corne to an embodied 
knowÏng (Xnowledge gainedprhrily by and through the bot&) to learning a d  aperienciing. [t 
ennbles me fo recover and enact "being " constantly through the activiizes of rny life. 
Une such site for uctiviîy luas been the Bqy A r a  Artists for Women Artists (;BA4 WA). it  ha^ providd 
for me, a passionate centre that hm activuted me in re-fonning and recreaf ing occasions for my 
learning midgrowth II har catdped my taking on a convnitted engaged workzng process thot hus 
been rigorom, eclectic and dynamic. II har supported und e r m e d  my needs and encouraged me 
in my pract ices as art ist, czaator. teocher, wwrir, community worker and academic. 
This lutter cactivity bas been rejlected through ond in rny master 's ond doctoral work ut the Ontario 
Imtifute for Studies in Education and hns been extended into myprofessiomI work with colleges. 
Ïnst it utions and other individuals and collectives. 
M y  relut i d @  with the indivirhrals t k  comprfie, ami the collective thor is. BAA WA are and have 
always been in jlw It is, and will continue to be, a dialogue of the interaction of sel/ and 
community in process. 
- Pam Putterson, BAA WA, This Decqde o f D e s ,  BAC 
i find it interesting to see my writing idfor B i s  Decade qf Dqvs presented here, ut the 
exhibition and in the caralope alongside the wrztings of other BAA WA members. &me of these 
women I know, some are newer members whom I have not yet met. Threads, images r e m  through 
each of our comments - the mernories, ihe learning, the associations, the work - the comments in 
dialogue as represenîaîive of us, our practices and our collriborative prtnerships. 
We each practice our own feming process privatel'y andpublicly. We each respond to tu t ,  
various situations andpeople. We each mak mOdcIIities, representative ofour sliijs in sightdsites 
over fime. Ancl we each share this ut some poinî, in partnerships. 
In this chpter. I Race myprqpssiun as serf*-inquirerfleamer through the thesb project. 
I iocate the signijcance of each modality as cl specific site for lemning. ln doing so. my intention 
is fo give recognition to a multpliici@ of se/S{ves), conlexs and iearning needs. Taking on the mie 
of inquiredllemner-in-process. I enact an engagement with the research os o whole reinterpreting, 
refming and reasserîting the words, actiom md images. In thrSfirrrher ocarrion I wriie in an open 
and emergent rexiualfonn us I d m  connections toward 4 closing. 
How haF niy uwn conceprion of leammg pocess evolved in this thesis project? 1t has been 
formedfrom~through my own experiences. in relation to an-other; someone or something thut has 
taken me ourside ntyself: mis incldes written or spoken text(s). images, feelings or crises. It has 
been a process - a movement- As I have moved through and with this process, shifs have occurred. 
These sh$s have r u i d  t k  why, the whut, and how the how of the research und have taken me ro 
new and dg&-eet pfaces, aIternative perspectives and have been gnten fonn Nt various moddiries. 
a 
M y  intention was to begÏn wiih myself; tu siart with whot I h e w  about ntyseifand my own 
leaming process. Iassumed, fo a certain exte* that this would infonn how Z then viewed or bhed 
my understandings of learning with the BAAWA cornmunity. Rather thm muking rny biases 
problernatic, I becone inter&& in how my own biases, i. e. my own biar to leaming. iinfmed the 
w q  I tmderstood and interpreted the leaming process of a group or pormership. Virginia Gr@n 
(1 987'. in "Learning to Name our Learning Prtxess : dejines learning process as "a patterning, an 
act of fnding thal seemingiy disparate experiences fir togerher in some relationrhp thor har 
rneaning to the learner" (3). 
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For me, this notion of dispa~ate experiences connected to my own inîerest in multiple 
dimensions, multiple perspectives, and mufti-loyered re futionships possible in adult learning, the 
arrs and experientiaf methoddogies. Buî how codd I name tny leaming process? For me, the 
crucial mpect became the notion of movement, rather thon necessuriily a patteming. Perh4pF it 
could be seen as a movement ofpattern or aparrtern of movement. T h t  for me, illmtrated the 
potential for perspctivai shifis, destabiIizutiom or ways of oprating througWin a fiminai zone 
(Turner, 1977). Lirninal zones are the p f ~ p i u c e s ,  the puses I fake where I c m  supend analyss 
for a moment, muit and tacitfy @ore. l'ibis hap been played out not on& in the mo&Iities but 
! hrough my voice as self-as-inquirerffeamer. 
I see this as a creafive process, in which disparate elernents c m  then be seen in various, 
rother thm fued, confextsS M y  seme was that, îfi became fued too long in one position, i f  would 
be d@cz~if for me ro see multiple dimensions or multiple perspectives. II would be difficulf to shtp 
from one experience to another, and tu move a d  hence to Ieam Leorning for me requires that 
shift. Romanyshyn (1 989) notes: 
Tht. worfd as Our home is always rnuIti-Zevelied Like a house, it hm many stories. 
We need to attend to this more holistic view of the world, to a view which embraces 
surface and depth, lo a view which alfows us to experience the world not jus& in 
terms of facts to be discovered d known, but also in term ofsories to be imagineci 
and heard. (183-181) 
Whar underlies this understding of learningprocess haw been the assulllptionr I have 
made on the values of connecterbess, compassion und an ethics of caring and on the realiry of 
fiagmentafion. sepmoroe p i n  a d  loss. 1 h e  ocertain faith in a search for, but not necessrily 
an acceptcmce of: a conneciedness between dflerzngperspectives. So, 1 have unàerstd my position 
for rhh inquiry as ho fistic and yet I acknowlcdge the value of the crificol. A ho lislic defni fion 
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assumes t h a  'Vhe miverse is P meanmg@ whole in which evewhing is connected This assmption 
of wholeness anâ unüy is direct& opposed to the usszanption of separafion andfiagmentution thai 
prevails in the coniernporary world" (Clark 1990, p. 3). 1 ?me pi@ beîween the two, alwqys 
yearning for the fonner. 
A@ as~trmp~iomfiarned as a critical but holistic iearning named a place Ïn BAA WA ar the 
location for this study. 
Once i m e d  my Iearningprocess und how I Mderstood th& if proceeded by the sshrfimg 
and reforming of my perspectives, I then asked: how have the BAA WA confexts affecied my 
learning? 
I then Iooked to the three sites that represenred my spc& processes of learning with 
BAA WA over the fast f i  years. One site reluted to my work us an academic; the second related 
to my role us educutor and actor; and the third related to my pracfice as artist- Aii three include 
researcher. lfDund it inîeresting. as I began to fomfate my doctoral dissertation. that I recognized 
acadernic, educaror/actor, and artist as three very dlfferent aspects of nryseK that could relaie 
dialogzcally-in-process for this work They seemed to represent different ways that i consfwcted 
texts, and dflerent ways thot I in terp~ed the worid They mighf provide. I thoughr. intrinsically 
valuable dues for a multi-perpectival learning. I d i s ~ t ~ ~ s  here again the specrfc drffreenes 
between eack 
At the first site, as ucuiiernic. I r a d  or listen fo d&Gereeilr book  articles and catalogues. 
I become de pende^ on the process of composition I edit, sort, collecf and grapple with idem to 
shape a new fa t .  Iproceed to wriîten fom rightening and foming language but withoui ever 
enterzng into testing these ideas or processes with my b d j .  n e  ideas though are useful. the 
in format ion relevoni. 
As educator.actor at the second site, my process is dtfferent. As an actor I use nry bo4y to 
learn through sensirtg moving and feeling. In order to leam in acting, I'm required to discover a 
certain mvement md inîeipret cetiam scripîed text tbotgh an integrated oct of mind%ody/voice. 
I need to pefirin specrfic moments repenedïy, searching for links that give these actions or won& 
meanzng. M y  goaf is fhen to trammit tluu acfivity in such a wuy that it c m  be experienced by on 
audience. As an educotor, I also aftempt fo infegrate tn ind/b~~voice  in c~e$oming" the r ~ l e  of 
feucher. Here, fhough, I enact moments, not on& for, but in empfhy with, an ''audience. " I need 
to be empathetic to otherd learning processes. Eoch student needs ro experience repearedly 
fhrough his or her own body certain sensutions anâ then infegrafe these in her/himse& Theyfind 
fheir own ways to connect rheir subjective feft experience with specrjiç ideas. To learn in this 
contexr, l imagine. trust.jkel, and then integrate mmd d b.y. and attempt to e d m e  in the same 
manner. The learning process is cognitive as well as emotiona f, sensate, md experient ial. 
As an art lt14ker. evidenced ut the third site. I look at images. liste- t& exornine diverse 
r e m  and experiences and search for connections. I explore visual responses to those connections 
thar l%e d e ,  ttying to sohe t k  probfems - both f o m f  and conceptuai through an intuitive and 
metaphoric process. M y  leaming h p p m  in the making und the looking as I reflect on the process 
of doing and on the f om  as it emerges. 
In this, the BAA WA research. I wed each of these three sites to creute o texi: for the 
academic. the witîen text; for the actot/educator, the nofateclplfotmance script: for the artist, rhe 
exhibition text. 7 k  anal'b or iruerpretafion of how I have worked inta, through, and out of these 
texts - a complemenfarity in conversation - has corne froni my refecting on these various texts os 
seljras-inquirer/learner. 
Each process has provided me with a different fa t ,  a new understartding. m i l e  certain 
questions are perhaps more appropriate to certain processes, *'why7*and "where " to the literatwe 
stucfy. ' M a t  '* to the notatedper=fonnance script and "how " to the exhibition - each process ut a 
sife - the academic, the acting/educating, and the art making - does interre fate. 
* 
I recognise t h t  each instance of ieming at a site is a creative occasion for research. This 
does not necessari& mean char each leuming moment need be f i i z e d  as a modolty or modei, 
but rather thar each be recognized as a potential place for a stuày of learning. A course, a 
preparath of a paper, a perjionnance, a worùdtop teaching, a making of an art object for an 
exhibil - each can becorne an occasion for leuming. A specrjic contexi c m  be created; a context 
which provides an occasion in which ieanting con tak place ond con be obserwd. fonned und 
presenred 
I orn driven to create, and through this compulsion I enact my learning. 
I) 
In the enacting of this research, 1 observe certain aspects of rny Iearning practice. 1 see a 
value in baiancing ami integrating the leamingpocesses 1 use. if1 ody work ut the amdemic site, 
rny body suffers; r f l  am only imolved in the process of acting/educuting, I am not stimdated 
Suggestions I received during this research process which were usew in directing how I CO& 
b et fer richieve - an inregrated or interrelated process, include the following. David Hunt values 
mefaphor, and the intuitive voice. " T . t  whal you tacitiy understand Pay attention to witut is 
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special, 20 whai draws you, " he comrnented Ronold Silvers asked: '"Attend to the subile, not the 
coarse. Lislen with the whde bm&. Be attentive to whor ccyirîues pu, not jtrsr whot twerests yol~ " 
Virginia Grifin also suggested that perhaps it might be usefil for me to s t ~  a search with the 
direcl aploration of whnt my bot& ir asking me or t e h g  me Each idenrfied for me, and e ~ b l e d  
me to find wuys, io bring my body and my imugtnings into academic research: to honour the 
processes I had found as an academic, erhrcator andas an artzst. 
A@ research har inciuded a semch to ideniifl the elements of my learning process, and then 
ro understand whar drîves thrrr process. 1 me Virginia Griffin% (1987) "Beginning List: Basic 
Processes in Addi  Leurning " as a focus here. She lists the foilow ing: 
A. Keep centred and maintain sey-esteem 
B. Becorne increasingfy responsibie for leurning 
C. Find own direction for iearning 
D. Idenrifi and deal with external and intemal axpectations, norms, vuïues 
E. Invest energy, involve and commit self 
F. Deal with energy ebb andflow 
G. Relate to otjrers 
H. Heip the group develop and use the group efleclively 
1. Suspend oid ideas, risking the new. AIIow and deal with perspective 
f ransforma f ions. 
J. Learn about seifus a learner (meta-leurni@ 
K. ldent~fj appropriate and timely learning tas), firnctions. modes 
L. Find persona1 meuning in content and experiences 
M. Notice, clan& consolidate, synhesize whut is being leamed 
N. Test new ideas, skilis, behaviour. ways of being 
O. Ask for, give, usefeedbuck 
P. Plan for and use new learning in d e r  places 
Q. Find and accept sot isjàct ions, j'oys. acxcitement in lemning. 
To which 1 now add= 
R Experiment w it h non-heur associatiom 
S. Lisren to other things; sensing and feeling 
T. Iàent~fi "ah" moments and attend to them 
iI Attend (O rnuifiple perspectives und accommodtzte them. 
I have ezperzenced ways through the BAA WA reseurch fhar I can incorporate or iearn to 
incorporate these P~OCRTSRT in rny lemning. 1 have attended to the unexpected, and to the pkysiwl 
messages and reuctions. I have become un injiomed, self-directed learner t h @  naming many 
of my processes. I have Iooked to wqys tu integroe learning process into research pract ice. 
I huve always valuedplay. It has been a way for me to explore non-linear associations, to 
Iisten to ofher images, votces, texts, and seme and test these out. In processing this research, I 
expected the unexpected. and was ployful wifh things that would appeur in the "dato. " I listened 
and allowed things to develop. whether or not I felt they were relevant (O the research ut hand I 
attempred to iden(& und m e  "ah" moments. These were moments thor integrated ideus, feelings, 
discoveries. They were moments of elaiion, of puin or onxiety, or of rest. They were not always 
conifortable, buî they were fiberating, 
Now thot I am d e  to r e m  u p n  nry leuming within the context and writing of research. 
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1 realize thai an integrutai lemnrirg har k e n  taking place. The process has been creative. intuitive. 
emorionut, andyet mimtjd. I have f o d  oflace to pause, play and to rejlect. This muy not always 
be the way 1 will proceed in academic work but if hm pointed rhe way for voluing the creative 
processes I alreudy know and honouring hem in and through academic fext. 
S 
RONALD SK. VERS (Professor of sociofogy, arfist and eurator): From what you juf said - il's 
nof t h i  there is a comrnuniîy and then you il. thut 'i a conventional way of thinking abour il. 
But rather it's the reverse. me occasion of art or the occasion of reseurch is the occarion of the 
community. II isn't fhere unless ... 
PAM: Unless there's.. ? 
RONALD: There are these things. It 's very dflerenf because it isn 'l m if; well, there 'i something 
there and I'rn coming to it, if's t k t  when / corne to it, I'm making it, you see. Now t h ' s  a very 
different way of looking ut the phenornenon.. In your anaiysis, you con begin to point to certain 
things. You will assemble and/ind in that assemblage the re-occasion of the role you ploy in 
d i n g  community. .. i thznk the thing - takingyour ownpoÏrtt here - is to make community and the 
concept of community unfamiliar. You want to have afresh way of seeing whar's going on. 
I realize that, through my doing reseurch. I 'm creat ing occasions for me to l e m  and for 
others to leam 
How do Ilearn Ni colMoration or community? Is it a context so d@rent that my leaming 
It is, and it isn'l. Parmers provide other "tea(s) "for me to respond top und l alter my 
process depending on the parti& situation, jusî as I do in any context. A partner in conversation 
wifh me, though, m genemte a "rat-in-relation " Ifwe are both committed learners, we con co- 
creare o new percepl ion, hopfil& a d~gerent perspective. But when people work in relation, d is 
In her study of drama ieacher collaboration, Janzce Hladki (1993). notes: 
Collaboration.. . is characrerized by linkage or connections, interaction and 
relationship (1 OS).... 
The emotional consequence of co/laborating is anolher issue. Colloboration can 
generate warmth and humour, trust, support, the excitement of bonding around 
common interests and go& d a spoce for vldnerabiîiîy ami comh~tactive criticism 
Ir can, however, also cause heartache, resentmen!, and fear when individtfals feei 
fhey are unheard or silence4 when their needk are unmet, or when their views are 
disparaged Cofiaborution is a process of personal relation. .. sometimes [too] there 
is pieamre in tmderstunding the process and resulrs ofcollaboration as CO-creuted, 
wiih no identzjication of seprate offerings, yet ut other t imes. collaborutors may 
need recognition of individuai contributions f109). 
To discern a process-in-relation has perhaps been not as easy as discerning an individud 
karning process. If /tas been interpetive but not definitive. 
I have realized that to fiame "person as texf" has not done the relationship justice. As I 
con! inue to înquire in20 my learning-in-comrnuniîy, I corne to recognize, experience, enact, and 
interpet the cornpiexitces inherent in these relationships. 
Relatiomhips d e d  so much fiom the learner. It may be easy for me to iose sight of my 
bodiiy an& emotional reactiom in reoding an article. It is mt so easy when dealing with a 
dishonest or munipulative purmer. Whuz I choose to do or not do with those feelings, within rhar 
situation, determines where Uwe could go neri. I couid challenge the puttner. question the group. 
ignore the feelings, and h o p  for the best, or leave the reiaîionskip. 
I was at such a crossrwdP with one indivirhrai with whont I was working in a BAAWA 
grozping. I chose to continue in the project, but the leuming relotionship became unbalanced I 
fe ft mis& slighted und unfùrfrlled I was mot alone. The BAA WA group has accepted the 
limitations of this member and continues to work with her, and hopes that, &y eurple,  she will 
change. They continue to znclude her in good faith und through a comniihnent to the ideals of the 
group. She asked not to be inciuded in this reseurch. Those who did contribute were deeply 
committed to sei$questioning und learning a s  weff as the project at ho&. I bel iew. given such 
collunitment it is possible to build together creative spaces where each of us can puse  und play. 
where eoch leorning con becom on "ort '! And where our conmon irzterest and love in art mking 
can energize us toward new learnings. 
RONA LD SIL VERT: The fimcrion ofthe art is not only the product, if's not only what is actudly 
happening, you know what you creafe, but it is also ... 
P M :  Something that happens umong the members of the community? 
RONALD: It 3 intuitive. Ir's situutional. Even community is situation. 11% situarional for rhe aciivity 
fhat is fo be completed I would think [of it] especiuliy in t e m  ofper=fomance, when lit] ends, 
then that community en& as well. Now it could reorganize and restart up, but if would need 
onother occasion in order to do that. .. [The community] is dependent on the activity of the art in 
order for f it] be vital. Afier a while, [%7 you brought [ihe peopleJ together and there was no art 
gozng on in il. if wouid. I wodd #hi& jmt disscpate. 
l'AM: 1 thinkyou're right. If's interesting. In sturtfng a creutive ptnership, I need to ochowledge 
thai there 's something else thor's going on. something special. something creative. 
RONHB: And whor this meam in tenns of research is that in 4ny occasion of research, you have 
r o reol fy be owore. in the immediore technical sense. of contribut ing something. You just can't be 
ruking something. You have to prmicipiztejidy. 
P M :  Bur am I compromising the research. because I'm ioo close to if. too imolved..? 
HONAD: In this case, t k e  would be no 0 t h  way k t  you CO& do if. In order to s tdy  the 
phenomenon [you] h e  to create iî in the immediate sense. [Yeu] huve to create if righr there as 
wefl as reseorch if, and tliere's no d e r  way h z t  it con happa The phenomenon mlrpr be mode by 
you in order to be there. Otherwise it can't be there, you see? So f h t  whole notion rhat you have 
to take an objective, disinterested view, you know not to be b i d  is not - itb not - the thing thor 
you'll be wawing ro do, because then your phenomenon is gone. You ' II  have nothing to siut+. 
P M :  Sa.. that's why, each t h e  2 corne to the researck the fonn of it afways changes, because ir's 
vety dependent on euch dwerent occasion thai Pwe set up.... It can never be [recorded in] one fext. 
It will have to be a series of dgerent &id of fats  t h  me ntarkers for d&erenî k i h  of occasions. 
* 
I am, i do, I C r e e  ... then I refrect, re-teïl, re-search. P is the re-searching the re-telling thar 
occupzes me here in this writing as Z feel my woy to the core ofimderstanding nry relutionrhip to 
se$ (O comrmmity, io art Mking as a resemch process. Z accept thor this process has required and 
may continue IO require un ongoing rigorous refelling as it stretches in ifs closing roward an 
derstanding of hwledge  which b p m c d  and emergertl, d lmked to Mure interpreta 1 ions. 
As I reread "A Literature Sfudy: Why a Sepratisr Ferninisr Art Education? " now. I sense 
the solidiry ofplace thot defines the writing of this work, the tangibility of text, of exisiing text that 
seems even now so aullroritative and definitive. Nofhing of significance had been witten or 
collecfed on Cmdian women 's art e&c&ionaI coflectives when / wrofe chat. I hod not yet seen and 
fouched an art work by Agamiho Dyck a M4 WA mentber. This &cade tfm a public forum 
for the examination of collectives- as-education. h d  not yer happened I had nof yet spoken in 
public on B A .  WA &or on the uniqueness of feaming for women in educolio~l commmities of 
their own mking. I mderestimutedperhops the effect such a speaking andpresenting mzght have. 
It served to destabifize the single uufhorial voice ofihe ademic  presenfation of the f iferature s t d y  
and moved me to act, to educate and to learn. 
8 
I move now zo reflecting on the making of "Process in Pe$omnce". As I re-read this 
nototed script. I am struck by the d~fferent voices - voices which folk "fhrough " in the petit text 
and the voices that talk %bout" in the notated text. Both are knidF of conversation. but are very 
dflerent- I titirtk of the actor coming to a role. She buil& her "notations" by studyng rhe history 
behind, and the structure of; the script; creates a biography for her character; and decides on an 
emotional confext. AA ofthese are the @ers thor go Mo the fid speating - fliey are of the subtext 
and infonn the per$omnce. niey become emboàied idfhrough the actor. 
So. zoo. here do I. and the oiher womm, m e  our arîfiom the tafk and the rejectzon in our 
lives. 1 am struck here by my choice to presenz us as CO-comtmcting. for example, the Stone 
metaphor in the poetic t e . .  As As re-read this text, I am given o sense of the dynumic nature of o w  
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CO-czirricking - the pauses, the weight. the overhps and continuations - the movement towarch 
form I see howledge as emerging. as conring to being fonned through our senses fiom ow  own 
particular and collective associations with Stones. 
In some ways the pwric te~r  seem so much more dense thon the descriprive ~r ra t i ve  of the 
notations. In the former, here is nuonce. w e r y  and the spce  ro be with the text on muny fevels. 
Ir is a re-memory of the semes. 
A seme memoryprocéss m acting is a wqy. wing the memory of sighs, soundr. smefls. etc., 
that an actor can recover and re-creaie, in d~ffermt contexts. specrfic moments. in this scripted 
moment, individual mernories seem to cross and mingle in a collective conversation rich with touch, 
sight and feeling. 
But this remembering is not passive. There is a tension behueen us, between the worak and 
the ideas that irnpels us to move further. II is a tension created through dynamic aclNity. We want 
to be both together andyer sepmoe. We me ail artists und* we are nor ufi mothers. writers, old 
young, rich, poor. If is our similarities that can bring us together and our drfferences rhat can call 
us to move to d~flerent sites. 
7ke poetic tew, then, is not one isolutedfi'om l i f .  The notations remind ne of thai. nese 
comments isolate, for me, the, ut rimes, concrete clarity of everyday bxperience. They provide, for 
me as well, o growtding for the "pwric" text. Euch "ttxt". however, ho/& my memories - 
memories, in the poetic ta t ,  of J.G. 'S vibrant colours or J.A.5 dense and troubling boxes; 
mernories, in the notaled rat, of The H a  Show weekend or J. G. reading her "Ovarian Munijiièsto" 
at the Spectator Gallery. And it is in the resonance creafed in the moments and movements between 
images, texts and people that I experience the djwmic creaîive activity of BAA WA @ers in their 
art making ami in their interactions. 
* 
I began in a shalfow basket, on a window sill, iined up in ranks on a filing cabinet ... 
fdvou becorne a stone you consume ils dusty presence, ir becomes an absence, a wet 
space. an opening. Women and stones. Women. And wornen begat all the rest 
including rhsmelves, not work; j a r  srones, lined tip on filing cabinets and in baskets 
on the table. Jane Gordon (1990) TheEccentric Furniîure Show 
The stones that rests on my dresser. on an art work I am now erhibiting and in rny daughter's 
hand resonate with the mernories of everyday activities char consume rny Ife. / ses anorher friend, 
urtist and writer reach for thar stone. look ar ir, hold Ï r  and rephce ir. We ralk. The srone rakes on 
a meaning for me and for her. And when / visir her studio I see boxes of stones. stones on cabinets. 
slones in ghss bowls and I commenr on them as we meet and discuss our upcorning collabora~ion. 
In the presenring of the phorogmphs of my meetings with Dawn and Leena, I arrenlpred to cuprwe 
the feeling of o w  rneerings. the stiflness and yet movemrnt of our exchanges, rhe quality of how we 
enact our art making and our practice as arrisrs. and curators. 
The stone is a hapic object which provides us wirh a fouch. a hond-hold, a place ro rest and 
feei rhe weight, the warrn~h, the smoorhness. As we pars ihis sfone bac& and forrrh. a space is opened 
whrre we can ofler and receive inrerpreta f ions of our act of doing, of passing. of holding. 
* 
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ft is a smali rectangulur black and white photograplz, one of the ones shown in C70mmunitus in 
Conre..rt und Tizis Decade of  Dqvs, which records two objects resting on a surjiace which I know 
10 be ajiiing cabiner. The one to the le# is a smooth Stone, the other a delicate metal bunded watch. 
I srnile. for I recali Dawn B. returning to the watch throughout the meeting and then racing do wn 
ro pra money in the rnetre $the tirne proved right. 
This [muge records for me fime and s p c e  - the rime and space between us, the non- forcing 
of tirne or non-taking of space. I look closer at the image and I think I see etched on the smooth 
comfortzng srone rhe word "pain': I had not seen this when 1 took the picture. Ir shocks me. For pain 
hud cwtainly been rhere at the meeting, not benveen us, but in the personal [ives of two of us. And 
it will conze to be etched in our art. Ir rerninds me of how. while we speak of the practical in ozrr 
meetings. we acknowledge beneatlz that, the feelings, the concerns ofour everyday [ives. CVe do not 
rgnore the 'pain" but neither do we &el/ on it. If is given the rime and space to be. and then we go 
on. But ir bubbles m and rhrough us over tirne. resonutes as we connect and is given form in our 
rvork. 
I look ut the two xeroxes ofphotographs. Both are composite images (one set of pictures 
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superrmposed on another). The photographs were taken by two d~flerent phorographers ut two 
dflerent BAA WA events- One photographer was asked ro record BAA WA womn talking, the 
other wus donrmenting an exhibition The rend places the two main acrivi!ies of sAA WA in 
relation - f he dialogue a d  exhibitions. 
1 am mare as I look ut the images. t h  mye moves bock and forth between the people 
and the art in the phorographs. At tirnes the people are cleater than the art works. ln one 
photograph, I see whor u p p r s  to be sorneone lmking through u pintfng at ofhers who me 
Zooking at u three-dimensional piece. M y  perspective is askew. lt is not a l ineor. or predic fable 
perspective but it does record for me, a porential way of seeing the movement wsthin the spce  
between the people and the exhibition By wing art worh as one way to conceptualize this 
inquzry, I have mked myserf-and the reader to imagine wh<u could be nonied in the spces 
between By being able tu imagine, commenls Richard Courtney (Booth und Martin-Smith, 
1988). we are capbie of seeing both sides of a question. or object or concep @. 103). It is un 
acfivity which allows us to see relationship. Richard Courtney (Booth and M~rtin-Sntith, 1988) 
also notes that "the arts are lurgely concemed with intuitions which are contintmicated.. at the 
tocit or indirect level" (p. 899). By entering a research process fiom this perspective. I have 
allowed mysel/a greater opportunity no1 only to see but experience fhis relationship. 
In "Process in Perfrmance, " J.G. seem to raise a question, "UWf f i  becume the Stone 
objecf ? If l embodied it wilhin me?" D.B. seems to respond 'Would I not then be leuming? 
Would I no& tentativeiy corne to an understanding of my own knowing, my own being?" In the 
dramafic acf, the actor directly takes un the image. Statements are then d e  in speech or in 
action rhrough a culiraal dialogue (Cowiney, 1988, p. 133). Intepretive meaning fhen becomes 
murually creuted Meaning relies on ola meeting, on the conjunctions. 
But how we each embody that stone. though, is of our own personal domain. Odin 
Theatre director Eugenio ûarba (1979) refers to this place as the microcosm of the actor. I rnay 
speak in public al BAA WA gafherings a d  corne with hem to some nrtlluuiiy-created meaning. 
But, ( also return taking this ffmeaningf' with me, to a private space to rejlect und tecover other 
interpretutiom. It ïs here I tend to fonrp on what M ~ S  me, OR what was notfurly clear enough to 
be expressed in public. II  is here I look to the disjunctures, io the concerns that cal1 me to 
respond In the studio or writing on paper, I then explore, more specificaii'y. the indirect woys I 
use and respond to these various images or ideas. 
The private actions of reading and assimilating the public dramaf ic activities of acting 
and feaching and of presenting vis& work are part @he being. doing and creating of this arts 
community. A@ writingfiom nry "biography" (Silvers, 1986, p. 24) and my "writing" in 
structured or dramatic or visual f o m  are but ways I have struggled to capture not on& my sel/- 
in-learning but ulso the 4ymmic relutionship of learning-in-community. 
I look at the pholograph on the right in which I am speuking with D a m  B. I imagine 
myserfsaying sornething, then stopping and lookxng at the work on the wafi beside me anà then 
cont inuzng the conversation. But as the researcher, 1 know that we were not standing with thut 
work The work on the wall behind us was yet to be d e .  The passage oftirne is recorded in this 
image. Our changes, ow  learning, out building. o w  art evolves through the oscillation between 
our private space and public dialogue. And like this dissertation. have been bufi over lime as 1 
have moved between these dtfferent conrideratiom. 
Y 
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Ir zs from ihis I now move to finding a meta-perspect ive to this research and a closing. 

The artistic practiçes of women require deciphering, like monuments from lost or unfamiliar 
cultures. There is some systern to the pattemiag of signs into meanings. We aeed, however, to find 
the codes that lend the symbols generatd there resonmce and meaning, both within the context of 
their production and across time and spice to other wntexts. These d e s ,  as 1 name hem, are not 
merely semiotic signs, but those shaped in concrete social and historical conditions, which in turn 
shape and are shaped by the psychic life of individuais h e d  and fomed in specific trajectories 
of socially cons t i~ed  but psychically lived subjectivity. 
Griselda Pollock, a n d i l  In Vis-: F e w t  R- a .  e 
For Bakhtin, the grotesque body represents a powerful force. It is a body that is 'always in process' 
... In sumrnarizing his work.. Mary RUSI describes the 'grotesque body' as the one which is open, 
protruding and extendeà, the body of becoming, process and change. The 'grotesque body' is 
opposed to the classical body* wtiich is monumental, static and c l o d  She explains that the 
imagery of carnival resists, exaggerates and destabilizes the distinctions and boundaries that mark 
and maintain high culture and organized Society, and in this sense the carnivalesque suggests a 
redeployrnent of culture, howledge and pleasure, thus becoming a site of insurgency. 
Michelle Hirschorn, "Body as ready (to be re-) made" in Griselda Pollock, Ge- 
Geoggqhies in the . . & Arts: Fe- v ' . * 
Closincr as Contea 
This Decade of DgyS has closed; "Fragmeatsn is &ne. Ten years of association with OISEAJT and 
with BAAWA is ending. As 1 corne to a close in this writing 1 metch for a closing conversation. 
I framed this writing of self-as-inquirerAeanier as complementarity in conversation. It has started 
on its own ground, in its own named space. It has evolved to a conversation between texts, selves, 
responses, events, images : the p s t  events of BAAWA tbat have povided the context for the three 
modalities; the exhibition De&e of Days, and its celebrating 10 years of feminist art activity 
in collectives and specifically in BAAWA; anci the m a h g  aad presenting of "Fragments," an 
installation/perfonnance art work with a fellow BAAWA collaborator, Leena R. Each activity sits 
dialogically in action with the othea, relating, crossing, influencing. There is much to see and 
experience. 
1 have looked to that which challenges ways of defining communication and a sense of self 
and other. 1 have risked entering into interpretation and explmation of persons and life events 
without always turning to the previous effective paradïgms I have used in the past But I have faith 
in the process and that drives me on. 1 trust what niggies me, what stays with me, imtates me and 
drives me to use dis-ease as a spur to movement and to action wiil enable me to establish a 
phenomenologicai unity as closing. It has been an encounter, an immersion in the learning process 
of self-in-BAAWA. 
Dis-ease as Ca- 
1 remember Jane G. telling me in one of my first BAAWA meetings how she had k e n  so 
imtated by a derogatory comment an art educator made about women and flower paintings. This 
drove her to research, question, investigate- She asked a gmup of us to joln with her and through that 
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joint inquiry we birthed a Fiower S b .  Thinking we were required to negate any interest in 
representing flowers in our practice seemed to evoke for us a feeling of shame. For some reason, 
we heard, if we wanted to be considerd serious artists, flowers would be the last thing we would 
want to use as subject matter. Some feminist theorüing aiso betrayed that shame. 
Not just by our training, but also by m e  of our own ideologies, we were s h e d  away from 
our bodies, and the domestic - little reference was made in meetings we attendeâ outside BAAWA 
to our children or our monthly bledhg or even just our daily lives. While such interest in this kind 
of exploration and work s u r f i a d  briefly in the 70's' it was quickly hiciden away. Some of us 
pondered this. Leena and 1 were condemned for a Street performance, "Fernale Lamdry," when we 
took two housewives on laundry day to The Stock Exchange. The public response was strident: 
businesmen were violent and aggressive, some feminist colleagues equally accusatory. We knew 
we had touched a nerve: " M y  al1 this outcry? Perhaps," we thought, "we were supposed to stay 
marginalized in a 'domestic' space or redefine ourselves as non-confrontational - as nebulous, soft, 
ineffectuai beings in fiun" So we gathered witb others in a collective. in isolation, as women, in 
seclusion to think, to talk, to strategize. to shape our leaming and ultimately to produce. But while 
we might mllectivize in sepration, we wanted tbe dialogue within and through other conversational 
cornmwiities of women and with the larger art and public spheres. So we kept moving. 
*
Now ten years later, we continue to worlr Any medium, any image, any place has now 
becorne a site for smiggle and definition. W e  write, we perform, we @nt. We attempt, as Angela 
Partington suggests, to decolonize existing imagery, and existing traditionai fonns. 
Partington "rejects the fmalism of scripto-visual work and its deconstructive strategies 
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based on the flawed language metaphor that an art work is (only) a text. And she reads 
deconstruction backwards as the already îiuuiliar - and pivileged - strategy of [the] historid avant- 
garde within moderaism ... [she] revalorizes consumption which she says is women's work; the 
pleasures of form should not be placed above the pleasws of use" (Laing, 1994, p.360). Use 
implies for me the haptic - the hami, the touch. It engages me to question the modemist paradigms. 
While they may expose moral and political issues and expiore questions of identity, they rernain for 
me fixed in place, in time and limited in perception. 
Pleasure decodes for me another lmguage. It sperrlcs, as Kristeva suggests, of a "'new 
discourse..  neither stagnant, nor eclectically academic; instead, [as a] new knowledge . . . [that's] 
'original, mobile and transfonnative'" (Laiag, 1994, p. 354). I bave found pleasure in assemblages - 
in layers of images and texts thac appear less rigidly defined than in more conventional research 
practices and presentations. By layering various media - image, conversation, text - I can allow for 
the use of touch, sight, and feeling and give myself the opportunîty to move through various forms 
of discourse. 
TextM as Mo& 
Our senses are not stable. Different media shift the senses we use. Reading text here makes 
the eye dominant over the ear, seeing over listening. And we engage these senses as we attend to 
different presentations. These differing presentations and the symbols they use ask for a shifting 
response from the semes and for mdtifaceted interpretatiom. It asks the reader to perceive the 
different texts just as they were made, through different direct active encounters of self with 
phenomenon. 
This swings me again ôack 1 hear myseifsay in "Conversations in Context" that "texts" are 
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what we read as models, as what represents us. 1 hear rnyself dismiss the curatonal organisation of 
This Decade of w- &It lach clarity as a tepesentaiive text" 1 return humbled Have 1 not fallen 
into the trap of privileging certain foms and conventions? Have I not realized that texts are there 
to be read, to be interpreted within the larger context of experience? 
Perhaps we need to understand texts and the fonns they take as symbolic and search for the 
undedying structures and processes they repment Texts have certaidy been useful as markes of 
my own learning and touchstones for my learning process. Texts do reveal some of what is 
representative o f  experience. But not aii. 
The c c C o m ~ l e ~ t v  of Different Azpeçts or E l e m  of Te- - ¶¶ 
This Decade of Da= draws me again. There are various aspects that interest me: the artists 
themselves, the fact that both curators are also artists, and that 1 as audience and as participant am 
also an artist. It irnplies for me an accqmce of assumptios about art, art practice and the viewîog 
and interpretation of both. There is in this event a passion and an excitement, and th is  is not al1 
made fully visible in the exhibition aod the catalogue tem. But tbe attempt has been made and yes, 
it is messy, dense and problematic. But perhaps, that is the nature of texts that attempt to reveal 
more than conventional foms, spaces. or activities, that insert the bodily into research and 
presentation. 
When examinhg tbe siguifiaance of what we do in BAAWA, the assumptions might be that 
everythmg that is mediated by us can be d e s c n i  this may be tme, for tbere are aspects which can 
be socially cïrcumscribed a d  hence easily named and formeci. But it is the aspects that niggle us. 
that cal1 to us, which are problematic in ternis of representation. They are unnameable or are named 
in various f o m  again and again Both cwxist  in this study. Roland Barthes ( 1998) speaks of the 
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"co-presence of thersel two elements'? (p. 23). The first, the studium, he perceives as quite familiar, 
as a comquence of lmowiedge. It is derived fiom participating in culture and gives us a generalized 
reading of people, places, and actions. The second element, the pwctum, breaks or punctuates the 
studium. It is the details, the sensitive points which speak to the viewer and cut, strie, or pierce the 
studium (p. 25-28). 
It is the element, the studium, thai locates the &cal a d  the social strategizing of BAAWA 
But, it is the punctum that draws us to the places of emotion, memory and sensations of BAAWA. 
It is the interplay of these aspects that has infïuenced the shaping of this research 1 have attended 
to the need to revisit the BAAWA process again and again, attending to these aspects. It is the nature 
of  BAAWA - as phenornenon and my connection to it that draws and envelopes us both. I first 
wrote of why women chose to make s e l f '  art educational communities and a~ticulated where 
such communities existed in "A Literaîwe Study: Why a Ferninist Separatist Art Education?'. It 
was a conventiond study that drew material fiom published texts. Then 1 began to move into a 
more open interpretaîion with the notated theatrid performance script "Process in Performance.?' 
It revealed through a poetic narrative of transformation and supported by thick description what 
these artists actually do. This "doing" became refhmed ihrough the perspective of the 
inquirerAeamer-as- curriculum and was aven d s t i c  form in the exhibition 
Conte% 1 allowed myself, in the exhibition, to make images which spoke directly to how 1 
experienced the BAAWA leaming to be. 1 gathered the markers of the social and the political and 
grabbed at the places that sparked me to respond. Both these aspects: the more easily named 
political and social activities, d the Lsa eady named niggling details of our lives have interacted. 
And it is in this interplay that we have corne to refom and cocreate as a group at each occasion for 
art making. 
Complementarity in wnversattion - the voice of the inquirer/learner engages with these 
different aspects - not to rehte one, or privilege another, but to place them in relation to each other 
in dialogue. 1 suggest that when we learn in the arts, we lem with our whole king - mindfiilly, 
expressively, intuitively. As a result, there are aspects of what we do and how we l e m  that are 
easily understood and there are others wt so easily explaiaed This spedcs to a perception of 
education that sits outside of standardization, to a place where questions are asked and answers 
sought in different contexts over the. And in the multifaceted and multilayered interpretations we 
arrive at, we see why we are, where we are, and how we are there. We cycle around, in and out, 
drawing ourselves into our pocesses, as we lem in depth It is a leamiag process that honoun the 
self and what we do. For what we are resmates with our making and in the interactions between 
us a community, and representations of that community are bom The representations becorne 
haptic objects which we then can view, can see, feel, and experience. We are energized by them. 
Researc h as/thro@ MdtiMedia C w :  Performance AG 
This research embodies this interplay. Each modality is an object unto itself - formed 
through and fiom the self interacting with phenometia Once made, the modality becornes an object 
- it is a text we can perceive. It is easily understood and yet at times it is not so easily understood. 
1 attempt to move through and interpret each tea in dialogue in the c~nplementary conversations. 
But in order to the thesis as metatext, it might be useful to view this thesis as a whole 
and h e  it as multimedia. 'Ibis would encourage us to use a whole conjunction of seases and 
allow us to destabilize objectiijmg and hgmenting the study and representation of BAAWA as 
phenornenon Once we accep thesis ao/through the use of multimedia, we could then explore how 
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in future projects we mi@ continue to use such a perspective to fiad different ways of representing 
and perceiving. 
One muitimedia interplay is perfocm8~ce art It is ïnnovaîive in h approaches and hybridity 
and as such challenges the conventions of traditional art, literature and theabe. It is my practice and 
it has infomed the process a d  shpping of this thesis. 
My parûcdar way of reseafching and building a multimedia performa~ce art project evolves 
fiom the fibre of my life. It has been a way for me to give voice and wntextudize my experience. 
1 see myself committed to a femuiist creative practice which seeks to explore and celebrate the 
coonection between a capacity to engage in critical resistance and an ability to expen'ence 
pleasure(s). For me, such a pactice has been a crucial focus for the disparate elements that have 
dehed my life. It has served to iategrate my professionai Life, my couunlmity work and my personal 
concerns. Here it serves to integrate my artistic intuitions, my subjective experiences and rny 
scholarly ideas. 
This process of incorporating subjective knowledge and adstic ambiguity into academic 
research through the use of multimedia, 1 believe, has resonance for research in aris education and 
particularly feminist art education This layering of idormalion, memory, images, ideas fiom many 
sources, allows the researcher to address fiom various perspectives the question at hand. It is a non- 
Iinear configuration which, as it moves, can create greater depth and raise more possibilities. It need 
have no closure. It is one which, like the scanty written history of women and art, Ieaves traces of 
dialogue, memory, awkwairdness, pain, joy - a11 sensations that, when linked to thought, will 
ultirnately i n f m  a body of lcnowkdge on women and art. 
My decision to fiame my research as/through multimedia performance is not so peculiar a 
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choice for a woman in the social sciences. Marianne Goldberg in "Ballerinas and Bal1 Passing" 
(1 987/88) uses image, text, and choreographic drawing to locaie a physical language of the body. 
Her central metaphor is the feminist academic as dancer. Her deking image is of herself as a 
lecturer holding in her hand a photograph of herself dancing. 
Marianne Paget (1990) presents her study of a patientdoctor relationship as theatre. By 
piacing scientific work in an ariistic coatext, she feels thet she allows academic research to value 
lived experience and encourages the development of a "richer and subtler interpretive science" (p. 
153). She acknowledges specific usefid aspects of performance: 
Performance is cnnplex, subtle, provocative, and dialogical. 1 cal1 it a concretion. .. 
of experience.. . Concretions hug the naîural world, but not as exact equivaients of 
natural forms. They display movernent, process, change, and transformation. They 
are expressive, sensitive, and experience near- They resonate, they seem strangely 
familiar, and yet they are not. (p. 1 5 1 ) 
Susan Krieger (1983) in T h e o r  invesîiptes identity in a women's wmmunity. 
She chooses to see inquixy as fiction. She omits a traditional authorid voice and invites the reader 
to enter into the central excitement of the community's gossip. Krieger States that her intention, in 
this research, is to reveal the value fiction couid have for exposing different levels of "reality" in 
social science researck 
Al1 these three women in their research practices allow feminist analysis, the arts and 
education to converge and inform each other. 1 have employed yet another art methodology - that 
of multimedia performance art to permit academic text, theatricai presentation and v i s d  images 
to converge and relate. 
Performance art is an enactment both in making and presenting. It engages for me the 
activities of academic, d s t  and actor/educator. In its making, the process includes research and 
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retrospection. Different media such as photography, sound, montage, assemblage, are layered in 
process through and in p~esentation. 
Arnelia Jones (1998) spealrs ofpafomiaace art as a way of rethinking the self The selfias- 
body perfonns itself snd in so doing ''daims the immanence and intenubjective contingency of  ail 
subjects." (p. 51). In the enactment of performance art, the perceptions of viewer and maker 
become concurrent and make contact through the body of art&-as-subject. la making with, and 
including the body in this context, the boundaries between object and subject are b l u d  Tbe 
personal is used to di- the artistic event and media are layered so they disrupt one another. Lf the 
perforrner is a woman, the audience is asked to then address women in women's terms, to re-view 
images in the context of  women's restorying. The action then moves us foward to interpretation, 
hansforming the project into an open-end4 process, rather than allowing it to be fixed as a mute, 
static object. 
-of- 
The Head of Education at the gallery where I teach attended a crit with my performance 
art students the other day. AAecwafds she spoke to me and said, "It is so difficult to taik about 
performance art because we have no language - not a language like those we have already to, say, 
speak about sculpture or painting or t h m .  It's especially difficult to tallr about it when it isn't 
finished." "Yes," 1 agreed. But, those comments 1 heard and made nagged me and drove me to 
distraction. Buî wait, 1 thought, we do have a language - it is a language bom fkom our experience, 
m e d  in production and etched through practice. It can and is  used whether a work is "finisheù" 
or not An4 what is fuiished? 1s there redy closure? 
When a curator Mews my exhibitions, or a reader reads my writuig or an audience attends 
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my îheatrical performances, s/he reads the finished pieces h m  the context of the history and the 
traditional language of the fom. "But," f i e  says, "conventions may not exist in order to read 
innovative work?" Perhaps not, perhaps readers need a new language in order to r a d  the work. 
What if, 1 suggest with the assistance of C a d e  Laing and Angela Partuigton, 1 h e r s e  and saturate 
the conventional, predictable f m s  of language with the language of experience? A language that 
reveals production, practice, d process. 
What if', 1 suggest that when you read/view my innovative work, you attend wt to just the 
organization but also the detail, the fomed but also the unformeci? 
This asks for a more te- way of perceiving. It seasitizes me, and 1 would hope the 
viewer, to observe how 1 relate to the subject of midy and how 1 use image, text and action to 
express that relationship. It opens up the possibility for a capability to play with multiple 
perspectives. It becomes not only a cognitive matter, but also a bodily one - visceral, prelinguai - 
not emotion, but linked to them. The rnemory of the movement fiom one modality to another 
becomes encoded in the language of the leamer. And that language becomes descriptive, symbolic 
and representative of the progression of leaming. 
Here you have "read" modalities representative of modes of experience and learning, that 
honour the process of practice and production for academic, actor/eûucator and artist. These are 
enveloped by the convoluted struggling, active voice of the inquirerneamer, a voice thaî names 
practice and process but does not attempt to reduce experience to conventional text. It is a language 
that moves in and out of texts pausing Md playing as 1 (it) go@). It is the Qing that makes the 
language. 1 as multimedia performance artist speak liom and through production, through a process 
saturateci with experience. And whether this pn>cess or production is at the level of language, I still 
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have a sense of that progression. And as 1 reflect and speak again, language is made. 1 have 
attempted to bring the learning, making, and acting of the BAAWA women inside language, inside 
research and in so doing ask that learning be seen in its context(s), in process, and in action(s). 
Research - as - Knowl-eta-~efsbectiy~ 
When Leena and 1 r d  the transçnpts or listen to the tapes of our talks, we are given a meta- 
perspective on our process. We gain a sense of control of our mate- by simply king still with 
it. We are aware of what we are doing. We consciously speak of the experience of bemg women, 
artists and researchers through out work And through this meta-perspective, we establish a 
connection to o w  language, and to our practice. It is a place that empowers our speaking and 
rnaking and that we feel lies at the heart of our self educatioa It spealrs to my search for au 
innovative academic fonn for feminist an educational research. 1 have attempted to develop here 
a rnethodology which would reflect my and other woaien's experiences and be patinent to the field 
of feminist art education. It has proved to be a chailenging task. 
As Kathleen Rockhi11 (1987), in referring to acadernic research by ferninists, states: 
We know that knowledge is not something out there to be disseminated, and that 
politics is not confined to public organised spheres of prachce, but we've yet to 
develop academic fonns which hilly recognize the radical implications of a ferninia 
critique. (p. 16) 
As 1 set out to record my own and the B M W A  women's self-art education, 1 trkd to find 
a voice that would introduce the ambiguity of the arts and better acknowledge my own triple 
configuration as artist-feminist4ucator. 
The voice of inquirerkaner as multimedia performance artist is not o k n  heard in 
conventional academic texts or mode1 S. And while creative te*, performances, images and 
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models build bridges, to contain and structure activities, they do not always reveal the meta- 
perspectives, the places of knowledge making. 
It is a knowledge making for women artists/teachers/leamers that speaks fiom a place made 
by them and for thern, that is persoual and specific. We haw had to position ourselves in meta- 
perspectives relative to this knowledge making, as we reflect on what we h o w  and how we know. 
This awareness infiuences the tools the mateiials, the foms we use in our practice. This practice 
then engages us in the making of texts or foms and we move through and on, reporting and 
reflecting. 
In "Fragments," Leena and 1 rewd slides, music, images re-examining p s t  performance 
art works, fiom a distance of an almost 15 years of wllaborative practice before, during and since 
BAAWA images reasserted themselves in this making. And we recontextualized them - it was 
not a simple repetition While the images were no longer as close to us, they were still resonant. We 
could now see them, acknowledging that we were of them. 
Research Knowlee  - of Aeethec 
As for this research, it too has been a recailing repeating, recontextualizing over time of my 
association with and through BAAWA. While 1 am no longer an active member, its mernories, 
processes, activities are embedded in me and infonn my practice. in this writing, there have been 
conscious repetitions, recurxing images, observations. But it is the receiving of these fi-om changing 
contexts, seen fiom differing perspectives, that records the progression of the research. The 
research continues to evolve fmm BAAWA, and its bace will undoubtedly resurface. Images have 
been made and wWe 1 expect new ones may surface, those of the pst are present now and for the 
friture reasserting themselves again and again as learniog-in-process. 
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1 c a ~ ~  now speak to those BAAWA practices, r d  them and use what 1 have leamed h m  
them. #en confiontecl with a dinicult worlQng relationship or a challenging collaboration, 
memory reasserts itself and while 1 may mt necessady how how to immediately solve the 
problem, I have a history - a history of memory, sensation, story a d  action - that 1 can draw on to 
inform the present In faci, a new project is just begùining. I feel tht stresses and strains of 
collaboration but the dynamics are ciiffixeni and we seem to be nnding ways thmugh to evolviag 
a concept, sharing the poposal preparation, writing the grants, contacthg and negotiating with the 
galleries and setting the exhibition schedule. 
The results of this study rest not only within me but within you as reader/viewer. As an 
"open te2ct3' it asLs how you as readetlviewer choose to respond We may not find consensus. This 
text here becomes, in its reading, a reflective occasion. My voice of analysis is not the definitive 
one. For leaming is in community, in flux and subject to shiffing perspectives and views. And like 
Barthes's punctum, certain images and actions stay with us unnameable and yet evocative in their 
interpretation. 
Such an image murs for me throughout this thesis - the crumpled piles of paper that recall 
the acts in "Fragments" and the acts of composition in this work. 1 take a piece of this paper, an 
image of crumpled paper on it, I dismiss too quickly what is oa the paper, it's too predictable, it's 
not the exact language, and in M o n  I cninch the paper into a ball. But just as 1 am to toss it 
to the floor, 1 hesitate and open the ciosed ball of paper, smoothing out the creases. There are now . 
new marks on the peper, a new design, a new awareness. And 1 place the p p r  on the floor beside 
me and reach for the next. 1 continue to repeat the action with eacb paper and the pile beside me 
builds. But it is not compact d closeû, but rather open a d  organic. When it tiills over, 1 need to 
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find another conQuraiion, a c r d v e  situation that allows it to progress. But its shspe and the 
actioos that creeted diut s h s p  dctcnnine the evolving smictun. This action of building moves me 
away fiom a passive precarious position of baluicing bctween various tex& to building with 
experience and through leaming emotionai Luilrs to and through thcse tuas. The texts remah as 
markers, traces, objects of this progress, modilitia m v e  of changey complexity and growth 
inherent in an educatiod pbe~~~lenon.  There has k e n  a reordering in this movement that a& 
for a restmcturirig of exprieme. There is a shift Ratber than just studymg culture, this thesis 
contributes an interpretation as mcta-perspective as kmwlcdge, and in so doing contniutes to 
creating culture. 
It is artistically craAed research that spcaks h m  a d  to the specifics and homurs the 
personal and the social, the active and refîective, the pleasunble and practical. 
Like Susan Stinsoa (1995) notes, research may med to be presented idthrough tbe use of 
innovative strategies and fonns to betîer represent education in/through the arts. What we 
understand in art practice is iIilit interna1 shpiag and worlring crestes e x t d  form. We "look 
inside to feel ourselves as participants not just onlookers" (p.3). While St imn refers to kinesthetic 
erperiences, I feel it to be tnie for any artistic mrlMg. 
Eisner claims that it is oniy by mcaiis of extemil foms of representation that we can 
communicate private experience, and while Eismr =fer to the perception of the artworlc as that 
which makes "art," nat the object itself, 1 sec little or no mention of the word "body" (in Stinson, 
1995, p. 46). 
Stinson, as researcher and dancer, articulates a similar search to mine f i r  forms tbat 
represent "the self which lives expience''. For ber, it is a process that is concurrent with her 
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dancing practice. She selects a topic - sometbing that compels her, and engages her passionately. 
She generates or collectr materiai about the idea, aîiends to the matcriai, selects significant 
observations and perceives and mterpiets relationships (p. 47). But what becornes important to her, 
and 1 think to me and to my perceptions of learning snd eqecially self-directed learning, is the wed 
to diaiogically observe the relatidps between wbst 1 know and what 1 am coming to know. 1 am 
fornuiaie as a multimedia pwfomiiuw artist in having a range of symbols to use to rep~sent my 
experiences. It has not or@ allowed me to Mer understand my own process but also those of 
ottiea who have participted in this research It is a sensory and yet cognitive pocess, layered but 
not necessarily fiagmenîed. 
Here I have constructeci an open work in movement: "Not" as Eco (1989) notes C'just a 
conglomeration of random components ... [Tlhe 'openness' or dynamism of  r. work wnsists in 
factors which make it susceptible to an whole m g e  of integrations ... They provide it with organic 
complements wtiich [are graRed] into the stmctud vitality which the work already possesses even 
if it is uicomplete." (p. 20). Luigi Paryson (in Eco, 1989) M e r  notes that the work is a form that 
has infinite aspects that are not just fragments or parts. Rather each reveals a given perspective. 
The infinite points of view of the readers and the innnite aspects of the work itself interact with 
each o h r ,  corne into jindapositioa and clarify each otber by a iecipocal pocess (p. 2 1). The parts 
of the work, and the progression of self-as-leamer works then in several directions and on various 
levels. It is engaged in movement, is open in fonn and hence fluid in its questioning. In closing, 
it stops, to pause, seeing and sensing the possibilities for mother action. 
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For me and many BAAWA wown, our lived experieoce of traditional ~bool iag was om 
in which we were forced to choose between our own learning and the reaiity demanded by the 
institution(s). Experierices sùnilat to these recur as HR COLlfinue to mgdaîe institutions as teachers 
and as artists. However, we have meated conversational communities of our own to aliow us re- 
examine, remue and restructure our learning, and actively advocafc for institutional changc. W e  
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